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Plan tould Lead To Widening

Main Street Proposal Attracts Vocal Turnout Here
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By LO1VELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
Transportation Secretary Calvin
Grayson will have a stack of comments
both for and against an estimated $3.1
million Main Street widening project
when he sits down to make a decision.
Kentucky Department of Transportation (DOT) District Engineer
Robert "Bob" Hodges said it'll be up to
Grayson whether DOT goes ahead with
plans now on the drawing boards to
widen Main Street in Murray.
Despite threatening weather Tuesday
night, a session billed as a "public
meeting" drew a large turnout to
,Murray State University's Special
Education Building. Approximately 25
persons on both sides of the issue
presented verbal statements at the
meeting. Several others of the more
than 100 present turned in written
statements to DOT officials.
The proposal calls for reconstructing
Main between 16th Street and 6th Street
to a four-lane urban section. The street
would include four, 12 foot driving
lanes, a four foot median, curbs and
gutters, sidewalks and turning lanes at
12th and 16th Streets.
"I wonder if this is the best use of
your money," one man said. "I don't
think this is really worth the altered
lifestyle nor the cost."
Those against the project cited a
number of reasons- The project's cost and inconvenience construction time will
create.

— They said Main is not a congested
street now except at the, 12th and 16th
street intersections and they said four
lanes would create a traffic bottleneck
in the downtown area should the street
be viidened.
— Four-laning Main would not be an
answer to the purported decline of the
downtown area, opponents said.
— Others said the project would
"inflict financial harm" on businesses
along the street while construction is
going on.
"I think we will have further
deterioration., unless we do something
to improve traffic to the downtown,"
another person said, speaking for the
project.
Those urging DOT to go ahead with
construction plans cited a number of
reasons also:
— The widening will be an answer to
traffic congestion at 16th and 12th
streets, and it would save driving time
into the downtown area.
— Downtown Murray is the "obvious
business district" and traffic must be
assured of a clear flow into that section
of town.
— Others favoring the four-laning
said widening the street will be one
small part of an overall highway 94
upgrading project.
Jim Cleavinger, assistant district
engineer for pre-construction, told the
crowd Tuesday night the DOT fourlaning project has been on the drawing
boards since 1972.
Hodges said DOT will conduct a
d

public hearing should Grayson decide
to pursue Main four-laning plans.
Officials said the widening could take
five years — actual construction would
take two seasons, plus time alloted to
buy rights-of-way and move utilities.
Current plans call for a one-way
couple system at 6th Street.
Murray Mayor Melvin Henley, who
favors the project, said it was probably
his answer to a query from Grayson
that revived it. The mayor said
Grayson mentioned money is alloted to
buy rights-of-way and he wanted a local
decision on whether "to move on the
project."
Henley said the decision could have
ramifications other than streets — DOT
would be replacing a series of old sewer
and water lines running the length of
the street, thus saving local taxpayers
extra expense.
H. Glenn Doran, chairman of the
board of People's Bank, said Main has
changed through the years and if highway 94 is upgraded, Main will create a
bottleneck in the city.
Walter Apperson, vice-president of
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce, read a resolution from the
Chamber calling for the widening.
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn appeared at
the meeting and spoke out against the
widening.
"All our heritage is on Main . . .it is
the duty of each generation to preserve
our heritage," Mrs. Vaughn said.
See MAIN ST.,
Page 12-A, Column 5

VlEVV MAIN MAPS — Jim Cleavinger, assistant district engineer for pre-construction, Kentucky Department of
Transportation, second from right, foreground, is shown explaining the impact on each property owner that
widenmg Main Street in Murray will have. DOT conducted a public meeting Tuesday night and will turn comments
both for and against a proposed four-laning to Transportation Secretary Calvin Grayson.
Staff Photo By Lowell Atddey

Another Winter Storm Dumps
Of Snow Oweounty
Two In
i

A spokesman at the county division of
the Kentucky Department of Transportation said crews began salting
first and second priority roads at 3 a.m.
Third priority roads were being
snowplowed, and it was hoped to plow
the snow off the first priority roads as
soon as it softens.
County road maintenance supervisor
Rob Walston stated that four county
crews and trucks were putting cinders
on intersections and hills, and two
snowplows were being used. Walston
also indicated that four graders would
be put into action later in the day.
Murray city street crews were putting salt and cinders on streets, in
addition to snowplowing. The street
department crews were being assisted
by some sanitation department
workers.
A Kentucky State Police spokesman
described the highways as "slick and
hazardous." The spokesman said that
snow was packed on most roads with
slick spots where the snow had blown
off. It was noted that relatively few
accidents had occurred because of the
conditions.
County roads and city streets were
also slick, and several minor accidents
had been reported because of the road
conditions.
The Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad is available to deliver food and
medicine to residents who are not able
to get out. The number is 753-4112.
Hospital personnel needing transportation to or frau% the hospital may
call the Murray Police at 753-1621.
The Murray Sanitation Department
scheduled no residential pickup today
but will attempt commercial collection.
Sanitation officials said that if no more
snow fell, residential collection will
resume Thursday and continue through
Saturday with pickup schedules running one day late.

After a respite of 10 daysfrom ice and
snow, Calloway Countians, as well as
other residents of the state, were faced
once again with a winter storm that
Orousht winds of 20 mph gusting up to
35 mph.
The accumulation of snow, which was
predicted to be from 2-4 inches,
followed rain that began at noon
Tuesday. A travelers advisory was
issued for western Kentucky early
today.
Snowfall was measured at-2ke inches
at noon today by John Ed Scott, who
collects Calloway County weather data
for the National Weather Service. Scott
said that .78 inch 'Of rain had fallen at 8
p.m. Wednesday.

Council Will
Hear Views On
One-Way Proposal
SUCK CYCUNG — Rex Monts, left, and John Strieter, had a slick go of it at the corner of Olive and 13th early today
as bicyclists and motorists alike woke up to over two inches of snow. Driving is deemed hazardous and schools are
closed today. Monts is the son of Mr. and Mrs. John Bugden and Strieter is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Terry Strieter.
Photo By Jennie B. Gordon

House,Senate To Hear Plans
For Limits On Property-Taxes
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Proposals to limit property tax increases were to be aired today before
the House and Senate, and legislation
removing the sales tax from residential
utilities was on the agenda in both
chambers.
The House Appropriations and
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flurries
tonight
Partly cloudy with a few snow
flurries tonight. Cold with lows 10
to 15. Mostly sunny and slightly
warmer Thursday. Highs in the
mid 20s.
The extended forecast calls for
clearing Friday, with a chance of
rain or snow Saturday and
Sunday. Lows will be in the 20s
Friday and in t)ie upper 20s to
mid 30s Saturday and Sunday.
Highs during the period will be in
the upper 30s and 40s.

Revenue Committee scheduled a
second day of hearings on a measure to
limit annual property tax increases by 4
percent unless voters agree to a higher
rate.
The Senate, meanwhile, was expected to meet as a committee of the
whole to tackle the issue for the first
time.
Taxpayers praised the proposed
legislation Tuesday, saying it would
give voters more control over local
government spending, but several local
school officials said it would hurt
education by forcing reductions in
school spending.
Under the proposal, state and local
governments would be required to
reduce tax rates to offset the effect of
increased property assessments. New
property would be excluded, which
would give local governments a total
annual increase of about 7 percent.
Local officials could set a tax rate
that would bring in more than a 4
percent increase in revenue, but a
petition signed by 15 percent of the
voters in the last presidential election
could require officials to either lower
the rate or put it to a vote.
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville, the
House revenue committee chairman,
said school officials are wrong in
assuming they could only get a 4 percent increase. "That's not true if you
can get the public to agree you need
more money," Clarke said.
"Actually, this bill doesn't.r.deny a
board just as much revenue as under
the old system — just as long as people
concur," he said.
Four other issues added to the agenda

of the special session by Gov. Julian
Carroll fared with mixed success
Tuesday.
The House passed its first bill 93-1, a
measure removing the requirement
that fiscal courts supply space to
probation, parole and conditional
release officers. It now goes to the
Senate.
However, a bill that would require
approval of the executive branch before
the news media could be searched for
evidence by law enforcement agencies
died in a Senate committee, killed at
the request of the Kentucky Press
Association, which feels the matter
needs more study.
Another Senate committee approved
See LEGISLATURE,
Page 12-A, Column 7

A public hearing on the proposed oneaying of 8th and 9th Streets in Murray
will be one of the first items of business
at the regular meeting of the Murray
c,mmon Council Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
Also listed on the agenda for the
meeting, which will be held in city hall,
are:
— The first reading of an ordinance
increasing water rates for large
primarily industrial) users.
— Recommendations from the
Murray Planning Commission Concerning privately owned outdoor
recreational facilities and fee adjustments.
— Consideration of the 1979 Community Development application.
— A recommendation on the hiring of
a dog warden.
— A recommendation on bids for a
sign application machine.
The first reading of an ordinance that
will one-way 8th and 9th Streets from
Sycamore to Olive and will prohibit
parking on either side of each street is
also scheduled on the agenda. It is
anticipated that ordinance will be read
it the council receives favorable
response from the public during the
hearing.
The meeting is open to the general
public.

Books May Be
Returned This
Week 'Fine Free'
"Fine Free Book Week" is being
observed at the Callaway County
Public Library according to an
announcement made this week.
The announcement was made at
the same time the library trustees
issued an urgent request for the
return of all overdue books. The
trustees have voiced concern over
the number of books patrons fail to
return on time citing a cost figure of
$250 per month in attempts to get
books returned.
Through Saturday, Jan. 27,
patrons with overdue books may
return them and not be assessed the
normal five cent per day fine.
In the future, patrons with
overdue books will be given one
week and one month notices, after
which time the names of those
people with overdue books will be
published in the newspaper.

Railroad Crossing On 94E
Is Temporarily Reopened
The railroad crossing on East Main
Street (Highway 94E) which has been
closed to traffic for about three weeks,
has been temporarily opened by the
state highway department.
The crossing was barricaded in early
January so that I & N Railroad crews
could rework the crossing. A.
spokesman for I, & N, Charlie Castner,
said "we have had all sorts of weatherrelated problems" since beginning the
project. Castner, who is in the Public
relations department in L 81 N's
Louisville office, said the work is being

done by a crew from the Nashville,
Tenn., division.
Castaer said a spokesman for the
Nashville office told him they hope to
have the project completed by this
weekend, weather permitting.
In the meantime, however, highwhy
.department crews
temporarily
reopened the crossing late Tuesday
afternoon by filling around the tracks
with loose gravel. The gravel will have
to be removed when L & N completes
the project according to city street
superintendent Ray Clark.
4

businesses
and
Most local
manufacturers were open today, and
postal deliveries were scheduled as
usual. Postal officials asked that
patrons in town clean their sidewalks
and county patrons were asked to clear
snow away from their mailboxes.
The Calloway County Health
Department was closed today, in addition to both Calloway County and
Murray city schools.
Today marked the seventh day of
See WEATHER,
Page 12-A, Column 7

Murray Board
Of Education To
Meet Th6rsday
The Murray Independent Board of
Education will consider several items
when it meets at 7 p.m. Thursday, Jan.
25, at the board office building.
The agenda includes a curriculum
committee report for Murray High
School; a review of public institutional,
boiler and liability insurance; and
personnel recommendations.
The public is welcome to attend all
school board meetings.

Weather Halts
Dark-Fired
Tobacco Sales
Sales for dark-fired tobacco were
suspended in Murray today on both
loose leaf floors because of the adverse
weather conditions, according to
Holmes Ellis, general manager of the
Western District Dark-Fired Tobacco
Growers Association.
The Mayfield sales Thursday will
also be suspended, Ellis noted. The
sales have been rescheduled for
Monday in Murray and Tuesday in
Mayfield.
Subject to the weather conditions, the
sale of dark air-cured tobacco will be
held Friday beginning in Mayfield and
moving later in the day to Murray.

Bridge Construction
Projects Approved
FRANKFORT — Calloway County
projects to construct bridges over
Branch of East Fork of Clarks River on
Dave Mitts Road, over Sand lick Creek
on A. S. Berry Road, over Grove Creek
on Steeley Road, and over Wildcat
Creek on Mohundro Road have obeen
announced by state Transportation
Secretary Calvin G. Grayson.
The work will be linen ed with
special
pe
county road aid f;r:(ls for
-emergency roadwOrk, Grays n said.
The projects arc a joint venture
,between the,
the ,Transportation Department and'
County Fiscal
Curt
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Wednesday, January 24
Heavyweight Boxing
World
of
Champion
Muhammad All will lecture at
8 p.m. in the Murray State
Fieldhouse.
University
Admission is $2, students, and
83 for all others_ For information call 762-6951.
Second session of auditions
for annual anniversary dinner
March 1, 2, and 3 of MurrayCalloway County Community
Theatre will be at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public
Library.
Thursday,January 25
Non-denominational Bible
Study will be held in Room 205,
Roy Stewart Stadium, Murray
State University, at 7:30 p.m.
Persons are asked to bring
their Bibles.

Thursday, January 25
Board of Directors of Need
Line will honor the Rev.
Robert Brockhoff at a potluck
dinner at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church, 15th and
Main Streets, at 6:30 p.m. ,
Legion of Mary of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at
1.30 p.m. in the rectory.
calloway County High
School Girls will play a
basketball game with Marshall County at Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
Zeta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
the club houe:..a,t 7:30 p.m.
with threog.frati by Lyndia
Cochran, dance instructor.
Note change in place and
program.

Magazine Club will meet at
2 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Gingles, Farmer
Fred
Avenue, with Mrs. William S.
Major to present the program.

Calloway
Southwest
Elementary School ParentTeacher Club will meet,
weathei %;fteefierig, at 7 p.m.
at the school with .he program
by Dr. Jack Rose and Joanna
District 13, Kentucky Adams.
Nurses Association, will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant with the program
Public debate between
to be on "Crisis Intervention." Murray State University and
Central Arkansas University
Knights of Columbus will will be at 3 p.m. in Room 208,
hold ladies night at 6:30 p.m. Faculty Hall, Murray State.
in Gleason Hall, St. Leo's The public is invited.
Catholic Church. A potluck
dinner and games are planned.
Friday,January 26
A winter wiener roast and
Voice recital by Steve slumber party for Acteens of
Gates, Hopkinsville, will be at the First Baptist Church will
8:15 p.m. in the recital Hall, be held at 8 p.m. at the home
Fine Arts Center, Murray of Vickie Trav
State University. No charge
and the public is invited.
Local chapter of National
-Gester—spill...ba.-open_ Association of Retired
- retie-fir Eii)pkikee-s- will meet
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.nt for at 9:30 a.m. at
the Woodmen of
activities by the Murray the
World
building with
Senior Citizens. Included in
Attorney Bill Phillips to speak
the activities will be the check aa-"Wink- Estates, and
for Wood pressure from 1 to 3
p.m.

Nif/1

Jones- Anderson
Wedding Planned

Angie Thweatt Installed As
WorthyAdvisor Of Assembly.

A farm chemical breakfast
for all area farmers and interested persons will be at 7:30
a.m. at Big Joe's Restaurant.
The public is welcome.

Miss Angie Thweatt was
installed as worthy advisor of
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
on Sunday,Jan. 14, at 2 p.m. af
the lodge hall.
Fallowing her vows, Miss
Thweatt was escorted to her
station by her father, Joe Pat
Thweatt, through the honor
guard of Masons composed of
Charlie Lassiter, Raymond
Wrather, Joe Lasater, Max
Weatherford, Henry Sledd,
and Mason Crass, as the song,
"He," was played.
Other officers installed were
Clarissa Thorn, worthy
associate advisor; Trisha
Clark, charity; Michelle Cook,
hope; Veronica West, faith;
Vicky Weatherford, recorder;
Tina Bogard, chaplain; Mary
Ann Gordon, confidential
observer. Mrs. Barbara
Windsor is the mother advisor.

Exhibits in ceramics by
Jack Goodwin, Roanoke, Va.,
and in graphic design by Tony
Beard, Louisville, will open at
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University, and continue
through Feb. 7.
Saturday, January 27
Girl Scout Cookie Sale will
begin today and for orders
persons may call Diane
Spurlock,753-9734.

Willing Workers Class of
Grace Baptist Church will
meet at Fern Terrace Lodge
at 6:30 p.m. for fellowship and
singing with the residents.
Miss Kentucky Universe
Pageant will be at Paducah
l'ilgtunan auditorium at 8
p.m.

Serving as installing officers were Mrs. Twila
Coleman, worthy advisor;
Mrs. Beurdean Wrather,
chaplain; Mrs. Joyce Tyler,
Mrs. Phyllis
recorder;
Rowland, inarshall; Mrs.
Linda Wyatt, musician.
The newly installed worthy
advisor thanked those who

NARFE Chapter To
Hold Meet Friday

Rowland.
Awards were presented by
Mrs. Windsor to Lana Lasater
with a merit bar for perfect
attendance for her term;
Vicky Weatherford for perfect
attendance for two years;
Angie Thweatt for perfect
attendance for one year. Lana
Lasater was presented a gift
from Twila Coleman and
Phyllis Rowland.
A social hour was held with
Miss Thweatt's parents as
hosts. Fruit punch, decorated
cake, nuts, and mints were
served by Jo Mathis and Inez
Gay.
Visitors present were
Whitney Taylor, Willard
Thweatt, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Clark, Mr. and Mrs. Boyce
West and sons, Mrs. Barbara
Stacy, Mrs. Betty Morris, Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Lasater, Mr. and
Mrs. Roosevelt Mathis, Mr.
and Mrs. Erroll Gay, Mr. and
Mrs. Damon Mathis, Joe
Wayne
Thweatt, Craig
Thweatt, Kathy Halford, Mr.
and Mrs. Mason Crass, Scott
Wyatt, Mr. and
Mrs.
Raymond Wrather, Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Lassiter, Mr. and
jvIrs. Harold Wyatt, Henry
Sledd, Barbara Windsor,
Twila Coleman, Phyllis
Rowland, Joyce Tyler, and
Max Weatherford.
Members present were
Angie Thweatt, Clarissa
Thorn, Lana Lasater, Tina
Bogard, Veronica West, Mary
Ann Gordon, Michelle Cook,
Lee Stacy, Trisha Clark, and
Vicky Weatherford.

Angie Thweatt
—Worthy Advisor
Miss Tracey
had helped her attain the
Mr. and Mrs. James Hall Jones of Indian Hill, Ohio, anThe local chapter of the
Murray Al-Anon will meet
highest office the assembly
nounce the engagement of their daughter, Tracey Lee, to
National Association of
at 8 p.m. at Carman raviliOn,
can offer. She announced her
Edward White Anderson of Colorado Springs, Col., son of Mr. Retired Federal Employees
College Farm Road, Murray.
emliilem as the praying hands;
and Mrs. Curtis G. Anderson of Baltimore, Md.
will meet Friday, Jan. 26, at
This is a support group for
her flower as the daisy; her
Miss Jones will graduate in May from Purdue University 9:30 a.m. at the Woodmen of
families and friends of
station as hope; her colors as
and
is
a
Alpha
Theta.
member
of
Kappa
She
the
World
building.
is
the
information
grandalcoholics and for
the colors of the rainbow; her
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lockwood G. Doench of Indian Hill,
Attorney Bill Phillips will be
call 437-4229.
song as "He"; her scripture
Ohio, and of Mr. and Mrs. Clayborne E. Jones of Murray.
the speaker for the meeting.
as John 13:34.
Mr. Anderson graduated from Towson State University in
His subject will be "Wills,
Alpha Department, Murray
Miss Thweatt presented
Maryland.
Estates, and Trusts'
Woman's Club, is scheduled to
gifts to her installing officers
The
wedding
Memorial
Day
will
be
on
weekend
Robert
Douglas,
president
in May at
meet at 12 noon at the club
and introduced her parents,
the Armstrong Chapel of the United Methodist Church at
of the local chapter, urges all
house with Joe Dick as the
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat
Cincinnati, Ohio, with the bride-elect's uncle, the Rev. Jack
members to attend and said
speaker. - _on
"Finance
Thweatt.
She also presented
Jones of Murray,officiating.
guests are welcome.
Figures."•
other members of her family
;:;•,•::•:•:•:•:4•62;S:::::::1:::::::::::;:::;:z"..r.;:::::;:;:;:;:::::::::;:;:;x;:•:•:;:•:•:•i;i
including her brothers, Joe
_
„.
...
•'•
Wayne and Craig Thweatt, her
Both the Racer and Lady
•.,.••••
i. SANDWICH FILLING
--grandparents, Mr.—rddliil
Rater•*104-Wigbost-the
Fee • a
and women's teams from nutritious sandwich `filling,
Roosevelt Mathis and Willard
Austin Peay State University cook a half pound of chicken
Thweatt; her uncle and stint,
HOSPITAL PATIENT
at
f:
Mr. and Mrs. Damon Mathis
the
Murray , State livers in a little butter and „.
Mrs. Joseph Garland of
and Mr. and Mrs. Erroll Gay. Murray Route 2 has been
Fieldhouse with lady's game mash with two hard-cooked
at 5:15 p.m. and the men's eggs plus a _little mayonnaise
Her father presented her with- dismissed from the Western
*
game at 7:30 p.m.
a gavel as a gift from—her_ Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
and salt and pepper.
1.1
parents.
a.
The
Advisory
Board 4
.
members were installed who
'N.;:;:a;:aaaa;:;:•;:a;:aa;: By MRS. W.P. WILLUati
were Sue Thweatt, Max
A good project for these
For Information
Weatheford, .Marilyn
"shut-in" weeks is to start a rocks placed on top of the soil
Regarding
Weatherford, Joe Lasater,
Bonsai. As you know,they are will help hold the little tree
Sybil Lasater, luta Hutson,
trees that have /been con- steady until it begins to get
Phyllis Rowland, and Twila
trolled so that very old trees settled.
Coleman.
are only two or three feet tall.
Keep it out of the sunlight
A worthy advisor's pin was ,
(Permanent
This is a fascinating art that for a few weeks, then set it in
presented to Miss Thweatt by
was begun in Japan in the a sunny window. When new
Removal of Nair)
Ilth century.
sprouts begin to show
the assembly. She also
Many kinds of small tree themselves, that is the time to
received gifts from Mr. and
sprouts that are to be found in decide how to shape your
Mrs. Raymond Wrather,
the woods, will answer the tree. Look at some pictures of
Twila Coleman, and Phyllis
purpose. I have seen pictures Bonsais in magazines or
of some that are two or three catalogues They will give
hundred years old. They are you an idea of what you would
planted in a shallow dish or like to have yours look like.
container, with the roots
It way sound complicated,
barely covered. By pruning but it really isn't and you will
here and there, by clipping not only enjoy fixing it, but
some of the roots annually you will have a conversation
Children's Fashions
and even by using wire to piece that will be different
bend or shape the tree, some from those of most people
very beautiful creations can
I hope you will try it. If you
be made.
do, let me know what
I started one about 15 years progress you make. The care
ago and it was lovely. I set a of them is just like any other
Bel-Air Shop:ling Center
Hrs- 9-6 Mon. Sat.
tiny maple sprout in a dish, plant. Water frequently and
253-1795
9-9 Fri
and each fall the tiny tree give it sunshine.
would turn crimson, just like
its big sisters. I put it out in
the summer where it could
THIRD AND FOURTH Graders at Carter Elementary School will be ready if snow comes again.'Snow Survival Kits'
get sunshine. But one day
with ideas for things to do when school is closed were developed by Glenda Roos, Title I Reading Teacher.
when my little tree was about
Displaying some of the folders they designed are fourth grade students of Mrs. Eunice Mills. Pictured, left to right,
eight years old and about 18
front row, Mrs. Mills, lori Miller, Tammy Overbey, Sue Anne Brush, Don Brock, Tony Robinson, back row, Melissa
inches tall, it got overturned
McCutcheon, Kenny Hainsworth, and Mrs. Roos.
and the roots were exposed to
Photo by Gerald Carter
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
the hot summer sun for a
Ojai
couple of days before 1
discovered it.'
•••••••%.111.
It was beyond repair, and I
0000000le•
;
% ••00001)
have not started another one
LAST MONDAY OF EACH MONTH
since. But I think I will try
$50.00 SAVINGS BOND TO WINNER
again. It is interesting and
CALL FOR APPLICATIONS
Guests were members of the
really a rewarding bit of
Mrs. Danny Champion, the
work.
former Gaye Gardner, before honoree's Sunday School Class
Maple sprouts are easy to
For Prograrn Information, Please Call 753-3314
their marriage on Saturday. at the Cherry Corner Baptist
find. Dig one up and find an
EVERY THURSDAY A DIFFERENT COUNTRY
Jan. 20, was complimented Church.
earthenware dish or platterThe honoree opened her
HILLBILLY HAWAIIAN MEXICAN FRENCH
with two more prenuptial
shaped bowl about two inches
gifts including the hostess' gift
events.
Nick Nolte
deep. Drill a hole in the
of a hanging plant.
7:05,
bottom so the moisture can
Carma
Lisa
Lovett
and
9:25
escape, for you do not want
Karen Todd were hostesses
THURSDAY NIGHTS
Thur:1
Bain R
the tree to become waterfor a miscellaneous shower
logged.
held on Monday, Jan. 15, at 7
Fill the bowl with good,
p.m. at the Community Room
loose soil, rich in humus. If
FRIDAY NIGHTS
YOU'LL BELIEVE PO
of the Federal Savings and
there is a tap root to the
A MAN CAN FLY
Loan.
- seedling, trim it back and
7:00,
1010 Chestnut
For the occasion the
trim other roots slightly.
9:40
honoree wore an ensemble of
Spread them out in the soil
2N1)& 4TH SATURDAY NIGHTS
white slacks, navy sweater,
Held Over
and barely cover. A few flat
PASSES NO BARGAIN MITE
and green blouse. She and her
mother, Mrs. Fred Gardner,
CARAT BEAN
were presented hostesses' gift
Cum 1ASTW000
Would you believe that
NOON UNTIL 2:00 P.M.
WILL TURN YOU
Ca y
oeo a ucah, 'rock' on your finger started
corsages of yellow and white
'VvuyWOOCN
WAY
a musk major at Murray as a bean? Well, it's true. The
641 N Central Ctr
carnations.
BuT Loos.'
Games were played before -State University, will present jeweler's "carat" owes its
0
the honoree opened her many her senior piano recital on name to a pea-like bean found
Held °v.r
SUNDAYS 300 PM — 11.1 MUSICIANS WELCOME!
NO PASSES NO BARGAIN NMI
gifts presented to her by the the campus Tuesday, Ian. 30. on the east coast of Africa.
fifteen friends and classmates Scheduled at 8:15 p.m. in the Known as a carat bean, it was
attending
Recital Hall Annex of the used by the natives as their
Ciogi
Refreshments
of
punch,
Price
Doyle fine Arts Center, standard for weighing gold
11013011 SHAW
7:25,
SATURDAY NIGHT — COMPLETE DINNER-87.50
cookies,mits, and mints were the program will include since the beans were always
441 N entral (Tr
NARRisoN FOE
9:35
served from silver ap- selections for the piano by uniform in size and weight.
[fads Therti
pointments at the table Chopin, Haydn,
This practice spread to India
covered with a floor length Ravel, Thomas, and Mozart, where craftsmen soon began
Vivaldi.
Performing For Your Dining and Dancing Ineasure
yellow cloth and centered with Miss Goode, the
r
atiaid
daughter of applying the carat to all their
Ttiewlay'ihns Saturday
an arrangement of yellow porn Mr. and Mrs. R.
A. Goode of precious metals and stones
Closed Til Fri.
poms.
in
abunbeans
are
now
Smith
Dry
Paducah, Route 1, Is a mem-MAYFIELD.
VIAWA &Va.
Mrs. Ola Outland en- ber of Sigma Alpha Iota dant supply, according to the
Department
of.
tertained with a spaghetti women's minik fraternity, U.S.
You can turn
THE PEOPLE PLEASERS!
PT
I
MIT711.774Winri supper on Tuesday. Jan. 16, at Alpha Chi national honor Agriculture.
your winter meals into gems
Canin
home
her
p.m.
at
6
society,
and
Murray
State's
•
••
For Further Details
121
SI 45 Ilypasit (502) 247-3700
Highway
Innkeeper
with nutritious, inexpensive
terbury Estates
Spanish Club.
••
dry beans.
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Nominations--

'Nurse Of The Year'
Award To Be Presented
•;

e
d
ty

The March of Dimes and
Kentucky Nurses' Association
are interested in receiving
nominations for a Nurse of the
Year award.
• Twhe recipient will be
honored for outstanding efforts in raising the quality of
nursing care to mothers and
infants in Kentucky. The
award will 'include $500 from
the March of Dimes to help
her continue her education or
c• work to improve maternal; infant health care.
To
be
eligible
for
nomination, a candidate must
be directly involved in
maternal and infant health
nursing through teaching,
administration, research andor clinical practice, and
committed to five years in this
nursing specialty. A candidate
also must meet criteria
developed by the Executive

Committee, Division of
Maternal Child Nursing
Practice, of the American
Nurses' Association.
Recipient of the Kentucky
March of Dimes Nurse of the
Year award will be chosen by
a committee of the Kentucky
Nurses'
Association.
Nominations should be sent to
their offices at: MaternalChild Health Division of
Practice, KentuZkY Nurses'
Association, P.O. Box 8342,
Station E, Louisville, Ky.
40208.
,Announcement of the Nurse
of the Year award is expected
in March so names must be
submitted no later than Feb.
15. In its efforts to protect the
unborn and newborn, the
March of Dimes emphasizes
the importance of nursing in
promoting the healthy outcome of pregnancy.

eta
By Abigail Van Buren

All Jackasses
Aren't Donkeys

DEAR ABBY: In your column the other day, you told us
the difference between a jackass and a mule. But you didn't
go far enough.
You should have added that a jackass is also a Democrat.
ite usually know them by their braying.
__
crLE SKINICItat
DEAR SKINNER: The symbol of the Democratic Party
is the male donkey-also known ass jackass- which is a far
bray from saying that alltiemocrats are jackasses.
Be advised that the symbol of the Republican Party is the
elephant. But that is not to say that all Republicans are
thick-skinned, harmless unless provoked, and can be taught
Co do tricks easily.

c

DEAR ABBY: My sister and I are widows (in our early
60s) and live in separate houses in a small town. We are
'congenial, go everywhere together and enjoy each other's
company. You might say we're inseparable.
My married daughter lives in another town close by. She
ys I am in a rut(she is right)-that my sister and I see too
uch of each other and need to go our separaie ways for a
. .while. So my daughter has invited me to take a trip with her
-to get away from the same old routine-and she doesn't
want to include my sister.
• I told my daughter I couldn't just up and go on a trip
'without inviting my sister because she would be hurt, and I
couldn't blame her. I know how I would feel if she did that to
me.
- So, I am on the spot. Should I go with my danghter and
hurt my sister, or stay home and hurt my daughter?
UNDECIDED
DEAR UNDECIDED: Your daughter may be wellintentioned, but she is putting you on the spot. Perhaps a
Vacation away from your sister would get you out of a
"rut"- but at what a price? As long as you and your sister
oajoy each other's company and are congenial, perhaps that
'rut" is not such a bad one. Pass up the trip with your
laughter. If you were to go, feeling as you do, your
conscience would prevent you from enjoying it.
DEAR ABBY: I have been married five months to a very
wonderful man. This is his first marriage and my second.
I own some beautiful jewelry and furs and would enjoy
searing them, but my husband doesn't want me to wear
pything "showy" that HE didn't give me. That means I
tan't wear any of my jewelry or furs because he hasn't given
tie any, and there is no way he could afford to match what I
tnvn.
- I think he is being unfair, although so far I've gone along
with his wishes.
•
•
I would appreciate your thinking.
UNADORNED
DEAR UNADORNED: I think your husband's insecurity
Is showing. I agree that his request is unfair. But whether
you want to honor it or not should be YOUR decision.
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's
sew booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write
Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Eaclose
$1 and a long, stamped 128 cents),.elf-addressed envelope,
please.

We Will Be Closed
Thursday Afternoon
Preparing For
FINAL MARKDOWN
Craham

St Jackson

Downtown Nitirra

Michael T. Ridley DMD
Oral Surgery Office To

The Medical Arts
Building
Por

.300 Sri. 8th Street
First Floor. Suite I tto
prarriro Of Orrthotd

' Ph. 759-4063 trr
Answered 247Irs. n Day
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HEALTH

Lovett-Embry Vows Are
Read In Home Ceremony

By Nevyle Shackelford
catch.
UK College of Agriculture
The "Silent Snow. Secret Christmas mail and perhaps
"January Brings The
Snow," of the mystery story put in early orders for seeds
Snow Makes The Feet
does provide some measure of you may want to plant come
And Fingers Glow."
protection over the land, but if spring. A friend says the first
So goes the old nursery it falls too suddenly or heavily breath he
catches of spring is
rhyme but all things con- it can kill.
Notwithstancliee, it when he opens his mail box
sidered, in defining January is highly beneficial to the
and finds a seed catalog insnows, it might be more ac- farmer as well as some forms side.
curate to use another old of wildlife. It protects his
The outdoors moves indoors
overworked phrase, "blanket winter crops, brings down during
the January snows
of white." Figuratively nitrogen from the skies
to because there's little to do
speaking, a white blanket is fertilize his soil, and in some afield.
Sooner than you think,
exactly what a snowfall is and areas provides water for though,
the snows will pass
while it may freeze the fingers irrigation. For others it and the
grass will grow green
and toes of those creatures provides recreation and is
a from the nitrogen it brought
that live above it, snow source of inspiration for poets. down
and the Water it
provides shelter and warmth
And what can you do when a provided when melting.
for many things living January snow immobili
And where do the snows of
zes?
beneath.
You can sit before the fire and January go when they pass?
Take for example the catch up on your reading.
You "Ask me not fair Lord. But
"seven sleepers" - the can peruse all the beautiful where
are the snows of
ground hog, skunk, ground seed catalogs that came
in the yesteryear?"
squirrel; jumping mouse,
bear, raccoon, and terrapin.
This is by no means a complete list of hibernators
because snakes, bats, worms,
wasps, and a host of other
animate beings seemingly
more dead than alive sleep or
exist through the winter.
Actually the bear, coon, and
ATLANTA, Ga. - Though
One medium-sized potato,
chipmunk, or ground squirrel, considered
cooked plain, furnishes about
a
starch
are not true hibernators. They vegetable, potatoes
are not as 90-100 calories-about the
often emerge from their dens fattening as
most people same number found in the
during the snows of January to think. So dieters,
too, can take following quantities of some
forage for food. One naturalist advantage of
the abundant fruits and vegetables:
said the reason the above potato crop reported
by the I fairly large apple
mentioned animals were U.S.
Department
of I large orange or banana
called the seven sleepers was Agriculture.
large grapefruit
that another naturalist,
3 cut cooked green limo
straining a point or two,
cans
likened them to the sleepy old
cup cooked fresh corn
men in the Legend of the
10 cup cooked green peas
Seven Sleepers of Ephesus.
Fat added tia potatoes in the
The ground hog and the skunk
Mrs. James Lloyd Embry. form of butter, margarine,
are the soundest sleepers of
the former Jennifer Lynn gravies or sauces, however,
all. When they retire in the
Lovett, daughter of Mr. and increases the number of
fall, their sleep is of such
Mrs. Ralph' D. Lovett of calories considerably, and is
profundity that they can
Murray, was complimented largely responsible for the
hardly be awakened until
with two bridal events prior to idea that potatoes are fatspring.
tening. The following data for
her recent wedding.
Not all the creatures under
The first was a household one cup of potatoes prepared
the snow are sleepers. Moles.
shower held by the ladies of in different ways shows the
shrews, and field mice carry the
Knight Arnold Church of increase in the number of
on in furious activity. They
Christ, Memphis, Tenn. Over calories when different
have to eat infwinter as well as 40
persons were present in- amounts of fat are added:
in summer. Moles tunnel the
Potatoes one cup, cooked
cluding the honoree's mother,
ground under the snow with Mrs.
Lovett, and her sister, portions): Boiled, plain, no fat
runways searching the beetles Mrs.
Kathy (leaver, from added Calories-101, Fat
and grubsvorms. Mice use the Murray.
'grams) .2; Mas,hed, milk di
tunnels, hunting for seeds of
Mrs. J. C. McDaniel and tablrfat added Calories one kind and another, and Mrs.
Max
were Fat(grams)9.0; French-fried
shrews • use the same hostesse
s for a bridal shower 110 strips, 4 inches long
thoroughfares to hunt down, held
here in Murray. Over 45 Calories - 214, Fat (grams)
kill, and eat ths mice or persons
were present or sent 10.3; Hash browned Calories whatever else edible they can gifts.
:155, Fat (grams) 18.1.

DEAR DR. LAMB 2-- I am
5 feet 5 and weigh approximately 100 pounds. The
problem is that I still feel
fat. I eat one meal a day
which usually consists of
steak and/or eggs, a tossed
salad and/or cottage cheese,
a roll with margarine, iced
tea and then I'll splurge and
have dessert.
My question is, -Will the
dessert make me fat"? I
mean I've heard so much
about carbohydrates and
I'm afraid that even though
my consumption is about
1,000 calories a day, I'm
afraid the carbohydrates in
the deseert will cause the fat
to form on areas of my body
where fat cells exist. I'm so
confused about that.
People have told me I am
slightly anorexic and maybe
they're right but I am so

ileaver

The description of your
dieting habits leads me to
think that you are suffering
from malnutrition. You're
describing yourself as a person who has anorexia neurosa, people who think they
are fat when they are not.
You have a faulty self-image
of your body.
The fat cells you have
have been destroyed long'
ago. The walls of fat cells
can be digested just like
other tissues of the body can
if you are starving yourself.
I am not at all concerned
about those desserts you eat.
I'm concerned about what
you're not eating. You really
must have professional help
to unravel why you have this
faulty image of your body.
Meanwhile, I would suggest that you increase your
diet immediately, preferably by eating three good
meals a day and start developing a regular exercise program. At first you should do
some simple walking. The
exercise might help stimulate your appetite and make
you feel better about things
in general.
,
For people with your problem there is no substitute for
professional help. I hate to
alarm you but individuals
who,get started on this track
can end up with very serious
consequences.
Even though an individual
may begin to look like a
fugitive from a concentration camp, she still has the
false idea that she is fat as
you express it. This can
progress to the point of requiring hospitalization and
many young women have
been known to die from
malnutrition before adequate professional help fs
obtained.
I hate to frighten you but
this is a serious condition
and you must understand
that and get the kiird-othetpthat you need at once before
you do any further damage
to your body.
I am sending you The,
Health Letter number 4-6,
Balanced
Recommended Dailya-Dietary Allowances (RDA) which will
tell you what you absolutely
must have each day. Others
who want this issue can send
50 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for it. Send your
request to me in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019. -But you
need more than this diet.
You need professional help
to straighten out the basic
reason for your faulty self
image.

afraid of getting fat I have to
constantly be denying things
to myself because if I eat
them I am afraid it will turn
to fat and I don't want to look
like a blimp.
Also, if I drink a couple of
alcoholic drinks in the evening I compensate for it by
fasting for the next couple of
days. Then I worry about all
of the vitamins and nutrients
I'm not getting. If you can
understand this, I'd sure
appreciate some advice. It's
becoming harder and harder
to live with this constant
obsession.
DEAR READER - I'll be
completely candid with you
and tell you you need help.
By help I mean psychiatric
or psychological support. At
your height, you are as
skinny as a rail.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR THURSDAY,JANUARY your reputation.
SAGITTARIUS
25,1,79
What kind of day will (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Don't insist on making your
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stalk say, read the point, if others seem to lose
forecast given for your birth interest in the conversation.
It's not that you're dull, but
Sign.
you could be insensitive.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) sralr-4 CAPRICORN
You may have to make a (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
Be careful in using a credit
decision as to which function
to attend, though your in- card or making a show to
clination is to try to be in two impress someone. There's a
places at once. Don't overdo. tendency now to be highly
extravagant.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 64
%,AQUARIUS
--A 'business deal may-11U- .(Jan. 20 to Feb.
Your efforts to turn an atlonger to finalize than anticipated. Better not plan too tractive acquaintance into a
much or others will take you to close companion may be
premature. Watch out for
task for broken. promises.
social bfunders:
GEMINI
PISCES
(May 21 to June 20)
(Feb.
19 to Mar. 20) )(
Things are going well for
If you neglect responyou now. Don't upset the apple
cart with carelessness in sibilities at work others will
either speech, travel, or it the take notice. What's more, you
won't be able to sweet talk
job.
your way out of a dilemma.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 49/0
YOU BORN TODAY are
With just a bit of en- artistic, musical, and incouragement from another, tellectual, with the ability to
you both are liable to make these talents pay off
overextend yourselves commercially. In business,
Moderation is you can succeed as a coryour best bet.
poration head, in real .estate
LEO
and in manufacturing, though
( July 23 to Aug. 22) 4124:
you usually prefer a job which
Think twice before ac- allows you to use your fine
cepting a dare. Beware of self- mental abilities. Politics, law,
dramatization - you're medicine, and literature are
already appreciated! You fields in which you can excel.
could blow your own horn and
be off key.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
What you call "innocent"
now, others are liable to label
THE
as indiscretion. Not a time to
take chances with either
health or job.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct 22)
When all is said and done,
you may have nothing to showo,
for today, if you overplay your
hand in a social or romantic
situation.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) ine
Your efforts to impress
higher-ups could cause you to
OF
overspend, and if you go to
extremes, you could damage
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January Pre-Inventory Clearance

Potatoes May Be Used
In Many Diet Patterns

Mrs. Embry
Is Honored

r4

Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.

111

Miss Jennifer Lynn Lovett,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph D. Lovett of Murray
Route 8, and James Uoyd
Embry, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bert Embry of Memphis,
Tenn., were married in a
winter afternoon ceremony at
the home of the bride's
parents.
Officiating at the double
ring ceremony was Bro. Glenn
Hill. A program of piano
music was presented by Mrs.
Kathy Cleaver. Selections
included "Ave Maria,"
"Traumerei," and "Jesus,
Joy of Man's Desiring."
The vows were exchanged
before the fireplace which was
decorated with bronze and
gold mums and large ivory
candles. An arrangement of
mums was on the piano and
several small arrangemento
were used at vantage points
throughout the house.
Bride's Dress
The bride was radiant in a
mid-length dress of candlelight crepe de chine. The
dress featured elbow length
kimono sleeves and a keyhole
neckline with a coveredbutton closure. The bodice
was softly gathered onto a
rounded yoke and the flowing
Mr. and Mrs. lathes Lloyd Embry
skirt fell from an elasticized,
bluson waistline.
The bride's mother wore a tier.
She carried a bride's rust quiana street length dress
An assortment of nuts,
bouquet fashioned of silk with long sleeves and a tucked mints,
and wedding cookies
violets arranged in greenery bodice. Her corsage was of were
served along with punch
and baby's breath. She also talisman roses, baby's breath, and
coffee.
wore small sprays of violets and greenery.
After a weekend wedding
and baby's breath in her hair. ----The mother of the groom
trip to Fall Creek Falls
Mrs. Kathy Cleaver, sister wit attired in a street length Resort,
Pikeville, Tenn., the
of the bride, served, as her dress of pink floral print with couple
is now residing in
_matron,of honor anci4er _only_ _long sleeves and a belted
Memphis, Tenn., where both
attendant:She was attired ins waistline. She wortea corsage are
employed at the Methodist
street-length dress of rose of pale pink rosebuds with Hospital
.
challis print featuring long, baby's breath and greenery.
Out of town guests at the
full sleeves, and a dirnal skirt.
Reception
wedding included the groom's
The dress was accented by a
Following the ceremony a parents
-find his brother,
solid rose bolero vest.
reception was also held at the
MichaeVEmbrY,
of
She carried a pale' pink silk home of the bride's parents.
Memphis, and Kenny Embry,
gardenia centered in baby's
The reception table was Chicago,
. Ill. Others at the
breath and greenery. She also covered with an ivory cloth private
ceremony included the
wore a matching spray of and held a small bouquet of bride's
parents, the maternal
gardenia and baby's breath in mums in a crystal bud vase.
grandmother of the bride,
her hair.
The two tiered wedding cake Mrs.
Robert Flood, Mr. and
Kenny Embry, cousin of the was topped with a floral Mrs
Fuqua Hopkins, Mr. end
groom, served as best man for arrangement of mums,baby's
Mrs. Max Cleaver, and Miss
the groom and his only at- breath and greenery which
eahley Cleaver, all of Murray.
tendant.
cascaded down onto the lower

Snows In January Provide Shelter And
Warmth For Many Things Living Beneath -

Faulty self-image
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King Chair
1-1-79"
NOW $99
Prints
V2 OFF
Floor Pillows
/
1 3 OFF
White Ben twood Rocker
$79
Selected Items Throughout
Store Reduced
Take Advantage of this
final Sale
Sale Ends Wed., Jan. 13

Pier 1 imp,orts
Bel-Air Center
753-1851
Hours:

10-6: M-F
10-5: Sot.
OP
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NORTHSIDE
Mon-Thurs. 6-12 Fri.
6-10 6-10 Sat.
Closed Sunday

JI MR A MS

SOUTHSIRE
7-10 Mon.-at.
10-7 Sunday

Prices Good Jan. 24 through Jan.30

TIDE

DETERGENT

*219 MARGARI
IGA
NE1 LB.

WHOLE
59c Ra's
3/1
$

KING SIZE
OCDP".

BOUNTY

URGE ROLL
TOWELS
DEL MONTE
771 .. . . 303 SIZE
PEAS
CENTER CUT
DEL MONTE CUT OR FRENCH STYLE
PORK
CHOPS
3/1
SIZE
303
BEANS...,
GREEN
BONELESS
FOI,GER'S
9 PORK CHOPS
N%liar'r

COFFEE

7
-

BLEACH
DEL MONTE
FRUIT COCKTAIL
DEL MONTE WHOLE
POTATOES

t

59
2/89
$
3/1
GAL.

303 SIZE

303 SIZE

SLICEMNICS
SLICED IN CHOPS
QUARTERED

PORKI0111
TENDERLOINS
PORK CHOPS

$229

*109
29

WHOLE-PIECE PORK

LB.

'THIN SLICED BREAKFAST

PUFFS MITE FACIAL

TISSUE 200ff
OREOS`
DEL MONTE
leaftTESPINACH
PEAR HALVES

LB

-

99c HOT DOGS
3P11
59c RIB,EYE STEAK
949
REELFOOT FUN BUDDIES

NABISCO

$219
98

120Z.
PKG.

150L
303 SIZE

$

FAMILY PAK
U.S. CHOICE

LB.

303 SIZE

PAMPERS

59

EX-ABSORBENT

LOIN END

CONTORT STYLE PORK

LOIN ROAST

BACK RIBS

OSCAR MAYER MEAT

WIENERS
OSCAR MAYER UM

DOWNY FABRIC

STEAKS

SOFTNER

IU WAFER SLICED LUNCII

640Z. $1 79

SHOWBOAT

MEATS

,L
$3.1

29
$1 39
LB.

OSCAR MAYER BEEF
$15
5L

WIENERS
THORN APPLE VALLEY POLISH

- LB. $1 79

SAUSAGE

LL

FRES. UNBIND

496

$139

PORK

LI.

PRODUCE
'MANES
„
4/9 PINEAPPLES FRESH ......4)EA

PORK & BEANS....

300 SIZE 4/$1

IGA MACARONI & CHEESE

39c
79c
6/49c
LB.

DINNER
IGA TABLE TREAT

BREAD

LB

WHOLE OR HALF

ALL GRINDS
-S
1 LB. BAG NAL

1111111EX
.
j1

188

oRANGEsT....

24 OZ.
LIMIT3

FRESH

'WINDT EARLY IMITATION ORANU

JUICE

12111

2/796

NATURE'S BEST

BROCCOLI
ISA WIPPI

.1u. $1 29

CRINKLE CUTS..

TOPPING

FOLGER'S INSTANT

COFFEE

60Z.

3/9
,sz. 49c

FRESH
69 PEE.
APPLES

1110Z.

ONNATHANS
%IP

3 LB. BAG

•
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Looking Back

Opinion Page

10 Years Ago
The Murray City Council passed a
new zoning ordinance for the city of
Murray at the meeting last night. Dr.
Thomas Hogancamp is chairman of the
Murray Planning Commission.
Deaths reported include Orlando H.
Crass,89, Eddie H. Gregory,83, Robert
L Taylor, 69, and Mrs. Lena Scar-

EDITORIAL

Bella Strikes Out

brough.

ruckus such as Ms. Abzug has
WHAT DID President Carter
created.
And the President has
expect when he appointed Bella
continued
to speak out for
Abzug co-chairman of his
women's
rights.
National Advisory Committee
Whether Ms. Abzug would
for Women? Sweetness and
have achieved more for women
light? From Bella? No way.
by treating the President with
Everybody in Washington
the respect every citizen ought
and New York City knows Ms.
to have for the President, we
Abzug. Her reputation by now
shall never know. But it is obmay be international. If it is
vious she didn't achieve much
not, it isn't because she hasn't
for
them with the tactics she
broadcast her opinions loudly
used
enough. She has made it clear
Ms. Abzug never has learned
she fears no man, but that she
that
the way a message is
- feels all men should fear her.
--clefivPred
often-is *St: as ini----11--Etr-en the President, apnsidelleportportant
as
the
message itself.
parently.
Well, enough is enough for - _ DID THE PRESIDENT hurt
himself politically by his
anyone, and last Friday the
abrupt firing of Ms. Abzug?
President apparently decided
Perhaps a little. The wholesale
he had had enough of Ms. Abresignations
of members of the
zug. So after what from some
committee,
many
of whom are
reports was a typical meeting
dedicated
and
reasonable
with Bella taking charge, the
people,
may
indicate
that.
President decided he could do
But
the
chances
are the
without her services, whatever
President
picked
up
as
many
WASHINGTON — The implications
they were supposed to be.
votes
by
for
this
action
as
overall political strategy in
he
lost.
IT WAS TOO BAD, really,
President
Carter's decision to sack
After
all,
not
everyone
agrees
because the nation's women do
Bella Abzug are suggested by this fact:
with
the
demands
that
the
have something to say to the
Vice President Walter F. Mondale first
National Women's Conference
President nowadays — any
learned of the decision, made hours
made at its Houston meeting in
earlier, as he left work that day.
president. And President Car
10
,
7
Mondale has been the adter has shown in the last two - "
1"
ministration's principal exponent of
As
for
Ms.
Abzug's
threat
to
years that he is willing to listen
- accommodatwalla pressure groups
kethuig(or Areteliateagainst-the President
within the Democratic party. Mrs.
politically, that sounds- pretty
them.
Abzug's appointment last June as cohollow coming from someone
The list of women he has apchairman of a blue-ribbon women's
who could not even get the supadvisory group was an accommodation
pointed to top jobs in his adport
of
the
voters
of
New
York
to
organized feminists."The only voice
ministration_ is impressive and
here who disapproved of getting rid of
State in a13&-Senate race, or
from all repotsthey seem to be
Bella last week was the vice
of the voters in one Manhattan
doing a good job. Some even
president," one White -House insider
district
when
she
sought
to
manage to let it be known they
told us.
return to the House.
Her dismissal was not merely the
don't always agree with what
inescapable reaction to rudeness of the
the President is doing or
Bible Thought,
former
from
congresswoman
proposing. Not all get away
Manhattan; it was recognition of acwith it, of course. There was
Christ also suffered for us, leavcommodation's limits. It marked a way
Midge Costanza who went from
ing us an example, that ye should
station on Jimmy Carter's path back to
follow his steps. I Peter 2:21.
his successful, more instinctive
the front office at the White
We are saved by the death and
political formula of 1976, when he did
House to the basement and then
the resurrection of Christ; we are
not worry about coalescing pressure
out the back door. But all that
called to live the Christian life by
groups but appealed to broad popular
came about without any great
recognizing His example..
sentiment.

Kathy Rowlett, daughter of Mr. sad
Mrs. Torn Rowlett and senior at
Murray High School, has been selected
as the 1969 Good Citizen of the Year by
the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of
the Daughters of the American
Revolution. Other school winners state
Riclu Hopkins, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Dee Hopkins and senior at
Calloway County High; and Elizabeth
Gowans, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
David Gowans and senior at University
High.
Willard Ails, pharmacist at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
spoke on "Abuse of Drugs" at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
Miss Phyllis Cunningham, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Finney of
Murray, was married to Larry Allen
Orr,son of Mr. and Mrs. George Orr of
, on Dee. 28
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Danny T.Larnpidat and a girl
to Mr. and MritGeorge W.Swordy, both
en Jan. 20.

Confronting Bella

The Story Of

Calloway County
1822-1976

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
getrkill, 18n

+++++++++++++++++
A money panic of 1818 inaugurated the use of promissory

notes, commonly referred to as "shin plasters" in American history
as well as in the new little town of Wadesboro in the post-panic
season. Consequently, considerable trading was done by merchants with the farming population, everything being used from
possum skins to a dozen eggs in .exchange for a box of pepper or
bag of flour. . Other than bank notes issued by state banks, the
jin plaster variety of currency or promise-to-pay surfaced twice
, one of which occurred during the Great Depression when
scLool teachers were issued "script" in exchange for services.
Coins were hard to come by, but as the age of the town of Wadesboro ripened, the quantity of coin increased in direct proportion
to the population growth, facilitated by the rapid immigration
into the county.
The momentous occasions marking the identity of Wadesboro
more than any other events were the land sales coonducted by
Edmund Curd, receiver, previously mentioned. Periodically authorized by the state, the sales were advertised over the entire
area by huge handbills distributed through Kentucky agencies. As
a result the town would be overwhelmed with varying segments
of professional, business, agricultural and speculative representatives not only from the state but with goodly aggregations from
Virginia and the Carolinas. They arrived in overland conveyances
ranging from ox wagons to surreys led by spirited horses, not
to mention those who came horseback. Prospective buyers itvould
bring with them the silver and gold coins of several national
identities, including English, Spanish and French, but for the most
part U. S. coins. English,coins naturally had been in common use
by early colonists of Virginia and the Carolinas. At the same
time the French and Spanish influence in the Mississippi River
basin resulted in considerable use of these metallic methods of
exchange, particularly by the frontier element and the Mississippi People, the original Indian tribes of the Jackson Purchase
which included the Chickasaws. Thus an accounting is established for the flow of many coins into Calloway County and the
county seat, the Capital of the Purchase.
The influx of land sales buyers taxed the capacity of the little
town against the log-walled accommodations.during these festive
intervals to the point of overflowing into wagon bed sleeping
quarters. Naturally, land sales were scheduled by state authorities
to be in harmony with transportation needs of the good old summer time. The events would also occur in harmony with statewide economic conditions. Conspicuous by its absence in historical records is hour the early settlers retained legal proprietorship
to their earlier holdings, but it is assumed that .considerations had
to be made to honor the conquest

rule.

To Be Continued
ir

Rare in an administration not prone
to admit error, there is universal croweating among Carter's senior staff that
naming Abzug was a mistake in the
first place. When she was finally fired
last Friday (Jan. 12), press secretary
Jody Powell immediately telephoned
Rosalynn Carter, to say: ''Mea culpa."
It was Powell and two other senior
aides, Stuart Eizenstat and Anne
Wexler, who last spring told the
president and first lady — instinctiVely
skeptical of Abzug — that her appointment was essential. Ms. Wexler's
advice was partly shaped by threats
from women's activist Gloria Steinem,
Abzug's comrad in militancy, of dire
retribution if she did not get the job.
But appeasement is never concluded
in one installment. It soon became clear
that Abzug Would use her post to
browbeat the president not just on
women's questions but on vital national
and defense policies, utilizing a
technique perfected during a decade of
intramural bloodletting within the
Democratic party.
Abzug immediately challenged Sara
Weddington, the soft-spoken Texas
feminist who is the president's fulltime
aide for women's questions. In her
inimitable manner, Abzug let the White
Howe know the score: Bella is Carter's
principal women's adviser, and Sarah
had better stay out of her way.
Just before Thanksgiving, the
Women's Advisory Committee rejected
a 15-minute scheduled meeting with
Carter on grounds it was too short. At
the Democratic midterm conference in
Memphis early in December, Abzug
was perceived by the president's men
as fighting Carter on the crucialtudget
resolution. No wonder, then, that
several months ago there was private
admission of error at the White House
for signing on the uncontrollable Bella
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But there was no overt talk of
correcting the error until Jan. 11 when
the White House received the advisory
committee's press release on the eve of
its meeting with the president. Senior
aides Powell, Hamilton Jordan and
Gerald Rafshoon could scarcely believe
their eyes when they read criticism of
Carter's social priorities, his anti4141066n- plan sed-the-r-tpirepoeed- 10percent increase" in defense spending.
As might have been predicted by Abzug-watchers, she was turning a parttime commission on women's questions
into a political platform to ridicule
Carter's basic policies.
Carter's advisers compared notes
that evening,some just then learning of
Abzug's role in Memphis and her
treatment of Weddington. They met
again the next morning and recommended Abzug's dismissal. But her fate
was not sealed until that afternoon
when she assaulted Carter at the for- mal meeting.
Contrasting with the sense of
emancipation for Carter and his senior
staff, middle-level aides have been

wringing hands over retaliation by
angry feminists. Gloria Steinem appeared like an avenging angel to
denounce the president, quickly
followed by resignations of about half
the advisory committee members.
Mondale said nothing, but an aide
noted: "The vice president, is not inclined to confrontation."
•'Although-'-Abug- laftiree the
resignations were spontaneous, several
women who quit confided to the White
House about pressure put on them and
hinted at future service when the heat is
off. Other women telephoned
congratulations and offered themselves
as replacements. Outside the cozy
world of organized women's politics,
there was little protest.
Indeed, sacking Bella Abzug may
well help rather than hurt the equal
rights amendment (ERA) and win, not
lose, women's votes for Carter — a
prospect noted within the White House.
If so, the politics of accommodation
was dealt a serious blow the day that
Jimmy showed Bella to the door.

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
ifeartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You . will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.

by-step simple instructions for freezing
and canning. Some recipes may give
more servings than you need. Learn to
cut them down to the size you need, or
see if leftovers can be frozen for use
later.
Before you can shop wisely for foods,
you have to know about the different
ways of preparing and preserving
them. We would say your best investment for a crash course in food
budgeting and meal planning would be
a good cookbook.
HEARTUNE: Last June, I checked
to see if I had enough quarters to be
able to draw Social Security
retirement. I lacked one quarter. I
finally found a job that would enable
me to earn $250 by December 31, 1978. I
have now earned the one quarter. Now I
need to know if I have to wait until after
I file my income tax return before I can
sign up for Social Security, or do they
already have records showing that I
have earned the needed quarter? — I.J.
You can apply for Social Security
benefits immediately. You should take
your W-2 form from last year with you
when you apply for benefits.

HEAHTLINE: I am 67 years old and
a widower. I live on a fixed income of
about $400 per month. With all costs for
satisfying my most basic needs
escalating by the minute, I can't seem
to buy everything I really need to
survive. My income hasn't changed
much since I retired in 1976, but I was
not in such a pinch then as I am now.
Since I intend to be around for quite a
few more years, I have every intention
of maintaining my health and that
means purchasing the necessary food
items my body needs. Everytime I walk
into the grocery store, I cringe! Is there
anyplace I can write or visit to get good
information on "survival in the
supermarket"? I need guidance! —
W.T.
One of the most exasperating areas of
budgeting when on a fixed income is
trying to have enough money left over
after Paying regular monthly bills and
medical expenses to buy needed food
items. Many tIderly persons do not
make it, and the result is a month of
eating nothing but the cheapest cereals,
soups and snacks. It is impossible to
maintain your health with a diet such as
this
A wealth of good advice is usually at
your fingertips — your cookbook. Many
cookbooks offer advice on management
Of your marketing budget, giving
suggestions on how to select foods,
shopping, clipping
comparison
coupons, and budget meals that are
healthful.
For families of only one or two persons, a singles cookbook or one that
contains only recipes for two persons is
good. By knowing exactly what your
meals call for, you know how much to
buy to avoid waste.
If you see a good buy on meat, fish or
Ilxniltry items, buy extra While if is
specially priced and put it in your
freezer. Fresh vegetables and fruits in
season can be frozen or canned at a
savings also. Most cookbooks give step-

The Murray Sand Company is one of
the newest firms in Murray, according
to the newsletter published by the
Murray Chamber of Commerce with L
D. Miller as executive secretary.
Deaths reported include Gaylon
Hudspeth, 25, and Garland Hudspeth,
21, both of whom died from injuries
sustained in an automobile accident.
Lowell Palmer of the ASC Program
in Calloway County will speak at the
meeting of the Hazel Adult Farmer
Class at Hazel High school, according
to Carman Parks, class teacher.
Mrs. Howard Olila directed the
PPogfafliva 1-.9erat
..4
,
41448 Pltigrani °T1
"Gilbert and Sullivan", liresenteff
the meeting of the Music Department of
the Murray Woman's Club. Accompanists were Miss Lillian Watters, Mrs.
John Winter, and Mrs. John Pasco, Sr.
was installed as
_________
worthy advisor of Murray Assembly
No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls at
the installation held at the Masonic
Hall

30 Years Ago

The body of PFC Keith Ross, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Hardin Ross of Dexter
Route 1, will arrive here tomorrow with
the funeral and burial services to be at
Palestine Methodist Church. He died of
wounds received in action in Germany
on Feb. 28, 1945. Ross was inducted into
the service in August 1942.
Deaths reported include C. C. (Cliff)
Marine, 61.
The offices of the Murray Electric
and Murray Water and Sewer Systems
have been moved to the Purdom
Hardware building at 105 North Fifth
Street, Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Camp of Lynn
Grove celebrated their 60th wedding
anniversary on Jan. 23.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Mack Thomas Tarry on Jan.
19, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Max Duncan
on Jan. 20, and a boy to Mr.and Mrs. T.
C. Hargrove on Jan. 20.
--
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Letter To The Editor

A Police Dept. Problem
Dear Editor:
I have just finished reading your
article in today's paper concerning the
unloading problem in the downtown
area of Murray and noticed that once
again the same old problem that has
plagued law enforcement in this city for
years is still in existance and seems the
time has come for me to openly address
myself to it.
To quote your paper "...Police Chief
Brent Manning said the citation was
issued after Councilman Furches 'told
me to write the ticket'. .." this clearly
exemplifies my whole point. City
councilmen by themselves have no
business or authority to request nor to
order a chief of police or any other
police officer to do anything. When this
happens not only is the chief of pollee
unfairly put in an awkward position,
but all to often unfortunate and as in
this case embarrassing (for the whole
city) results are all that is obtained.

This is not a new problem nor is it one
that only rarely happens. Having
worked for the Murray Police
Department in the past and serving as
president of The Fraternal Order of
Police for two consecutive terms I feel
that I am fully apprised of this problem
and feel that the general public should
be made more aware.
I feel it is in order for the mayor to
reprimand Mr. Furches for this type of
action or any other city councilman
who interferes with police department
in this manner in the future.
There are many waysfor members of
the Common Council to voice their
suggestions to the police department
through proper channels and I am sure
using these channels will achieve more
disirable risults.
Sincerely,
Steve, Owens
517 Shady Lane
Murray, Ky.
If
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Dark-Fired Growers To Have
Until Monday To Inspire Sales
said increased production and
wei e slated Tuesday at the and the quality he offers.
By The Associated Press
yield per acre could be to
current
the
said
Mullican
Dark-fired tobacco growers Murray, Ky., marliet and that
in Tennessee and a border. sales were halted today price support for dark-fired blame for the lower prices.
• • The prices Lire_ con- too n in Kentucky have until beaniese of weather con- tobacco is based on an
average price of 84.6 cents per siderably lower than the last
• Monday to see if they can do ditions.
pound for the types grown in two years. Our production for
• something to inspire lagging
Disgruntled farmers in at
Tennessee. He said the this year is up quite a bit. The
sales of their. crop. Farmers least one market said buyers
average price on which the supply's more than the
at being .offgred jower were conspiring to hold -down
market prices for their leaf tobaeco prices, officials said.. support was based last year demand," said William
was 79.5 cents per pound and Porter, general manager of
. than last year's levels have
In Clarksville, the Monthe Eastern Dark Fired
the previous year 74.1 cents.
tgomery County executive
closed four markets.
Burley is Tennessee's most Association. The organization
Some called Tuesday for the director for the U.S. Deparwidely grown tobacco variety represents dark-fired tobacco
of
federal government to reduce tment
Agriculture's
with dark-fired and dark air- growers in the eastern
the growing allotments it sets Agricultural Stabilization and
cured tobaccos following district, which includes the
• tot' farmers in order to pay Conservation Service said
Springfield, Clarksville and
behind.
price- supports for dark-fired prices Monday were running
Hopkinsville markets. Murray
Springfield
of
a
official
An
tobacco, used for snuff, cigars 25-75 cents per pound lower
group representing regional and Mayfield are in the
than last year's.
and pipe tobacco.
dark-fired tobacco growers western district.
"They were bidding on it,
Monday's shutdown of
markets at Clarksville and but the farmers wouldn't
2:Springfield in Tennessee and accept it," W.T.,Chamberlain
.:.Hopkinsville, Ky., came after said by telephone. "I guess
arrners complained about that's their privilege. It's their
::decreased prices offered for tobacco, isn't it?"
He said the subject of low
-.
;:their crop.
And Tuesday,the market in tobacco prices came up.
"But these factors-- {for
FORT,Ity:-f-Arl--131:
Ky., shut down for Tuesday during a Clarksvilk
developing the distribution
School
Kentucky
the
Was
orientation
session
for
reasons after limited
Building Authority created to formula ) are going to benefit
Officials said no sales nationalfarm programs_
'Someone made a radian help "have not" school those who are getting along all
that tobacco allotments be cut districts construct new right," Weinberg said.
•••
Dr.
James
Graham,
buildings or is it a vehicle for a
MISS YOUR PAPER?
20 percent for next year. And
superintendent
of
public
infunding
in
direction
new
there were 20 for and two
SobscrOers who lerve not
struction and of the building
.
school construction?
against that."
received reek hoote-deiverod
That debate "Continued authority, said it would obThe allotments, limits on the
cape of The Murree teepee &
volume a farmer may grow, Tuesday during the special viously not be possible to give
litimihr •
Times by 530
are mandated by the gover- session of the General everyone some of the money
Fridge Of by 3:311 p.m. me
Assembly, but was not with only $7 million available.
nment in order to guarantee a
Semoresys ors urged to col
pre-set
price, resolved by a face-to-face But he argued for continuing
support
753-19111 Wilma 5:30 p.m.
meeting a the building the appropriations each year
Chamberlain said.
and 4 p.m., Moadoy-Frioloy, or
This year, the USDA must authority members and to include more districts.
Sen. Ed Ford, D-Cynthiana,
lawmakers.
3:30 p.m. mild 4 p.m. Sowannounce the allotments by
"I'm still not clear on the said another concern of some
ams, to Isere delivery of lb.
Feb. 1 and farmers must be
intent of this legislation," lawmakers is that future
sowspopim. We most Ito
notified by Feb. 15.
authority member T.K. Stone legislatures will be committed
Sam Mullican, USDA ofplmood le•pa. miskrlops or
of Elizabethtown told the joint to appropriating debt service
ordirys-to-pnomloor— ficial in Nashville, said the
money that could end up using
Education Committee.
price support a grower
damp.
However, Stone applauded all state funds for school
receives depends on the crop
the_ idea_ , gtitethig.,trectly_construction.
with legislators when there is .-SiOne and othei'liiiinbeiior
the building authority said
confusion)wer a law.
building they were vitally concerned
school
The
authority was created by the with carrying out the
1978 General Assembly and legislative intent- of the law
- -appropriated $7 million follhe and adopting as fair a formulanext fiscal year to help,rocal as possible for distributing theschool districts sell revenue money.
Two polls of local school
bonds for construction.
Formulas being worked out superintendents indicated
by the authority apparently they strongly support the
would allow all districts to authority as long as capital
participate in the progranrif construction funds in the
Minimum
Foundation
money is available.
"As I remember the bill, It Program are not affected.
was to help the have nots," • The Legislature's education
said Rep. Bill Weinberg, I)- commmittees will meet again
Hindman. "That is logical. Thursday to draft recomOF
Those that are getting along mendations on how the
fine now don't need the building authority should
proceed.
authority.
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Funding Continues
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These Items On Dispiny
Only Throughout-The Store

(Limit Two Please)

Gala

NFP

/ PAPER
TOWELS

Scot Lad Salad

Dressing

qt

88'

16 oz

79'

Fontastick Spray

Cleaner
Con todina Tomato

Sauce
Dressing

2/79'

15 oz

KthWCOtalina

Single Roll

WATCH FOR . .

$1"

Hilton Clam

Chowder
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0041Lj
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• Prices Good
Wed. 24 thru Thurs. 30
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2/89`

1001

GodcharixBrovvrt
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Musselman

Sugar

16 oz

38'

Scot Lad Cranberry

,7

APPLE
JUICE

KING VALUES ]

2/89'

ko, ....berry
Preserves
Lod

2 lb

$109

6 oz

69'

F.F.U. Snack

Crackers

DID=NEAR THE ONE ABOUT THE NEWSPAPER REPAIRMAN?

Bush Chili

Beans

46

1501.

3/88'

15 oz

3/99'

Bush's Kidney
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Super Select Cukes
Large Bell Peppers
Bunch Green Onions
1 Lb. Bag Carrots

You Wouldn't. Because The Murray Ledger & Times is
maintenance free. It doesn't require antennas. Picture
tubes. Push button controls. Or horizontal adjustments.
But while being uncomplicated The Murray Ledger &
Times is pretty darn sophisticated. It delivers more news,
weather and sports than any TV set on the market. And if
that's not enough you can read stock market reports, movie
reviews, editorials, fashion tips, cooking hints, health care
advice and just about any other subject that tickles your
fancy.
Your TV may have solid state. But we've got it beat. With
solid statement.
Call us at 753-1916 to start your subscription

(X)
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Mix or
Match

12 99'

125 Size Juice Oranges
150 Florida Tangerines I

For

5 Lb Red or White

Grapefruit
N. „we.,
Potatoes

BANANAS

1 Per

29`

3 110/100

COUPON

COUPON

Family

09584200

Limit 1 Per Family

COUPON

09584200

Limit 1 Per Family

Old English

Betty Crocker

Betty Crocker

Lemon Polish

Potato Buds

Cake Mixes

Is 0,

T.P. Delaney Jr.,
a Circulation Mgr.

100 Size Red Or
Golden Delicious

$1

For
)
ei

Milierray
Ledger
& Times

w, 55'

99'

'
.1

GoodOrli At %WO
Expires.. 1 30.79

$129
g
Good Orly At Storey's
Expires 1-30-79
28 oz

18 01

594

Gesd Only At Storty s
Expires l-30•79

COUPON
- limit I Per Family
. Log Cabin

Pancake Mix
32 or

694

'Go& NI, Ai Storey i
Expires 1-30-79

&
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Limit One Per Family
With 57.50 Add. Purchase
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products

.-Meot

Baked Beans
Cole Slaw
Roll

Ait

'SALTI
CRACKERS

Fresh Boston
But

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

Limit ) Per Formly

Limit 1 Per Famiiy

Limit 1 Per Forroni;

Caress

Magri

Spray Starch
floth Size

3/$1 19

Good Onfrif Siarsfi
'Expires 1-30-79

22 oz

69

kw &Sy it Sisrorrl
Expires 1-30-79

7 Seas
Herbs & Spice or
Family French

6.0407 49'
8

Owly AI Stem

Ex fres 1-30-79

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Fomilli

Mazola
No-Stick
9 or

IBV

Good Only Al WM'S
Expires 1-30-79

Scot Lad

Last
Week's Nadeen
Winner Schrooder

„
11.

Sports
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Physical Marshals
Trip Foul-Plagued
Murray High 71-62
game again. Six of the Marsenior.
By TONY WILSON
A rash of offensive rebounds shals' last 12 points of the
Sports Editor
For Bobby Toon's Marshall and layups enabled Marshall quarter came on layups as
County team, it meant a County to lead by as much as they jumped out to a 52-44
victory over third district- 13 points (24-11) in the first advantage.
Nick Swift opened the final
rival Murray High. For Bobby quarter. It never trailed and
period
with a layup, but the
held
a
38-31
edge
at
the
half.
Toon, it may have meant a bit
Boone started the second Marshals went on a 10-0 spree
more.
"I really wanted to win this half and scored nine points in to give them their biggest lead
one,” said Toon, making his the first four minutes as the - 62-46 - with five minutes
first coaching appearance Tigers outscored the visitors left. The Tigegs never were
against a Murray High team 9-2 to pull into the game's first any closer than 10 thereafter.
"Except for the first few
since leaving as Tiger heat_ tie at 40-all.
But BooneCrew
-lialciu
-ith—
--coach in 1975.
Page le-A
His Marshals jumped to a foul on a charge and left the
big first-half lead, then staved
off Murray High for a 71-62
*
triumph in the Tiger gymnasium that earned the
visitors their eighth victory in
11 games.
"I think we were fortunate
Saturday,January 27,1979
that the officials let both
of
teams play a rough game,"
Toon said. "We are pretty
inexperienced, and it seems to
be to our advantage if we're
allowed to play with some
freedom."
Howard Boone, Murray's
753-3174
leading scorer with a 15-point
102#1.516
average, -theit Ids third foul
with just barely over four
minutes gone in the game.
"Murray's Exclusive Tobacco Shop"
That allowed the Marshals
physical -front -line- to go towork after the exit of the 6-5
REGISTER FOR FREE GIFTS

(PAP°PEP*

Mite Bradshaw (left) shovels a pass to Greg Latto during last night's Murray
High-Marshall County contest. The Marshals streaked past the Tigers 71-62

to drop Murray High's record to II-3.
Rion)4y Tony Wilson

Hot Heath Roars Past Calloway
HEATH, Ky. - A hot
shooting night can transform
:a mediocre team Into, well, at
least a good one. •
"They just shot the eyes out
col-the baski1;"iaidrallowaY
County Clayton Hargrove,
who watched Heath blister the
nets at a 61 percent clip for a

pulled down 21 rebounds
and fell to 3-12.
CALLOW A Y ii
Craig Rogers, 8: Scott Barrow, 4; David
The Lakers' scoring was so between them as Heath
Cohoon.
8:
Rushirig, 6, Ricky
balanced, no one scored in outrebounded Calloway 4-2&. - Garland, 6; Stan
Kenny Erwin, 8, Kenn)
Rogers,
to
a
21Craig
Pirates
jumped
figures.
The
The Pirates were only 5-6 double
McCutston, 7; Gary Emerson, 4, Marty
entering the game, but David Cohoon and Kenny 10 first-quarter lead, but -- McCuiston, 0; Larry Sanders. 0.
Freddie Morris and Hal Erwin all scored eight points, Calloway gained a point in the
HEATH 77
-Skinner cornbinedfort0 points- Kenny-frfeCuisten added seven-- second and trailed 40-3PaV3lie- _ Freddie Maros. flaa.Skinoes.
Dniiey, 10; Bobo,5; Lakin, 2; Christian,
a .
while sinking 22-of-35 shots and Stan Rushing and Ricky
Earle, 4; Rodgers, 0; M. Lakin, 0.
between them. Calloway Garland chipped in six each.
Heath outscored the Lathers
suffered
its sixth straight loss
Morris and Skinner also 16-9 over
the next eight
minutes, then by 21-12 in the
fourth quartor-ate-avia-going
away.
77-51 decision over the Lakers
last night.

-Tackte Sti
jits14%-h NISU
Olt

David Wooldridge,a 6-4, 235pound4ffensive lineman from S
Pierce Junior College in Los
Angeles, Calif., has become
the Ilth announced player to
sign a football grant-in-aid

with Murray State.
Wooldridge helped his team
to a 17-5 two-year mark and
played in the Junior College
Metro championship game.
As a three-year letterman at

Worthen Assists
Warriors Win; NC State Routs
By KEN RArrOP9RT
AP Sports Writer
Big numbers are Sam
Worthen's game, so it means
little to him to shoot down an
important-, Marquette
.basketball record..
:• "It's no big thing," he said
after recording a schoolrecord 14 assists during
75-60
night's
Tuesday
basketball victory over Oral
Roberts. -I've had games
, with more assists in the open
leagues in summers back
• home."
.• The commanding performance broke the school's
single-game assist record set
-by Jim Boylan against Butler
last March.
"I knew the record was
coming Sooner or later, if not
this year, then next year,"
said the unexcitable Worthen,
a 6-foot-5 transfer from
McLennan Community
College in Waco, Tex. "I know
how I play and I know my
.game. This is a team thing
:bere.
"With the type of team we
have, three or four others
:have the kind of talent to set a
WS just that
7iTCOrti.
everybody has a different
.role. Mine is to set up
everybody for shots."
If Worthen seemed insouciant about his spectacular
.show, Bernard Toone wasn't.
After scoring 24 points for the
13th-ranked Warriors, several
of them courtesy of Worthen's
,terrific passes, Toone insisted
that his capable teammate is a
combination of last year's

Fairfax High School in Los
Angeles, he was captain of his
team his senior year and was
chosen all-conference.
"He has the experience,
maturity and strength to be
oustanding in the conference,- said Murray State
football ooach Mike Gottfried..

Tourney Games
Are Cancelled

Calloway finished the game
as just a 32 percent shooter
sinking only 18-of-56 attempts.
Murray High's scheduled
Heath, however, made 35 of first round game with Hick57.
man County tonight in the
The Laker boys travel t.) Ballard County Invitational
Lowes Saturday for :te -Tournament in LaCenter, Ky.,
makeup of a game originally has been postponed.
scheduled for Jan. 12 before
The upperbracket qgernes
facing
Fulton
County (Murray High-Hickman
Tuesday.
County, Marshall County-St.

Mary) will be made up Friday
night. The lower brackets
games will be played Thursday.
The semifinals will either be
played Saturday morning or
Saturday night. The latter
choice would move the finals
up to Monday.

*Free Pipe
*Free Pound Bog of .Tobacco of Your
Choice
•
Join The Smoke Shoppe Pipe Club
And Be Eligible For...
A,. Discounted Prices On "The Pipe of the
Month"
".• 10% Discount On Your Birthday
p-Buy 10 Pipes and Get One of Equal
Value FREE
Store Hours: 930-530 M-S
I FREE COFFEE ALL DAY I
Central Skopplag Coster.
•
11-S Mon.-Sat.
1-1 Sunday

backcourt tandem of Boylan
and Butch Lee.
"Sam can take over and get
the important basket," said
Toone. "Then again, he can
penetrate, draw a man to him
and make a perfect pass to the
open man. If he keeps playing
like this, there are some good
things ahead for us."
Two other ranked teams
were in action Tuesday night
and both of them won- No. 11
Georgetown beating St.
Francis (Pa.) 74-62 and No. 20
North Carolina State routing
East Carolina 104-88.
Worthen had 15 points in a
splendid all-around effort as
the Warriors won their 14th
game in 16 this season.
Marquette put the game away
by outscoring Oral Roberts 151 at the start of the second half
to take a 51-25 lead.
John Duren scored 17 points
and Craig Shelton had 16 to
lead Georgetown over St.
Francis. Hawkeye Whitney's
28 points led a balanced attack
as North Carolina State beat
East Carolina and snapped a
four-game losing streak.
"The whole thing was
beginning to be a nightmare,"
said North Carolina State
Coach Norm Sloan of the
lasing streak. "We were
awfully edgy. We played good
defense tonight, but not great.
But (after) what we've been
through, we're drained
mentally."
Elsewhere, Ernie Cobb's 26
points led Boston College over
Villanova
83-75.

We Will Be Closed
Thursday Afternoon
Preparing For
FINAL MARKDOWN

SOUND GALORE! TAPES or LP'S

199 * 299

INN

399

We're having a real SOUND EXPLOSION for Music Lovers with a super selection in every field. ROCK, COUNTRY, SOUL
GOSPEL DISCO, FOLK • • • The latest hits plus sounds you missed. All by the original artists. Sounds such as John Travolta Gordon Lightfoot; Jefferson Airplane; Sha Na Na; The Beach Boys; Aretha Franklin; Four Seasons; Loretta and Conway;
Dick Clark's 20 Years of PlOOk n' Roll; Paul Simon, Disco Gold plus many more. All available on LP's or 8-track tapes.

SEE ROSES COMPLETE SELECTION OF THE LATEST HITS IN LP'S AND TAPES ON FAMOUS LABELS
0- 1\11.110 01...nittr

I
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By the Associated Press
Francisco- and the New his last three years with the Snider said from his
NEW YORK - "If' is a York Mets, for whom he now Mets, "I got paid about Fallbrook, Calif., home after
word that Willie Mays said he coaches.
$150,000 or $160,000, not collecting 308 votes - 16 short
disdains.
"I always knew I would be knowing I could play a whole of election.
But when pressed about in the Hall of Fame," Mays season. I didn't come here (to
It wouldn't be normal if
what he thought he would be said bluntly and without any New York) to play baseball. I you didn't feel disappointed,"
was 42 ...or 41...or 40. It was a added
worth on today's ballooning hesitation.
-It's
- Snider.
baseball market if he were 30
"I thought I was the best love affair."
everybody's dream to be in
Asked to summarize his the Hall of Fame."
years old and a free agent, the baseball player I ever saw,"
newest member of the Hall of continued the 47-year-old career, Mays said, "One word
This was Snider's 10th year
'Fame said Tuesday, -1 could Mays, now also firmly en- - love. I had to sacrifice a bad on the ballot. He has five more
trenched in the business marriage to play baseball and chances to make it.
make $8 million."
The usually extroverted, world. "Nobody in the world a good marriage to play
For
Enos Slaughter,
baseball. My wife pushed me
cocky Mays was being could do what I could do.
however, his chance to .get
to.
play
baseball
(
with
the
"I hope I'm not saying
• somewhat conservative, at
elected by the BBWAA ended
least according to Monte anything wrong," he con- Mets)."
in
bitterness after 15 failures.
Mays called his last three
Irvin, his former teammate in tinued. "If you play ball, you
"I feel I deserve to be in the
years
"my
worst
years."
the black leagues and with the have to believe you are the
But he added, "I want to Hall," Slaughter said from his
best."
New York Giants.
commend
the Mets...Mrs. Roxboro, N.C., home after
Mays
might get some
"On today's market, he
Joan
Payson
and Mr. (M. finishing third with 297 votes.
• would be worth $10 million argument about being the
Donald)
Grant - they said, "I really feel bad and a little
easily," Irvin said, adding best, but there is no
'Hey,
we
gotta take care of hurt. I was in St. Louis not
that the day of the $1 million questioning that he was one of
long ago and spoke to some
this
kid.'
per season player was -not far the best.
"I
want to apologize to the baseball writers. They told me
His Hall of Fame credenoff." At present, the highest
Mets,"
continued Mays. "I they all thought I had a good
paid player in the majors is tials are impeccable - 606
really
don't
think!really gave chance."
Pete 'Rose, who recently -home runs, third highest total
them
what
I
shoulifhiVe-given
signed an $800,000 per year in baseball history; four-time
them."
contract with the Philadelphia _National League home run
His Mets career aside, Mays
Phillies.
champion; a .302 lifetime
was an outstanding player.
!: Mays, however, had no batting average; a two-time
"You could see the'way he
reservations about
his Most Valuable Player Award caught the ball, the
way he
abilities, discussing them winner; National League threw it, the
RELEASE CAP'
way he hit it, he
TIMED
congestron
freely after being only the Rookie of the Year in 1951; a
would be a star," said Irvin,
rebel of nasal
tor tempatafy
ninth player voted into the powerful and
accurate now a member of the baseball
FEVER
COLDS and HAY
baseball shrine in his first throwing arm, and daring on
commissioner's office and
• f, year of eligibility, exclusive of the bases that frightened and
Mays' roommate friend on the
those inducted during the harrassed the opposition.
Giants.
"He was so strong, so
initial balloting in 1936.
But Mays didn't concern youthful, had that beautiful
•‘'. The "Say Hey Kid" received
Z, 409 votes of a possible 432 cast himself primarily
with body.
"It was easy to recognize
'4. by 10-year members of the statistics or awards.
p Baseball Writers Association He played baseball because that he had all the natural
movements of a great
of America. The 94.6 per- he loved it.
centage of the votes was the
"I hope it doesn't sound too baseball player."
Duke Snider, the exhighest total since Ty Cobb corny," he said. `"l'o me, love
Brooklyn
garnered 98.2 when the voting means
Dodgers' center
dedication
and
was inaugurated 43 years ago. sacrifice. You have to love the fielder who finished second in
Babe Ruth and Honus
the Hall of Fame balloting,
----4-"Wagner, each with ler.ryiers rot -surprised that his
"I loved eVery mrefiEfitafir-toriteitivOrary - had —been
Cent of the 'Vote, were the Only
others to receive a higher I didn't play for myself. I elected, but be was disappercentage than the fun- played for the people who pointed that he did not receive
loving, happy-go-lucky Mays, came to the games, so they the 324 required for en• who spent a total of 22 mostly could go home and say they shrinement.
_
"Willie really_mareAraess--_
- glorious years with the Giants _lad enjoyed The elves."
- both in New York-and San.- Mays also said that durisig-7-1160erveS_tiale31010yliimaia."

Marshall County Catch Bobby Toon makes a point to his players 'hiring the Marshals 71-62 triumph over Murray High last night. The game was Toon's first oppearance ogaMst•Tiger tease since
he left;Berm High post in 1175.
pi o byThiIyWilOo

due to

iFor Aspiring Baseballers,
•The 'Say Hey Kid Points
To Love As The Key Word
By WILL GRIMSLEY
playing semipro baseball. At like that.
18, I was in organized ball with
"I hope I am not being bashAP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK - You are a Trenton. At 20, I broke in with ful," he added, using the
wrong word. "When I played
tyke just learning to swing a the Giants.
"I put a lot of hard work into baseball, I felt nobody in the
man-sized baseball bat and
put a little spin on your curve the game - 22 years in the world could do better than
ball, and your dreams are majors. Why should I doubt me."
some day to be a Joe my ability? Why should I
Mays, who hit 660 home runs
doubt that some day I would and batted .302 over his 22DiMaggio or a Sandy Koufax
be in the Hall of Fame?"
year career, told of a relucand land in the Hall of Fame.
tance both to follow the Giants
Okay, kids, then listen
When reporters sought to
franchise to San Francisco in
carefully to Willie Howard
get Mays to assess other
1958 and to return to New York
"Say Hey" Mays Jr.
players and measure their
._"_The _word is love,"' said accomplishments with, his with the Mets in 1972.
"I didn't want to go West at
the 47-year-oldieietiine.....
own, they were startled by his first," Willie said. "To
people
field great of the Giants,
honest bluntness.
out there, there was only one
elected almost unanimously
"Who is the best ball player ball player: Joe DiMaggio. I
Tuesday for a spot at the
N.Y.,
felt there would be a problem.
Cooperstown,
shrine in
But they said, 'Let's go play,'
and a glistening bronze plaque
replied Waite, just so!did."
hang there beside
to
DiMaggio, Ty Cobb, Honus
Wagner, Walter Johnson and
other diamond immortals.
"I hope it doesn't sound too
corny," Willie continued,
fidgeting nervously in his blue
Today
Sunday-go-to-meetin'
plaid
Muhammad All lecture; 8 p.m., MSU Sports Arena;
suit and flaming red tie. "To
admission,;2 students,;3 nonstudents.
me love means dedication and
Thursday
love
the
sacrifice. You have to
Calloway County girls (11-1) vs Marshall County, Jeffrey
game.
Gymnasium.
"It's not true, of course, but
Murray High girls at Fulton City.
my wife once said to me,
'Willie, I think you love
baseball more than you love
me."
Love, insists Willie, also
includes unselfishness.
"I never thought about
making great plays," he said.
"I never played for myself. I
always wanted to play for the
people. The people who • The Calloway County junior- thereafter for their eighth
watched me loved me. I varsity squad, led by Richard victory in 11 games.
played for them."
Smotherman's 15 points,
Marty McCuiston chipped in
Love, he added, did not topped Heath 45-35 last night, 11 points for the winners, and
mean an erosion of con- while the Murray High JVs Larry Sanders added eight.
fidence.
pushed Marshall County into
"I always knew I would be overtime before losing.
Bobby Daniel turned in a
in the Hall of Fame," Willie
three-point play with just two
The details:
said. "When I was 10 years
HEATH, Ky. - The two seconds left to force the the
old, growing up around Bir- teams battled to a 15-all tie at Murray High-Marshall game
mingham, I played with 25- the half, but the Lakers out- into an extra period, but the
year-old guys. At 15, I was scored the Pirates 30-20 Marshals outscored the Tigers
11-1 thereafter.
Greg Latto led Murray with
14 points, followed by Todd
Bradshaw and Robin Roberts
with 10 each.
Calloway - Smotherman,
15; McCuiston, 11; Larry
Sanders, 8; Gary Emerson, 5;
Tim McAlister, 5; Terry
Pas`chall, 1.
Murray - Latto, 14; Daniel,
4; Guy Furr,9: T. Bradshaw,
10; Roberts, 10; Howie Crittendon, 2; Greg Schanbacher,
Darwin Bumping,Sims.

We Will Be Closed
Thursday Afternoon
Preparing For
FINAL MARKDOWN

Qraham & Jackson

ALBERTO

VO5
raec
HAIR SPRAY
it-hcas
Mold INCREDIBLE 14 HP HOLD
IREG,
HARD TO HOLD,
SUPER HARD
TO HOLD,
OR GREY WHITE
IN

22
CLAIRESSE
SHAMPOO-IN
HAIR COLOR
LOTION /A
THE CLAIROL
COLOR
MID CONOTTIONING
DISCOVERY
ALL SHADES

Formula

44

COIGN Marvin

3 OZ
EFFECTIVE STRENGTH

NORELCO
TRIPLEHEADER
RAZOR

CLAIROL
UGHTED
MAKEUP
MIRROR
•THREE ADJUSTABLE

MICROGROOVE
HEADS SHAVE SUPER CLOSE
• SELVSH ARPENING
ROTARY BLADES
MIRRORS PERMIT WIDE
• IMPROVED POP-UP TRIMMER
ANGLE VIEW OF FACE.
FOR SIDEBURNS • 4 TRUE TO UFE UGHT
SETTINGS DAY, HOME,
OFFICE, AND EVENING.
• SUPER

2

411 DIFFERENT
BRILLIANT COLORS

PLAIN

WRITING TABLET
WI SHEETS
•

VALENTINE
FUN PACK

• FOR CLASSROOM
EXCHANGE:
INCLUDES TEACHER CARD
• 34 ASSORTED
VALENTINES
WITH ENVELOPES.
CNON-MAILMILEI

Join Begley's Senior Citizen Savings Plan
If you are 60 years of age or older you are eligible. Stop by
our store today and fill out an application. Save an additional
10% on our already low prescription prices.
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McAdoo Narrowly Misses Record

Pw.

1'

Torrid Lakers Belt Knicks
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Los Angeles may be a nice
place to visit, but the New
York Knicks would just as
soon

have

it

left

off their

-Sports—At- A

NBA Standings

Indians Ill. Atlanta 106
Clevelaad SU, Denver 107
St-attle 103. Washington 100
Chicago 100 Boston 90
New Orleans 118. Kansas City 116
Los Angeles 1411. New York 124

College Basketball
FAST
Boston College 13, Villanova 75
Delaware St 79, WS.-Eastern Shore 77
Massachuseds 61, New Harimalure 57
Rutgers-Newark N, W Connecticut 79
St. John's, N Y 10, Manhattan 55
SOLTH
Florida St 79, Georgia Tech 73
Georgetown. D C 74, St Francis. Pa 62
Maryland O. Navy 12
Norfolk St IS, V. Union 711
N,C.Charlotte 70, N Carolina SAT 61
11.0 Methodist IS Greensboro Cal 76
W. Carolina St. 104, E. Carolina Is
MIDWEST
Marquette 75, Oral Roberts is
Nebraska.0maha 77, N Dakota 70
FAR WEST
S Ur.loradn 68 Reps 64

we

pretty
Coach

Brad

Cary Miller. "We did a good

scorers

to

get back in it after

Dunigan
with

20

against the aggressive Sonics

Hitting 63 of 92 field goal
attempts, a torrid .685 per-

missed his attempt to tie the

defense.

centage, the Lakers routed the
Knicks 148-124 in a game that

field

saw

the
final period rattled the rim
and fell off.
In other NBA games, the
Seattle SuperSonics beat the
Washington Bullets 103-100,
the Cleveland Cavaliers edged
the Denver Nuggets 108-107,
the Chicago Bulls topped the
Boston Celtics 100-90, the
Indiana Pacers trimmed the
Atlanta Hawks 110-105 and the

led

Marshall County, and Chris
in 16 and 14, respectively.
50 field-goal tries for 58 per-

the Tigers kept themselves in

cent, while Murray hit just 22

contention by sinking 15-of-17

of

free

Marshals

finished

with an 18-for-25 performance
from the line.
paced

the

Jeff
Tigers

Kursave
with

Adrian

Dantley,

making his first start in more.

than seven weeks after being
sidelined by a hyper-extended
itflee; -shot 114or-1b and 3,o.

30 points. Other -Lakers had

set

by

just

16

Cavaliers 108, Nuggets 107

Wilt

Foots Walker hit a jumper
over David Thompson with 13

Chamberlain, when his 12-foot
jumper midway through

seconds left to give Cleveland
the victory over Denver. The

which had led 81-76 going into
topped

the

Pacers

53

for

42

26

for Kansas City.

Oilers' Bum Phillips
Signs 3-Year Pact

Nuggets' Charlie Scott missed
a jump shot with six seconds
to play.
Bulls 100, Celtics 90
Rookie
Artis

By the Associated Press
HOUSTON
Oilers

Reggie Theus and

Gilmore

scored

six

owner

—

Houston

K.S.

"Bud"

Adams has decided he likes
Bum Phillips' folksy brand of

7d2 humor — and his football
minutes as Chicago snapped a coaching.
five-game • - losing streak—by----—Phillips, who led the Oilers
beefing
10-6 regular season
Boston. Chicago
to a
points each in the final

record, silenced rumors that
he might not return next
season as Oilers coach and
general manager by signing a
three-year contract Tuesday.
An Oilers spokesman said
the entire Oiler coaching staff
also had been offered contracts.

a

Save up to 40%
Choose from more than 100 styles
with-famous names as-Adidas,
Nike,Puma, ConTerse;Tretorn,
Pro-Ked, Sarcony, Wilson, Tred-2,
Brooks, Tiger, and Mead.

Don't forget, we have an excellent selection of children's
warmups.Sizes 6 thru 20, all colors & Styles To Choose From.

33-32

rebounding edge.
-We weren't really certain
as to how physical we could
play," Miller said. By the time
the Tigers knew, he added,

also chipped in 13. Kursave
and Taylor combined to hit 11-

Store Wide
Shoe Sale

The

percent.

owned

16

"

Swift were all on the bench in
foul trouble.

20°/0 off

Cseety 71, norm Nigh 62

to file 111
•ersev•
5 9 6
5
3 16
7
teem
r 5 Is 3 5 7 4 II
loud Toyer
4 7 5 6
4
2 13
Mike inadsirre
3 9 2
2 5 8
2
twee 14011
2 4
2 2
2 0 6
Id Humor,
1
2
4
2 9 0 3
Melt Swift
4
4
2
I
4 0 0
leeks Oittesdea
0
0
0 0
0
• 1
Todd tredskerr
0 0 0
• 0 0 0
trey Fyn
0
0 0 0
• 0 0
Tends
22 53 11 25 31 20 62
Marshal Cs.
29 SO 13 24 33 III 71
Mereind Ce. Ore Orr, 17; Reel Menre, 14; Bred Oesepen, 241; OevW Meru
1; Drees Ford. leneis Ouse, 2; leb Milev, 2.
Merged Cs.
21 14 14 19 - 71
Merwry 1•16
13 111 13 18 - 62

Ceni

7% Off
Wickes Buildings
Pre-Season Sale on all 30 Ft. - 40 Ft. - 50
Ft. wide buildings of any length.

Nylon & Satin

Jackets

Boone, Mike Bradshaw- and

"Pt,,

•

with

jumper in the final seconds
that would have tied the game

Marshall County sink 29-of-

points, and Boone added 13, all
in the final half. Brad Taylor

Mari

Association

goals,

score

all

The
Marshals outscored
Murray High by 14 points from
the field in the first half, but

Forward

National

NBA record of 18 consecutive

to

points for

Orr and Kevin Munro pumped

They

the final period. Johnny Davis

who

Sizes boys Small thru Mens X-Large
Pick from these famous lines: Adidas, Court Casual, White
Stag or Winning Ways.

falling behind so early."

throws.

quarter to overtake Atlanta,

McAdoo,

of-13 free throws.

played

job

66-49 third-period deficit and
beat the Bullets. Washington

Bob

Boys Games
Central Ky Cad Trs
Flrst Resist,
Boyle Co 67 Lincoln Co 65
Taylor Co 91 Hart Co 60
Regular Season
,
Beechwood 77 Alex Brossart 69
Betsy Layne 71 Wheelwright 66
Boone Co 76 Conner ill
Bourbon Co 62 Scott Co 44
Brehlutt Co 71 Whitesburg 69
Cannelton 62 Hancock Co W
Christian Co 62 Owensboro 57
Corbin 64 Knox Central 57
Cmv Holmes 80 Maysville 63
Con Holy Cross 11 Coe Latin 37
Dayton 65 Walton-Verordi 63
Deming 51 Nicholas Co 45
Dixie Heights 91 Silver Grove 69
Eminence 13 Ky Country Day 67
Erlanger oLl Prireov Cal:fia35t Er 'St Henry 57 Leilioe It
Franklin Co 82 Carroll Co 69
Ft Knox 05 Breckzwidge Co 71
Ft Tho Highlands 65 Newport 45
Garrard Co 73 Danville 65
Grant Co 65 Bellevue 53
Greyson Ce*Butler Co 10
Grbeavflir ErIffemen 31ot
Hintard 13 Wolfe Co75
Henderson Co44 Union Co 53
Henry Co 82 Owen Co 69
Jeffersontown 52 Durrett 51
Johnson Can 91 East Carter 83
Laurel Co 60 Middlesboro 57
Len Lafayette 81 Oldham Co 53
Newport Cath 94 Camptell Co 67
North Hardin 83 LaRue Co 72
Lou Atherton 10 Waggoner 64
Lou Central 91 Lou Western 60
Lou Doss 90 Lou Fairdale 41
Lou Manual 62 Lou Westport 55
Lou Shawnee 72 Lou Southern 57
Lou Tnnity 64 Lou Male 50
Lou Valley 71 Pleasure Ridge 71
Lou Waggoner 57 Lou Atherton 47
Lynch 52 Jackson Co 50
Lynn Cane 16 Whitley Co 44
Lyon Co OS Providence 65
Mason Co 56 Bracken Co 46
Maysville St Pat 101 Tollistioro 77
McDowell 58 Prestonsburg 57
Meade Co 13 Bullitt Cent 50
Medville 11 Ohio Co 64
McLean Co 67 Owensboro Cath 65
Newport Cobh 94 Campbell Co 67
Ninth & 0 N Faith Temple 52
Paintrrille 90 Raceland 45
Rockcastle Co 66 Pulaski Co 64
Warren Cent 17 Barren Co 67
Warren E 91 Russellville 56

Murray

said

of the night was New

the Kings score nine in a row.
missed a
Otis . Birdsong

Glance

Murray Tripped...
well,"

with 2:26 remaining but saw

free throw line in the fourth

his high as a Knick. McAdoo

the

a
scored
McElroy
Jim
career-high 40 points for Neui
Orleans, which led 115-103

nine steals as Seattle erased a

went one better.

of

India-nit shot 13-for-15 from

points.
Jazz 118, Kings 116

hottest

the

points in the fourth quarter

defense

7:29

with

the field and 8-for-8 from the

attempts and scored 45 points,

effective

85-78

remaining but outscored the

made

24 points and

managed

little

trailed

Prep Basketball

Krilete Co hereon
AiEk Division
L
Pct. GB
W
Washington
31 14
619
Philadelphia
643
24
27 15
8
New Jerse
512
21 20
New York
458 101
22 31
Boston
356 15
16 29
Castro! Dlotakm
609
San Antonio
W. 18
Houston
571
111 19
Atlanta
531
36 23
9
Cleveland
.413
19 27
Detroit
.340 124
U 31
New Orleans
11,. lit
.333 134
Owen Cankreeee
Oldarest Olvieen
Kansas City
SO 1111 11
I30a er
.531
34
•
Warrankee
440
8
1331
.3133249
.382 114
17 31
Peelle modes
Seattle
29 15
MS
30 11
LOS Angeles
025
Phoenix
249
21 L9
5116
Golden State
22 25
401
.465
ttand
20 23
21 s
ran Mier
447

minutes.

scored

made 17 consecutive field goal

season.
-Forward

Marshall

Nixon 7-for-9 for 16 and Don
Ford 7-for-8 for 16.

147-124 loss to the Lakers.
Tuesday night the home team

Basketball

Photo by Tony Wilson

Pacers 110, Hawks 107

a

total

watches.

Celtics 22-5 the rest of the way.

In a rematch of last year's
NBA finalists, Gus Williams

shooter
York's

played by either team. It was
Los Angeles' highest point

May rubs•robesind as Mks issislow(rI.)Imps sod Gm Leto
ii*iFte •411*.aniege GniasUppesT4OW71-41.

Soaks 103, Bullets 110

Jabber 8-for-12 for 19, Norm

Tite
to Los
Angeles this season resulted in

Knicks' first visit

i

New Orleans Jazz nipped the
Kansas City Kings 118-116.

However,

itinerary.

Id& •

equally impressive numbers:
Jamaal Wilkes was 13-for-15
for 28 points, Kareem Abdul-

Adidas, Puma
St Other

Totebags
el 00/
0 off

Tiger, Laker School Jackets, Caps and Gym Bags
for all area schools. We have sizes to fit any
youngster. Jacket sizes 4-46 (lettering a
Specialty)

EARLY
SPRING BREAK

All White
Stag 'Speedo'

Swimsuits

Hooded Sweatshirts
4 Colors
Reg. $9.95

$750
Sale

Value Master
Building
Sale Ends January 276,1919
Call 1-522-8884
•

111
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SATISFACTION FDA SALE
Prices Good
Thur. Jan. 25 thru
Wed. Jan. 31

cfral

Cat Food
Double Q

5

Pink
Salmon

that
next
and
Ing a
lay.
said
staff

With Beans

Meal

COR-

5 Lb.
Bag

cans$100

Tall Cans
cava Ui

39c

$1 59
/ Cake
Mix

Duncan Hines

Assorted
Flavors

Save

Fruit Drink

Cheerios,
Cereal-

89

$1

OINS

$
—Savo3P-

Bush

t

Green Beans
Topping
Pork it Beans Donuts

Frosty Whip Dessert

5

Baked
Beans

49c
79.
...59.
9 oz.

16 oz. Save lie

3

00

$1
cans

Cat Food
61/2 oz. Savo 32'

4

Frosty Seas

Fish ticks
FrlitlAtwisspin
Broccoli

3.

11

PRODUCE
Fresh Crisp

Yellow Quarter

Celery

Save 10`

Yellow Ripe

1.. 49c

I00
cans$I

14 oz.

JIGBUZYI

Margarine

Friskies
Buffet

Beets

49c
Parkay

Stokley Whole

cans

Save 11'
300 Size

Joan of Arc

Red Kidney
Beans
\ Cherry Pie Filling
19

Large 2/
1
2Size

Bush

3

89c

Ever Fresh

Tropicana

303
Can
Save 35'

69c

or

18.5 or.

With $10.00 Order
Or More

15 oz.
Save 16'
With Our Coupon

151
/
2oz.
Save 16'

32 oz.
Save
2i'

Wm You

almu

Sunflower

Sweet
."
rickles

Chili

16 oz. Save 25'

/S

Paramount

Armour

Kozy Kitchen

stalk

Bananas

lb.

Fresh Crisp

Carrots
Washington Bartlet
Pears

1 lb. cello bag ler

39c
19C
79c
39C

lb.

Hyde Park

Potted Meat

Govt. Inspected

Milk

Fryers

$179

Whole
Only

1 al

Pro-Leaguer
Lean Boneless

Stew Beef
$179

slop

t*,

Pepsi
Cola
7 Up
or

Fresh Water

Worthmore Sliced

Catfish

Bacon

$1

29

12 OL pkg.

89c

nr cans

Super Value

Reg. Round Top
41162
"kW

12 oz. pkg.

79c

3 oz. Sava II'

Bread 39c

Field's Sliced

Wieners Bologna

lb.

lb.

A $100

Homogentzed

Body On Tap

Shampoo $1 39
7 oz. Reg. $1.95 Save 56'

Afrin
2 Liter
Throw Away

Bottle
Save
30`

69

ea.

Nasal
Spray
2 01.

Reg. $2.39

Save 90'

$1 49

COUPON
Cheerios
Cereal
15 oz.
With
This
Coupon

119c

At
Good WfilrlyesiT:rkers

"If You Matc I ur •ua i y... ou ant :eat 0 ur rice
Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities

and

We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stamps

Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

Downtown Shopping Center

'HOURS: is. m.-9 p. m. Mbn.-Sat

1979
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Deaths And Funerals
Carter Robertson
Dies At Hospital
In Montgomery

T.C. Miller Dies
At Hospital With
Rites On Thursday

Panel Approves
Interest Measure

Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Cooper

Prices Rise 9 Percent In 1978

Inflation Picture Improves
Last Two Months Of Last Year

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)A legislative committee today
approved a bill That wield
allow state-chartered hanks to
The funeral for Mrs. Iva raise interest rates on loans of
Pearl Cooper, widow of Alvin $15,000 and under.
By MICHAEL DOAN
T C. Miller died Tuesday at
Funeral and burial services
today
at
held
is
being
State
Cooper,
law
Associated
limits
currently
Press Writer
for Carter B. Robertson, 11:55 p.m. at the Jacksonchapel of the J. H. the interest rate charged by
WASHINGTON (AP) - Consumer
native of Calloway County, Madison County Hospital, 2 p.m. at the
Home with state banks for smaller loans prices rose 9 percent in 1978, the largest
were held Jan. 3 in Mon- Jackson, Tenn. He was 65 Churchill Funeral
the Rev. Clarence Hare, Jr., to 8.5 percent.
increase in four years, but the inflation
tgomery, Ala., where he had years of age.
officiating.
Under
the
picture improved in the last two months
proposal,
which
Mr. Miller died from a
resided since retiring from the
Serving as pallbearers are now goes to the House floor, of the year, the Labor Department said
Company, gunshot wound to the head
Ford
Motor
West, state banks would be able to today.
which occurred Tuesday Clyde Brown, Hue!
Detroit, Mich.
L.,
and charge one percentage point
Leon,
R.
Hewlett,
Price increases were held to 0.6
Mr. Robertson, 76, died Dec. abouf*9:20 a.m. while in his
Burial will above the federal discount percent in December because of
Cooper.
Jackie
Henry
Puryear,
Tenn.
hospital
in
Moncar
in
31 at a
Murray City rate.
smaller increases in medical costs and
tgomery. Born April 7, 1902, in County officials said Mr. follow in the
At present rates, state the property tax cuts in California, the
Calloway County, he was the Miller accidentally shot Cemetery.
Mrs. Cooper, 83, died banks could charge 10.5 department said.
son of the late John B. himself while cleaning the .22
Monday at 8:30 a.m. at the percent for all loans.
But food prices began spiraling
Robertson and Mattie Carter caliber weapon. He was given
Hospital,
State
Banking
Com- again, rising 0.8 percent for the month,
emergency treatment at the Community
Robertson.
Mayfield. She was a resident missioner John Williams told due mainly to higher meat and milk
Survivors include his wife, Murray-Calloway County
of
303 Wright Street, Mayfield, the House Banking and prices.
tranHazel; two daughters, Mrs. Hospital before being
The purchasing power of the average
Marshall (Jimmie ) Bailey, sferred to the Jackson a retired seamstress with Insurance Comrnitte* the
Merit Clothing Company, and legislation would allow state worker declined 0.1 percent in the
Montgomery, Ala., and Mrs. hospital.
The deceased, a resident of a member of the First United banks to operate on an equal month and by 3.4 percent over the
Don (Nancy) Simpson, Royal
Methodist Church, Mayfield.
level with national or course of the year, the department said.
Oak, Mich.; one son, Bill Route 1, Puryear, Tenn., had
The survivors include one federally-chartered
banks,
The-year-end consumer price report
Robertson, Chelsea, Mich.; retired from employment in
two sisters, Mrs. Hubert Chicago, Ill. Born Nov. 4, 1913, daughter, Miss Pauline who currently can charge one affects the pay of up to 2.6 million
Howard and Mrs. Lowry in Calloway County, he was Cooper, Mayfield, and one point above the federal people who have December or fourth-quarter cost-of-living clauses in their.
Rains, Sr., Dearborn, Mich. the son of the late Robert Allen sister, MM. Ref&lee Lewis, discount rate.
Murray Route 7
The federal discount rate is labor contracts.
four brothers, Gus Robertson, Miller and Minnie Jane Fulton
a floating rate that could rise
The 9 percent increase for the year is
Sr., Murray, Fred and John Miller.
or
fall. Williams said.
Mrs.
the largest since a 12.2- percent rise in
Miller's
wife,
Mr.
Luther Robertson, Detroit,
Williams also said smaller 1974. Prices rose by 6.8 percent in 1977.
Mich., and Virgil Robertson, Ethel Dunn Miller, died Jan.4,
state banks need some way to
Food prices rose 11.6 percent over the
Greenbrier, Tenn.; 11 gran- 1977. He was a member of the
offset the higher cost of year, while housing costs went up 9.9
West Fork Baptist Church in
dchildren.
money.
percent, medical care 8.8 percent,
Those from Murray at- Calloway County.
MADISONVILLE,Ky.(AP)
We could be political transportation 7.7 percent and enSurvivors include one son, - Bill Cox, Democratic
tending the funeral in Montgomery were Gus Robertson, Glen Allen Miller, 7, at home; candidate for lieutenant hypocrites and reduce the tertainment 5.8 percent.
The 0.6 percent increase in December
Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Gus three sisters, Mrs. Jessie Mae governor, has retracted his interest rate to 7.5 percent, but
Robertson, Jr., Mrs. W. C. Wyatt, Dexter, Mrs. Don A. endorsement of a proposed bankers wouldn't make any would amount to between 7 percent and
loans," said Rep. Jim Bruce, 8 percent if it continued for a full year.
Elkins, Mr. and Mrs. ,Harry (Ida Mae) Counts, Hardin "professional
negotiations D-Hopkinsville.
Route 1, and Mrs. Audra statute."
It followed a smaller increase of 0.5
Ray,and Glen Beach.
He said he was voting to
( Mary Sue) Barnhill, Route 2,
In a letter to Doris Wilson, raise the rate in order to make percent in November.
two Chairman, of the Kentucky
Tenn.;
Buchanan,
brothers, James H. Miller, Educators Public Affairs money available for smaller
Benton Route 1, and Leonard Council, Louisville, Cox noted loans.
Rep. Charles Holbrook, R- Miller, Benton Route 4.
every Democratic guber- Ashland, said he was not
will
be
held
The funeral
natorial candidate also was entirely happy with the bill but
•
Thursday at 1 p.m. in the opposed to such a bill.
James Ira Ingram, 53,
planned to vote for it because • Ron Christopher, speaking for the
of the Max Churchill
chapel
Cox said in November. he When he had tried to obtain a steering committee. of the Calloway
former resident of Murray,
Home witly_tlie
died Saturday morning at his
-Lendorsed _ proLeasional ioan test year he corild ofily"- County _C0alitier4.a. group -of _local -ofTech Jetioi-offIciatreg.-Btiffid negotiations, so long as it did
ficials, business, education and labor
home in Saginaw, Mich.
will follow in the West Fork not contain binding ar- borrow $15,001 - one dollar leaders,
Mr. Ingrain was born Sept.
endorsed the project as did
above the maximum subject
Cemetery.
bitration."
Robert -Buddy"
14, 1925, in Murray to Ora T.
Buckingham,
to
the
8.5
percent
limit.
Friends may call at the
Ingram, deceased, and Mrs.
president of the Downtown Merchants
5 p.m.
horn&
after
funeral
Gladys Ingram Brown-- _.O.Ltoday twednesdayy._.____
Association. Buckingham pointed out,
Murray who survives.
howedir;a poll. among members inSurvivors also include one
dicate that some merchants affiliated
Laverne
Ingram,
son,
with the group do not favor four-lanieg.
caginaw, Mich.; four sisters,
Murray State University President
Mrs. Aina Wilson, Chicago,
Area body spot repair beginning Constantine "Deno" Curris said he
Murray
The
Ill., Mrs. Laurine Griffin,
favors the project. He said the street
Final rites for Mrs. Gladys Vocational Center will offer a Tuesday,Feb.6,at 6:30 p.m.
Carthage, Ark., Mrs. Ebelle Opal Hale were held this 36 hour course in woodworking
The classes will be held will have more traffic in the future due
Blaine, Murray, and Mrs. morning at 10:30 at the chapel and a 36 hour class in auto Tuesday and Thursday to growth in the south and southwest
Delores Ruff, Robbins, Ill.; of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
evenings from 6:30 to 9:30 part of town and expanded traffic
several nieces and nephews.
generated near the hospital. Curris
Home with the Rev. Robert
p.m. for six weeks. Harold
The funeral will be held Farless officiating. Mrs.
Grogan will be the instructor called Main "a link to the lakes
Saturday at 2 p.m. at St. Richard Farrell was organist
for the woodworking course, region."
John's Baptist Church, and Mrs. H. Glenn Doran was
"I do not feel four-laning will help the
and Dan Harrell for the auto
Murray, with the Rev. C. E. soloist.
downtown merchants at all. The
body spot repair course.
A contest for high school
Timberlake officiating. The
Pallbearers were Joe
Each course will be limited problem there is parking," Mrs. H.T.
family hour will be from 7 to 8 Baker, Perry Hendon, NelSon instrumentalists, sponsored to 15 persons. The registration Waldrop said. Mrs. Waldrop said a
an Friday at St John's Blalock, Bill McClure, Scott by the Music Department of fee of $5.00 is payable the first four-lane street would endanger
Woman's Club,
Church here.
Seiber, and Billy Joe Hale. the Murray
night of the classes. At the children crossing in the Middle School
Tuesday, Feb.
on
be
held
will
the
Burial will follow in
Burial was in the Murray City
woodworking class instruction area.
club
p.m.
at
the
7:30
20, at
Murray City Cemetery with Cemetery.
will be given in the use of hand
Joe Dick, president of the Bank of
the arrangements by the
Mrs. Hale, 78, died Monday house.
tools, power hand tools, and
be
will
winner
The
Mundy
Funeral Home. at the Westview Nursing
woodworking machines. The
a prize of $25 and
Paducah.
Home. She is survived by two presented
fundamentals and techniques
eligible to compete in
daughters, Mrs. Charles will be
of auto spot- repair will be
Contest at Mar
District
the
Baker and Mrs,'„ Ed Frank
taught at the auto body class.
School on.
Kirk, one brother, Bob Hubbs, shallCounty High
To register for the classes or
March
24.
four grandchildren, and four Saturday,
for additional information,
The contest is open to all persons
great grandchildren.
may contact the
students in grades 9 through 12
The Rev. Dewey StubDr. Walter W. Jones,
Vocational Center, South 18th
who play string, wind, or and
blefield died Tuesday at 5:35
Sycamore Streets, Murray eye physician and
percussion instruments.
p.m. at his home, 1102
Murray, or call 753-1870 surgeon, has been elected to
Interested students may call
Berkshine, Murray. He was 71
active fellowship in the
between 8 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Mrs. Kathy Mowery at 753years of age.
American
Academy
of
Services for
William
Survivors include his wife, Edward (Billy) Perry, 110 Ash 9371 for information and entry
Ophthalmology. He was
Mrs. Christine
Tucker Street, Murray, will be held forms.
awarded this honor at the
Stubblefield; one daughter, Thursday at 2 p.m. at St.
Academy's annual meeting in
Mrs. Ray Saly)(
Allen, John's Baptist Church with
Kansas City.
Minneapolis, Minn.; one son, the Rev. C. E. Timberlake
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)Prima of stock of local Interest at
To be eligible for active
noon, EDT, today, turn/shed to the
Dewey Austin Stubblefield, officiating.
USDA - Estimated receipts fellowship in the Academy, a
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan.
Jr., Memphis, Tenn.; five
cattle and calves 1200; physician must hold a medical
The family hour will be held Corp_ of Murray,are as follows:
grandchildren-Laura Stub- from 7 to 8 p.m. tonight
slaughter steers and heifers
+390
Industrial Average
blefield
and
Meredith, (Wednesday) at St. John's Air Products
untested; cows steady to 1.00
35¼ unc
6/
1
4
Heather, Joshua, and Zachary Church to be followed by Amencan Motors
higher; bulls steady; calves
Aahland Oil
37 +1%
Allen.
and vealers steady; feeders
American Telephone
63 +
Masonic rites at 8 p.m.
Bonanza
4%4B SIYA
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
steady to 2.00 higher, full
Burial will be in the Murray Chrysler
11% one
Home will be in charge of the City Cemetery
advance under 450 lb.;
Ford Motor
41% +%
with the GAY
/
4
12 +1
and
funeral
burial arrangements by the Rutledge
commercial cows 47.00-49.00;
General Care
•
9 unc
arrangements which are now Funeral Home of Murray.
utility 45.00-50.00; high
General
+%
50%
-/Y
General
Vo
n
ta
a
r
n
e
de.
incomplete.
dressing
utility 50.25-52.00,
Mr. Perry, 78, died Sunday General Tire
SP.
outstanding individuals up to
UM inc
at the Murray-Calloway Goodrich
LAKE DATA
Hardees
12% -%
56.00; cutter 42.00-48.00;
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 354.7. County Hospital. He is sur- Heublein
31% ono
canner and cutter under 800 lb
310Ii
IBM
-%
vived by his wife, Mrs. Anita Pennwalt
up 0.3.
63+4 ++4
37.00-42.00; slaughter bulls
Perry, two sisters, Mrs. Mary =Oats
25 -541
Below dam 322.7, up 1.6.
1255-1830 lb. 61.50-66.25; 110012%
-%
354.8,
Marvel and Mrs. Ivery Manor, Texaco
Barkley Lake 7 a.m.
24% +
1575 lb 57.00-61.25; choice 150one brother. Taylor Perry, six
Wal-Mart
SI% +%
up 0.3.
Wendys
22B nskA
300 lb vealers 86.00-98.00;
nieces, and one nephew.
Below dam 332.4, up 0.4.
selected high choice and
prime 103.00-105.00; good and
choice 72.00-86.00; choice 300Federal-State Market News Service
January 24, 1771
435 lb calves 69.50-74,00;
Dr. Walter W.Jones
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
feeder steers choice 300-450 lb
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act, 406 Est 200 Barrows &
87.00-97.00: 450-500 lb 8.100- degree, be licensed to practice
Gilts *100 higher Sows mostly steady in87.25; few 500-700 lb 72.50- in the United States or Canada
stances 50 Mew
US 1-2 200-2301bs.
$53.25-53 50
79.00; small lots 935-965 lb and be certified by an apUS 2 200-240 lbs.
163.0043 25
63.50-64.50; good and choice proved medical specialty
US 2-3 240-250 lbs.
$62.0043 00
US 2-4 366200 lbs
$151 00-62 00
300-500 lb 77.00-87.00; 500-735 lb board.
Sows
Dr. Jones, a native New
68.00-77.00; good 300-500 lb
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
$42.00-43 00
began his private
Yorker,
US 1-3 300-450 Its
$41 00-42 00
64.00-77.00;
500-830
lb
58.00US 1-3 450.600 lbs.
*42.00-4409
Murray last July.
in
practice
68.00;
heifers choice 300-45)) lb
• 14 Mae lb.
$44 00-46 00
board -certified
40.00-46.00
73.00-79.00; 450-565 lb 69.50- A
rfiV3064001ba
540 00-41 00
74.75; few 670-765 lb 65.00- ophthalmologist, he is on the
Dein03.1046.111
68.00; good and choice 350-600 medical staff of the Murraylb 63.00-73.00; good 40P-885 lb ('alloway County Hospital.
FREE COURTESY MOVING VAN
He received his medical
55.00-64.00.
Available for Our Clients
Hogs 1300; includes 700 degree from the State
List With Us — Purchase From Us
feeder pigs; barrows and gilts University of New York
steady to .25 higher; 1-2 not School of Medicine in Buffalo
fully tested; 14 218 lb 53.95; 2 and served his internship at
210-260 lb. 53.00-53.55; 2-3 215- Buffalo's Deaconess Hospital
1200 Sycamore
265 lb 52.73-53.25; 3 250-290 lb and his residency at the
753-1492
50.50-51.60; sows 50 to 1.00 University of Pittsburg School
lower; 1-2 340.480 lb 44.50- of Medicine.
Dr. Jones and his Wife,
45.50; 400-450 lb 45.50-46.50;
450-600 lb 46.50-47.50; boars Anita, reside in Murray with
three - daughters,
their
We Really Move Our Soles
over 300 lb 36.00,37.00.
Rebecca, Robin and Heather.
Sheep 25; untested early.

ox Changes Stand
On Negotiation Idea

sr;

James Ira Ingram
Dies At Age Of 53;
Rites Planned Here

The Consumer Price Index ended the
year at 202.9, meaningithat the average
products that cost $100 in the base
period of 1967 cost $202.90 in December.
The 9 percent increase was for both
categories the department measures:
all urban consumers and urban wage
earners and clerical workers.
The monthly figures are adjusted to
account for seasonal variations.
Despite the 9 percent increase for the
year, the Carter administration is
counting on a tighter budget and its
wageprice standards to slow inflation in
1979.
The higher prices far exceeded the
administration's prediction a year ago
that inflation for the year would be 6.1
percent.
The administration is predicting a 7.4
percent inflation rate for 1979.
President Carter said in his budget
message Monday he is reducing the
budget deficit from $37.4 billion to $29
billion in 1980 to fight inflation.
He also said his wage and price
standards will help bring prices down.
The biggest contributors to inflation
in 1978 were food prices, which rose
more sharply than expected. Housing
prices also continued to soar.
"Home prices have far outstripped
the overall national rate of inflation,"
said Robert H. McKinney, chairman of
the Federal Home Loan Bank Board.
-Extending this rate to 1988 would
mean a median cost of $125,000 for a
new home."
Meanwhile, a Census Bureau study

released Tuesday showed that most
families barely kept up with inflation in
It showed the median income of
the nation's households rose to $13,570
in 1977, up 7 percent from 1976.
However, prices were rising 6.5 percent
over the same period.
In other economic news Tuesday:
- A private economist indicated that
1979 is not getting off to a good start.
Donald Ratajczak, economist for
Georgia State University, said prices
received by farmers will probably
increase by 3 percent for the second
month in a row in January. Most of the
gains are in meat prices as they were
last year, he said.
Some of the increases may be
reported as smaller, however, as the
government adjusts the figures for
seasonal variations, he said.
"The meat price inflation appears to
be at its most intense point and should
subside by spring," Ratajczak said.
Price increases of gasoline and other
fuels also appear to be abating, he said.
- The Commerce Department
reported that durable goods orders
declined in December for the second
month in a row. The 0.1 percent drop in
December followed a 0.4 percent
decrease in November. Durable goods
orders indicate the demand factories
are receiving for such products as
automobiles, ships, airplanes and
tractors. Those orders are considered
indicators of the prospects for
economic growth and jobs.
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Weather...

amn Street

-

Services Held For
Mrs. Gladys Hale

Woodworking-And-Auto Body
Repair Courses Planned, Center

Music Contest
Planned Here

Dr. Walter Jones
Is Elected To
Academy Fellowship

Rev. Stubblefield
Dies Here Tuesday

Rites On Thursday
For Billy Perry

Stock Market

Livestock Market
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Murray, who said he favors four-laning,
said Main Street has become a less
desirable street for residential purposes. He said the downtown area must
continue to be connected properly with
the MSU campus area.
Batty Lowry, a former city council
membe‘Atiestioned-th...amount of
money that-would be spent on "two slabs of concrete." She mentioned the
home department of Murray Womans
Club has drafted a resolution opposing
the project.
.
,
Martha Sammons, a city council
member, said congestion on Main now
is due to teenagers "cruising" the
street."I don't want to see Main and its
beauty wiped out," Mrs. Sammons
said.
Former city mayor Holmes Ellis said
he favors the widening project and said
there "is really no successful one-way
pattern in Murray from east to west."
Others favoring the project included
Max Hurt, representing the industrial
foundation ( Chamber president Jim
Johnson read Hurt's statement).
Speaking out against it were Clara
Eagle, Rev. R.E. Rabatin, A.H. Kopperud, Wayne Sheeks, Mrs. James C.
Hart, Howard Giles, Clara Humphreys
and Tommy Carrico.
- Persons who want to file written
comments on the proposal can mail
them to: Robert W. Hodges, district
engineer, Department of Transportation, Bureau of Highways,
Paducah. The written statements,
which will be come a part of the
meeting record, must be sent to the
Bureau of Highways within ten days
(Feb. 2, 1979).

county schools have not made up any
-days as of yet, although the city has had
ne
has
turday
—
tiro In-service daya.
February.
City officials said that there was a
"strong possibility" that school may be .
in sessiort this Saturday and that an
announcement would'be made later.
Although many school systemsin the.
western 'part of the state cancelled
classes today, many central and
eastern systems decided to hold classes
in the hope of completing the day before
the full force of the storm moved in.
The storm in Kentucky was a milder
edge of a large low pressure system
that rolled through the upper Midwest
and the Ohio Valley. Hard-hit Chicago
received an additional 2 inches of snow
within an hour, and other areas
reported additional snow
accumulations up to 6 inches.
Those areas north of Kentucky
remained under heavy snow warnings
and winter storm warnings.

Legislature...
(Continued From Page One)—
a bill making welfare fraud a felony
rather than a misdemeanor, but substituted its version of the measure for
the one favored by the administration.
Meanwhile, a joint House-Senate
committee heard testimony on an
adrninistTatiori bill to assist small coal
companies in complying with federal
stripmine regulations. No action was
taken, but committee chairmen indicated they expect the bill will be
approved later this week.

Pagliai's Pizza and Italian Restaurant
.I

Italian SI:whet&
Special

We Will Be Closed

Thursday Afternoon
Preparing For
FINAL MARKDOWN

Triticlitql)ain ikap, Ito.

Hog Market

99

With Garlic Bread and 1/2 price on
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President Sounds Keynote
Of Restraint In State Of Union

By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter is sounding a keynote of
restraint for a Congress whose leaders
agree with his austerity, but are
already arguing about proper targets
for the budget cutters.
"The president charged business and
labor and the Congress to work together
to beat inflation," said House Speaker
Thomas P. O'Neill Jr., D-Mass. "I will
do whatever I can, as speaker, to do
what the president wants."
Assistant Senate Majority Leader
Alan Cranston was not so effusive. "I
differ with the president on the proposal
to increase defense spending by huge
sums when we are the strongest nation
on earth," the California Democrat
said.
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QUICK CHANGE — Tuesdays weather vtas mild enough 'to allow
House Majority Leader Jim Wright,
enough snow on the area to
recess outside but by this morning. Old Man Winter had bowed his back and dumped
called Carter's commitment
-Texas,
1)
the bars.
close both city and county school systems. Craig Schweattman is the pupil hanging from
to fight inflation commendable and
Photo 8 jennte B. Gordon
said, "He will have the active support
of Congress." But Wright predicted
"there may be some disagreements as
to where the cuts should come."
Carter's State of the Union message,
delivered to a joint session of Congress
Tuesday night, dwelt heavily on inflation and the strategic arms
limitation treaty with the Soviet Union,
no'husband present.
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1977-Price Rise AtmostWipes
Out 7 Percent Income Increase

the nation to "change our attitudes as
well as.our policies."
"We cannot afford to live beyond our
means. We cannot afford to create
programs we can neither manage nor
finance, or to waste our natural
resources; and we cannot tolerate
mismanagement and fraud. Above all,
we must meet the challenge of inflation
as a united people."
"New Foundation," emerged as the
catch-phrase of the Carter address.
"We are building a new foundation
for a peaceful and prosperous world,"
he said in the opening lines. "We build
the foundation for a strong economy....
"We build the . foundation for a
government that works....
"We must continue to build a new and
firm foundation for a stable world
community...."
And the president closed his address
by saying: "Tonight, I ask you to join
me in building that new foundation — a
better foundation — for our country and
our World."
Rep. John Anderson of Illinois, thirdranking in the House Republican

a

leadership, said the Carter speech was
"an obvious attempt to inspire the
the _ constant
people....Despite
reiteration of the phrase 'new foundations,' we did not see a new structure
emerge from the president's speech."
Sen. Bob Dole, R-Kan., said, "The
president promised a 'new foundation.'
Upon examination, I think what this
speech gave us was a good deal of
rhetoric and precious little substance —
a shaky foundation at best."
On domestic issues, Carter pledged to
renew his fight to gain passage of
legislation to put a lid on the rising cost
of hospital care.
"There will be no clearer test of the
commitment of this Congress to the
anti-inflation fight than the legislation I
will submit again this year to hold down
inflation in hospital care," he said.
He also called on Congress to
examine the inflationary impact of
government regulation.
"America has the greatest economic
system in the world," he said. -Let's
reduce government interference and
give it a chance to work."

Iranian Military Leaders
Close Airport In Tehran

f
a

thousand persons pushed past a
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — Iranian
policeman at a side gate and stood in a
military leaders loyal to Shah
driving snow as Taleghani addressed
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi closed the
them, but a truckload of soldiers broke
Tehran airport today and grounded the
up the crowd.
national airline to prevent the return
The aged ayatullah, one of
h
Ayatulla
from exilet Friday of
Khomeini's chief lieutenants in Iran,
Khomeini, the leader of the year-tong
was allowed to drive away.
fight to overthrow the monarchy.
"The people, will grow more angry
Three tanks blocked the main enwhen
they see the government action,"
where
Airport,
trance to Mehra bad
through an interpreter.
he
said
striking Iran Air workers had readied
preparing all facilities to
of
"Instead
to
flown
be
to
jets
jumbo
ttvo Boeing 747
h Khomeini, they...,.
Aygtalla
receive
Parts to bring the 78-year-old religious
— --=!•11111tite311botage tepreventohis return.'
aar-i
Employees of the national airline
The air force, controlling airport
said the starter switches and fuel
operations because of the strike wave
pressure transmitters had been
paralyzing the country, "will prevent
removed from the two planes that were,
any takeoff or landing of Iran Air
_
to have been sent to Paris.
planes," an air force source said.
Incoming foreign flights were perArmed troops and military troops were
mitted to land, but their passengers
reported patrolling alongside the
were not allowed to leave the terminal.
runways.
Khomeini's aides in Paris said on
Shiite
the
i,
Ayatollah Taleghan
Tuesday they expected problems with
Moslem leader in Tehran,called a rally
the Iran Air flight and were trying to
at the airport to give the 'revolutionary
arrange a flight with Air France.
flight" to Paris a sendoff. Several
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It is,called J. P. Nesbitt's Headquarters for wicker furnit40ure,•
coordinated accessories It gifts.
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Welfare Cheating Would Become Felony
Under Measure Introduced In Assembly
By SY itAMSEY
It also would have emAssociated Press Writer
powered the agents to "inFRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — terrogate all persons, to
Cheating the state of welfare reqre the production of
money would be upgraded books, papers, documents or
from a misdemeanor to a other evidence, statutory
felony under a bill approved provisions for the mainby the Senate Committee on tenance of confidentiality
JudiciaryStatutes.
notwithstanding."
The proposed legislation
Under the proposal, all this
was added to the special could have been done without
General Assembly session a search warrant.
agenda by Gov. Julian
This is the section to which
Carroll. The.state Department Sen. Michael Moloney, Dfor Human gesources began a Lexington, strongly objected
crackdown on welfare aid earlier and which Conn had
violations about eight months said was causing undue
ago.
Despite testimony by some
lawyers who have defended
welfare clients that the state
has been arbitrary and unfair
in many cases, the committee
gave first reading by 5-1 to a
--substitutefor Senate Bill 11.
That is the version favored
By MARIA BRADEN
over SB 6, the preferred bill of
Associated Press Writer
Human Resources Secretary
Peter Conn.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
But it still may not be A public hearing on legislation
favored by the attorney to give voters more direct
general's office, which seeks control over local government
an amendment allowing spending was to continue
prosecutors to"cumulate" the today
by
the
House
offenses to make a stronger Appropriations and Revenue
case.
Committee.
-We want to be able to total
The measure was praised
(offenses) as we now do under Tuesday by taxpayers and
the credit card law," criticized by some local ofAssistant Attorney General ficials who said it could hurt
Ray Larson told newsmen education.
after the committee meeting.
J. L. Johnson, president of
As it stands, the bill ap- Taxpayers Action Group, told
proved by the Senate com- the committee, "We want
mittee — and in line for a floor relief from taxation."
vote later this week — enables
Johnson, who said he
the state to prosecute welfare represents- -.about--_-.401000
- • aucias-a felony when-mose Kentucky ".taXpayefil,
--iVitecr
than $100 is involved.
that agency officials, lobbyists
However, missing from the and school superintendents
approved version is a con- were among those testifying.
troversial section which would
"They naturally want,more
have given the human _money, but where does it
resources agency-broadpoltce: iome from?" he asked.
powers. "People such as myself."
The revised, bill gives
The bill would limit annual
designated department agents papperty tax increases by 4
"the same access to records percent unless voters agreed
maintained...as peace officers to a higher rate. State and
(have)."
local governments would be
The original bill would have required to reduce tax rates to
given such agents power of offset the effect of increased
arrest, authority to bear arms property assessments.
and power to administer oaths
New property would be
and "to enter premises at all excluded, which accounts for
times."
an average 3 percent annual

of the rule in Fayette County,"
concern on the part .
he said.
legislators.
But Corm said that must
The case for the welfare
clients was aired in part by have been an older case of the
Robert Brown of Kentucky type no longer handled by his
Legal Services in , Lexington, agency.
Sen. Kelsey Friend, 1)who told of a client prosecuted
by the human resources Pikeville, said he does not
agency because she did not believe an entire system
understand she had to report a should be discarded because
of a single case. He and Sen.
technical change.
DHammond,
Brown said the woman was James
served a summons on her Prestonsburg,.agreed that the
hospital bed and that it fault probably-oral—WM the
required a long time before a prosecutorial system rather
jury dismissed the case. "This than the Human Resources
is not the exception so much as Department.

Tobacco Executive, Former Mayor
Says He'll Remain Active Locally
By JANICE MARTIN
Calloway Co. Public Relatioas
Sitting relaxed behind his desk at the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association office, a visitor would
never know that for 16 years Holmes
Ellis has been so dedicated to Murray
and Calloway County.
While serving as Murray's mayor for

Bill Would Give Voters Greater
_VoicelaloutTax-Proposals

a
a

increase in tax revenues,
E.W. Keller of the Kentucky
giving local governments an Farm Bureau endorsed the
effective increase of about 7 bill, but said the recall
percent a year.
provision should be deleted
Several school superin- and replaced with an
tendents expressed concern
automatic referendum.
the proposed bill would
He said the petition recall
disrupt long-range planning
requirements "would make it
and would cause major extremely difficult for the
school public to register a protest."
reductions
in
programs.
Several speakers asked that
Doris Morton, president of the Legislature delay enacting
the Kentucky Education any tax revision measures
Association, said the proposed
until the 1980 session.
bill would "severely cripple"'
Ed Geary, president of the
public schools.
.Kentucky Association of
Valuation
Rep. Joe Clarke, D- Property
Danville, the committee
Administrators, said the
di-airman,said school officials
proposed bill would help
were wrong in assuming they eliminate
inequities in
could only get a 4 percent properly_tax payments by
'That's nát. true...if - relieving pressure-en PVAs
you can get the public to agree not to assess property at full
you need more money," value.
Clarke said.
The rollback provision
would not prevent increased
"Actually, this bill doesn't _
-iissessments but would cut
deny _a. *wit just u muchtares through lower rates, he "
revenue as under the ad
said.
as
system — just as long
people concur," he said.
NO ROOM AT INN
Under the proposed bill,
WELLINGTON, New
local officials could set a tax Zealand (AP) — The New
rate that would bring in-more Zealand tourist industry needs
than a 4 percent increase in to increase the number of
revenue. However, a petition hotel rooms to cope with insigned by 15 percenf of the creasing
Thi
tourism.
voters in the last presidential country's tourist council has
election could require officials called for the construction of
to either lower the rate or put 2,675 new hotel rooms during
it to a vote.
the next five years.

Miami Erns
four consecutive terms, 1959-1973, Ellis
had many challenges and responsibilities. The manner in which he met
those challenges caused many honors
to be bestowed upon him. Perhaps one
of the most cherished was the Chamber
of Commerce award naming him Man
of the Year in 1964.
Under his direction, the city of

Murray experienced a phenomenal
growth and building program. During
his tenure as mayor of Murray, the
construction of the new MurrayCalloway County Hospital was started
in 1964, of which Ellis was its first board
chairman.
Another accomplishment of which
Ellis was very proud was the construction of the Murray-Calloway
County Airport, which has been
beneficial to residents as well as the
business end industrial community.
To add one more accomplishment to
Ellis' rnayorial tenure, the Low Rent
Housing Development was planned and
constructed proving to be helpful to
many Murray families.
Ellis moved back to his native
Calloway County in 1849 from Henry
County, KY., where he served as an
agricultural agent. He has been a great_
asset to Murray and Calloway County,
acting as chairman of the Red Cross
Fund Drive.
He has served as president of the
Rotary Club; Farm Bureau; the United
Fund; Kentucky Municipal League;
and the Kentucky Department of
Reserve Officers Association, from
which he retired as a lieutenant colonel.
However, Ellis' heart, energy and
-main love lie with the tobacco industry.
He is now serving as general manager
and treasurer of the Western Dark

Fired Tobacco Growers Association in
Murray.
He organized a warehousing corporation that served as a place for
farmers to store their soybeans and
corn. The grain elevator is a whollyowned subsidiary of the Tobacco
Association. The elevator on the
Concord Highway is now the largest
operation of its kind in this area.
Ellis said that the tobacco industry is
doing well this year, and prices will be
comparable to last year. The 1978 crop
is the largest one grown in the past 10 to
12 years. Ellis continued by saying that
the outlook for the tobacco industry is
good and that it shows a substantial
growth after a 40-year decline.
About 60 percent of the tobacco grown
in the Purchase Area is exported to
Holland, Belgium, Denmark, Sweden
and other European countries.
about 40 percent is sold for use in the
United States. In Ellis' opinion, the rate
of growth for the tobacco industry Is _
ordy 1 to 2 percent a year for different
reasons, one being the vast publication
of the surgeon general.
The former mayor enjoys collecting
relics, antiques and other paraphernalia relating to tobacco. For the
foreseeable future, Ellis has no immediate plans for retirement and plans
to stay active in the tobacco industry
and civic affairs for many years.
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Ex-Employee Claims:

Six Steps To Auto Safety

Reports About Home
Weren't Exaggerated
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(AP)
— Peggy Shaw,former acting
' administrator of the financially troubled Pennyrile
Manor Nursing Home, has
said reports of food shortages
at the home were not
, exaggerated and claimed the
"- company that manages the
home was partly responsible
for its financial problems.
Mrs. Shaw told a news
' conference Monday that she
was fired Saturday after being
told by officials of Consulcare
Inc.,
the
Louisville
management company, that
she and the company were
"incompatible."
Also appearing at the news
conference were Marilyn
Moss, who said she had been
fired as director of nursing at
the home, and Janet DeVore,
the home's social service
director, who said she had
resigned.
Mrs. Shaw said the shortages at the home were real.
On numerous occasions we
employees have been reduced
to tears, anger and frustration
at the condition under which
• we were working and taking
care of our patients," she told
a news conference.
Reports that the home,
which has 86 residents, had
rationed food and had shortages of bed linens, oxygen
and other medical supplies
drew the attention of health
• officials last week.
•
Dr. Frank Pitzer, chairman
of the Christian County Board
or ffealtIt—Vescriberf -conditions at the home last week
as "pitiful."
William Burkett, chief invector,far the state Department of Milian Resources,
also inspected the home, and
Joan Riehm, spokesman for
the department, said Friday,
"The problems have been
corrected, but we will continue to
monitor the
situation."
• Consulcare officials said a
delay in Medicaid payments,

administered by a branch of
the
Human
Resources
Department, was partly
responsible for financial
trouble at the nursing home.
Ms. Riehm said the state
would pay $105,000 in
Medicaid funds to the home to
at least enable the purchase of
propane gas for a nearly
empty tank and prevent the
possibility of a cutoff of
electricity and water.
She said the home was
NEW CHURCH OffiCES — Sue Darnell, left, and
complying by Friday with
Debbie Settle, secretaries at the First
Baptist Church, along with Linda Cherry, not shown, are
regulations concerning two
pictured in the new offices of
deficiencies that had been
the First Baptist Church, located in the former parsonag
e building of the church. Open
found earlier — lack of a fivehouse was held to show the new offices in the parsonag
e building late in 1978.
day supply of food and an
inadequate supply of oxygen
for the patients.
Lacey Smith, attorney for
Consulcare, said Frida
"This thing has gotten so
blown out of proportion."
He said pitzer had made the
judgement about the food
shortage without knowing
what,,, the nursing home's
requirements were.
guarded palace atop a Malibu festivals and world tours. He
- By LAURINDA KEYS
Mrs. Shaw told the hews
hill with his 29-year-old wife, a travels to and from his estate
Associated Press Writer
conference the food shortage
MALIBU, Calif. ( AP) — The former airline stewardess, by limousine or private
was not blown out of Maharaj Ji, who came to
the and his children. Followers helicopter.
proportion, and claimed the United States as a child guru, call them "The Holy Family,"
Mishler said he left the
state was not entirely to blame has become an object
of and many believe the Maharaj
group after trying to get the
for the Medicaid payment veneration instead of
a Ji has godlike qualities or is
Maharaj Ji to tell his followers
delays.
himself God.
teacher of truth, a critic says.
plainly that he was not God,
She claimed that billing
"He has bastardized the
"That kind of absolute and to live only off
papers prepared by Con- teaching of the gurus,"
his own taxsaid
sulcare at Louisville were not Robert Mishler, worldwid dominion over people provides free gifts, instead of income
e a corrupting influence," said
from the missions. He said the
properly completed and president of the Maharaj Ji's
Mishler, claiming the guru's
delayed the payments.
•
Divine Light Missions until followers, "will literally do mission took in over $5 million
in_1976
As for the food, she said, 1976.
anything he tells them."
"There were no eggs, bread,
"Now people are taught to
"When I proposed that, I
A mission spokesman
whole milk, skimmed milk or learn the truth about
him (the
remembe
r his exact words,"
estimated membership in the
buttermilk, nor meat edible bY.....hfaharaj Ji), instead
°of United
Mishler said, "the Maharaj Ji
geriatrtc patierrtr'
States
Li
about
12,1)00.
—themselves," addecT
with 1.2 million members 75"Aeti,'Whet-about &"
She said the home did have who began speaking
out after worldwid
Jae Anctil, a spokesman for
e, mostly in India.
supplies of vegetables, Juice. the Peoples Temple
cult
While followers flock to this the Divine Light Missions
Oats and breaded veal patties, suicides in Guyana.
however._
_,__The 21-year-old guru came plush Los Angeles suburb to oased in Denver, said Mishler
be near their spiritual leader,
freaked siot"_ because his job
Smith had said theownersal to the United
States eight
the Maharaj Ji limits himself as international director was
the home, Dr. P.K. Muktairji years ago and
lives in a
to sneeches at national ilscontinued_
and his wife, Dr. Chi-Odra
Mukherji, of Louisville, had
invested $100,000 to try to
reverse financial difficulties,
and that it would be unfair to
criticize them. "They are
trying to breathe life into the
facility," he said.

Timefollower_Says Guru
Is Now Object-Of-Veneration

How do auto accidents
happen?
Knowing the answer — and
driving defensively — can
save your life.
To avoid becoming a
statistic, here are a few
suggestions from the Insurance Information Institute
which you should keep in
mind:
— Observe the speed limits.
Speeding is a factor in more

than 1 in 4 accidents.
— Yield the right of way even if the other driver is
wrong. Falling to yield is a
factor in more than 1 in 5
accidents.
— Keep a safe distance
from the car ahead of you.
Tailgating Is involved In
almost 1 in le accidents.
— Drive during daylight
hours whenever possible. The
fatality rate is more than 3
times greater at night than in

the daytime.
— Don't drink and drive.
Drinking is a factor in about
half of all fatal traffic accidents.
— Use your seat belt. The
National Safety Council says
that 0 all passengers in cars
did so, at least 12,000 lives
would be saved each year.
Smooth driving can mean
pleasant riding. It also can
save your life.

TRUCKLOAD

SEAFOOD
SALE
is
Coming To-Your Community

—

come 'WKS a year 10f you to buy the highest quality seafoods at the lowest possible prices

This opportunity trill only

SO STOCK-UP NOWP
and
SUPPORT
YOUR LOCAL ORGANIZATION

SPONSORED BY THE

Murray-Calloway Co. Jaycee's
•

Jan. 27th 11 a.m. until Dark

LOCATION_

- -

SHRIMP

fj

D & W Auto Supply
- -itruttriPI

LOBSTER

OYSTERS
SCALLOPS
FISH FILLETS
CRAB
SOUPS
Many otter prick and ready le cook seafood dekacies.
This bi-yearty seafood sale is being handled exclusively by —TODD SE.AF000" All of these
are unconditionally guaranteed

taia
vi

••

•A
•

et
0

Nominees Sought For
Conservation Award
Nominations are being
accepted for the sixth national
Conservation Teacher-of-theYear awards program, according to Albert Wilson,
chairman of the Calloway
County Conservation District.
The competition is open to
all full-time teachers working
at the kindergarten through

PROJECT
INDEPENDENCE
What is Proloct
Itidoposieloaco7
Project
Independence is a
demonstration project
for the elderly in the
Jackson Purchase. It
is designed to help
older persons remain
in their own homes as
an alternative to entering
institutional
facilities.
Who is aliaillio?
Persons who:
I. Are age 80 or
older, AND
2. Need services tc
remain in their homes
(such as household
chores, meals, health
needs, transportation
and others), AND
3. Can not get the
services from any
other source
If
you
have
questions
about
Project Independence
call Bonnie Ashby at
753-5362.

high school level who have
developed an outstanding
program of environmental
education.
The National Conservation
Teacher of the Year will
receive $1,0013 in cash and an
expense-paid trip to Houston,
Texas, for the 1980 annual
convention of the National
Association of Conservation
Districts. The national secondplace winner receives a $500
cash award, and the firstplace regional winner will be
given $200.
Co-sponsored by NACD and
the Allis Chalmers Corp., the
purpose of the 'awards
program is to encourage the
development of creative
learning experiences in
conservation for young
people.
"Any teacher in a public
school in our conservation
district who puts emphasis on
environmental conservation'
as a regular part of the instructional program is eligible
for nomination," said Wilson.
Interested teachers can obtain
additional information and
nomination forms from
Calloway
County
Conservation District, Bel-Air
Shopping Center, Murray. The
telephone number is 753-1740.
The awards program also
includes equivalent prizes for
the conservation district
judged nationally to have
provided the most effective
stimulus and help for conservation education programs
within the district

WATCH FOR . .
THE

GREATEST
KING OF VALUES
_

4
.4

Coffee doesn't have to be bitter.
Sunrise® instant coffee mellowed with
chicory isn't bitter.
Because Nestle found a way to
blend fine coffee with chicory Chicory
brings out coffee's better nature. And it
leaves the bitter taste behind.
. •
So try Sunrise today. The coffee
isn't bitter. And the coupon is sw

Better natured.
Not bitter.

c The Nestle Company. Inc. 1979

r-50

16ZOLS

STORE COUPON

Good on onv size

5041

1014 DEALER Wu coupon sub bS nfoommucl
ono, at k•ows
fof cmounf penned olt• Se tot handing
prowled couPon•
mitovecl MOT cuiromerfoin
d
rime of outivfiee of %Inkier., Pock of howl meichcmc•••
ccupom outc•I•cl Inuit to shown on wimp.
4grry•=1
ff=OVrnuc.ub"
fn tatseg;
Out**
ousnmis Coupon, are nonhanstembf• aid
you us* •
Ofc•••••cl food festncfecl
bc.m.4 444.41141 CkiI40
,
44
410 PO,OM soles ton Coin feciernolfon
value
focumphon moot to No l'resnyi Comtiowit
caMt:

AZMIE•
4Cpaiitrato°
714= Maefont/Ismer
tose4• 14/1104•5E0
US$ CONSTOtRIS
Kw*

on Sunrise'instant coffee mellowed with chicory
Good on any sire
ow!,

STORE COUPON

670301
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Music Department
To Audition Students

Transportation Group Discusses
Problems, Solutions In Kentucky

rive
bout

' Kentuckians for Better
-Transportation ( KBT) met in
"Lexington, Jan. 5-6, to hear
- Some of the top speakers in
transportation in Kentucky
Hand the nation and to
-deliberate on some of Kentucky's transportation
problems and how to solve
them.
"KBT is the finest thing that
has happened in transportation in Kentucky." That
was the opinion of many of the
speakers and trustees in the
first annual meeting of
Kentuckians for Better
Transportation.
Among topics discussed at
the meeting were: problems
in transportation funding;
coal and grain transportation;
public transit; the need for
continuation of the Appalachian highway program;
the need for greater flexibility
in the use of state and federal
highway and severance tax
funds; truck transport
deregulation; and the need for
better communication among
people throughout the state
who are interested in transportation.
Members of the KBT Board
of Trustees from Calloway
County are Joe Dick, Dan C.
Hutson, James L Johnson,
and Carman Parks.
KBT President John W. Fish
noted that the meeting
brought together leaders from
throughout Kentucky "who
. understand the importance of
transportation to the future of
our state and want to work
together to--ensure 'that we

governors, secretaries, or
have adequate transportation ficient transportation, Kenlegislators. In the long run,
for all parts of our state.- He tuckians for Better Transaid, "every trustee is in a sportation urges that the these decisions are made by
position to bring about Kentucky General Assembly, the people who use these
solutions to transportation meeting in special session, facilities and pay for them.
"The future of tranproblems in our state, and we make every effort to ensure
in the Comsportation
have had an enthusiastic that present levels of tranmonwealth - particularly the
people sportation funding not be
response
from
future of the highway
everywhere."
reduced."
program -- depends on
The KBT Board of Trustees
Fish said having an
is composed of leaders in local adequate transportation recognition by Kentuckians
government, business and system is one of the key that their prosperity and their
industry, labor, agriculture, factors in producing tax safety and the quality of their
trade associations, and civic revenues for the state. He said lives depends to a large extent
leaders.
"the kind of transportation on their willingness to pay for
Speakers at the meeting system we build and maintain the service they expect to get.
If people are going to pay
included U. S. Congressman now determines the kind of
James J. Howard, chairman economy we will have in the taxes for transportation,"
of the Surface Transportation future. The kind of tran- Grayson said, "they must
Subcommittee; U.S. Senator sportation system we have have faith in the Kentucky
Tranof
Walter (Dee) Huddleston ; determines the products we Department
KyDOT Secretary Calvin will sell, the industry that will sportation. If we are not doing
Grayson; Phillip M. Lanier, locate here, the payrolls that the job right, anywhere in the
Executive Vice President, L
will be met,the-taxes that will state, we want to know,so we
N Railroad; Richard Saun- be generated, the social can do it right."
The board decided that
ders, Vice President, Ashland services that will be delivered,
several
meetings during the
Coal Co.; Paul D. Everman, and the quality of life that we
year would be necessary to
Kentucky Farm Bureau; enjoy."
Lexington Mayor James
KyDOT Secretary Grayson formulate transportation
Amato; Montgomery County and others from KyDOT met policy and make recomJudge - Executive Harry with the trustees to 'par- mendations on its imHoffman; William M. Cox, ticipate in discussions of the plementation. The board
Former Federal Highway state's problems in tran- decided to hold its next
meeting in Lexington.
Administrator; and Donn sportation.
McMorris, Denver, Col.,
Grayson told the trustees
Chairman, American that KBT "is the finest thing
STOP THAT MAN
that has happened to tranTructing Association.
NEWARK,England (AP)Because of concerns about sportation" in Kentucky. He
present funding for tran- said he and the department Police here have issued the
sportation, the following are looking forward to the description of a man who
resolution was adopted at the advice they will be getting snatched a pork pie worth
about $1.20.
from KBT.
meeting:
-A police spokesman exGrayson said, KBT "came
Becatille "-or the present
inadequate funding for into being because of your plained:
We treat all thefts, no
transportation in Kentucky collective recognition that
and becaose of the serious decisions ._affecting tran- matter how small, as serious
needs for adequate- and.- tf---spertatiewsee--net-made-by- inatters.'1_

MITCHELL RELEASED FROM PR5ON — Former Attorney General John Mitchell passes reporters as he
leaves the federal prison in Montgomery, Ala. Mitchell
was released on parole. He is the last of the Watergate
defendants to leave prison.
OPLaiiefphoio)

Ilifdri-illiisa Nimee
Will Be Broadcast Here
Scotto, mer2osoprano Jean
Kraft,tenor Placido Domingo,
baritone Sherrill Milnes, bass
Bonaldo Giaiotti, and bass
James Morris.
Intermission features will
include a musical and
dramatic analysis of "Luisa
Miller" by Boris Goldovsky
James Levine will be the and a panel of opera experts
'ho will be quizzed by
conductor. Singing principal
roles will ke .soPrano_Aenals .-Edward

"Luisa Miller," a three-act
opera by Verdi, will be heard
at 1 p.m. Saturday, Jan. 27, on
WKMS-FM Radio at Murray
State University as one of the
series of broadcasts on the
Texaco-Metropolitan Opera
Radio Network.

Auditions consist of a
Scholarship auditions for
students who plan to major in performance of one or more
music at Murray State prepared pieces.
Murray State has more than
University are scheduled on
the campus Feb. 10 and March 340 music majcrs and a music
faculty of 28. Degrees offered
4-5.
Dr. Roger Reichmuth, include bachelor and master
chairman of the Department of music education and
of Music, said students who bachelor of music.
Facilities in the Doyle Fine
audition on Feb. 10 will have
the opportunity to be the Arts Center include two
guests of the Phi Mu Alpha recital halls, five rehearsal
music fraternity for the an- halls, recording facilities,
nual "Campus Lights" classrooms, applied music
student musical production on studios, practice rooms, an
repair
instrumental
that evening.
All auditions will be in the laboratory, organ studios, and
Department of Music in the a music education curriculum
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center laboratory.
A variety of performing
departmental
a
before
experiences are available to
scholarship committee.
several
in
The auditions are open to students
high school graduates with organizations, including
acceptable records who have symphonic band, Racer Band,
demonstrated musical ap- concert band, wind sintitude and the intent to pursue fonietta,symphony orchestra,
opera
choir,
a musical degree program at chorus,
workshop,jar/ tab bands, jazz
Murray State.
Scholarships, including combos, brass choir, perdepartmental grants-in-aid, cussion ensemble, and various
special alumni scholarships, vocal and instrumental
Sigma Alpha Iota and Phi Mu chamber ensembles.
Additional information may
Alpha music fraternity
awards, are recommended by be obtained by writing or
the committee on the bases of calling: Scholarship Comdemonstrated musical talent, mittee, Department of Music,
academic record, financial Murray State University,
need, achievement on College Murray, Ky., 42071, telephone
Examinations, (502) 762-4288.
Board
American College Testing
Examinations, or Standard
Placement Tests. Evidence 44--A food fair in swinging
willingness to participate in Brighton, England, advertised
departmental activities and sheikburgers. One ingredient
organizations is also expected, was sheep's eyeballs.
according

4

o

TRAC II
I.

Gillette

CREST

•
9
4.4

14
11,

TOOTHPASTE 5 OZ,

'PIN
SHAVE CREAM
11 OZ.
V
FREE TRAC II RAZOR
ON PACKAGE
SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

10 OFF
LABEL

RETAILS 59` - 89

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

Sinutati
For relief of
sinus headache
and congestion
12tatxpts

0
0

Save at SAY-rite Every Day
On Over 5,000
Discount Priced Items
Including:
Beauty and Health Needs for All
the Family...Housewares...Photographic Equipment & Complete
Film Developing Department...
Greeting Cards ...G. E. Appliances ... Baby Supplies ... Gift
Items...Russel Stover Candy...
Timex Watches ... Revlon Cosmetics...Completo Book & Magazine Dept....Discount Jewelry

z

OR
ANTI-PERSPIRANT
SPRAT
Mill
50L
$2.15 VALUES
$.1
d
HRIT

IF YOU HAVE TO WORK
IN THE COLD—
STAY WARM WITH
OUR INSULATED
& JERSEY

WORK GLOVES
-1r

0.1000.11.0

°C.'"UCaC'elt/6

BRUT 33
DEODORANT
OR
ANTI-PERSPIRANT
STICK
2.5 OZ.
$1.60
VALUES

38

EACH

BRUT 33
SPLASH-ON
7 OZ.
$3.50
VALUE

it•

5.
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ADIFERTISID ITUA POLKY
Each of these advertised items is required to be reel* avadobie for soie
N, each Kroger store, except as specifically hated Mile ad. If we do run
out of an oèv.rtisid item, we MN *thy you your chime of a comparable
item, when crvoilablo, reflecti/V "le 2431". wiles etQ rolnch•ck *Nth
will *otitis you to purchase the advertised item at the advertised price
within 30 days

Pnces ottositait Nina Jon 30th.
Quantity right reatirwid
Copyright 1979
The Krupa Co

EVERYDAY IN EVERYWAY.•

•-

*
•0
•
•
+ A

f •

4U.S.D.A.Grsd.A

U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice Beef

Holly Farms Mixed Parts of

RIB
STEAKS

FRYING
CHICKEN

78-

toward the purchase of ci :
....
•••
...
GLENDALE
...

-

A
GRADE

Family
Pak

Family
Pak

E WORTH sl.00 OFF

BONELESS
HALF HAM

U.S.D A

=___
-_

tri

yott this coupon Expires Jan 30th

se A
U Siolg=

LJINN111111111111111111111111111111141
COST-CUTTERI WI::
CHIiuurCn.I

Fred* Mak Style

Hydrated Beef &
Veg. hotels 11111

WORTH 154 OFF i E WORTH 204 OFF i
PORK
E. toward the purchase of o =
=
_
E toword the purchose of eo. pkg. ..
...
=
of Meat or Beef
_ lb pkg. of Pornered =_- _
-__-_- ROAST
BRYAN
_==-- KING COTTON =
_SAUSAGE
WIENERS
3.
_-_ If
_this coupon Limit ono
ellh Ms coupon
3
_ i•
...
30 (Chock newspaper tor _= --_Jan 30th
3. Exports Jonoddinonol
Expires
=cougar
_

i

KROGER'S
PRO

99c

FRYER
BACKS

PORK
CHOPS
$199
b. II

9C

mattaiiiii
vw

THE KROGER GARDEN-

EN:Steak

1.11

Spare Ribs
FRESH
Pork Sausage
FISH
ONG COTTON COMM STT LI FAMIIT Pal
DEPARTMENT Slab
Sliced Bacon
yestaiwirs.
lee

$239

PAMILY

PoSteak
Jiffy Entrees
P5-SII0111

Fish-N-Batter
1.8-910111 MAIM

Shrimp Miniatures
MS MOM

Fish Sticks
U.S.D.A. sosa
Lomb

lb.
LIMIT 2 BAGS WITH ADDITIONAL PUKKA.%
AND COUPON AT TOP Of NEXT PAGE

LB $1 4
2 LB
PIG $1 49

39
240Z:$2
PIG.
14 or.

I
PIS.$99

sz 694
La$229

•FraMily omight, Wipe wheal with
lo saNINI
•NrishiW dim* to grow haw
lost-C•119 Noliority
•Atcrirattay labelled spotlit *Open doted for ssssss
froolmosi. Arodoble Thursday 10day & Satyr dot OnlY

heal
Fermi Raised

WHOLE
CATFISH
$ 79

Fresh

OCEAN
PERCH
$199
I.

•

Fresh

GULF
OYSTERS
1202.$199
JAB

u $1 39

$1 69

Sliced Bacon

u$1 33
1201.
$1 39
PIG. .

JOIBIMOIBIiricedi3ologna

12 oz $1 29

1011111101119111

$1 09

JUIIIICOmglogna
MCOII

124:.$1 59

SwirtANSizzlean

HEALTH AND BEAUTY

FRIED
CHICKEN
FIKSII ROMA LARGI SIZE

TEMPLE ORANGES.,8 _
mak
GRAPEFRUIT
I

ONE -DAY
WITH IRON

INDIAN WM 27 SIZI WTI

POI

Br

_VG

994

u

594

IASTUNI MKT HD

DELICIOUS AVMS
fusa Rim

POLE BEANS

100 et
bti.

$277

cAuP011111A MOM

CRISP BROCCOLI

in

'
69

ST.JO8EPH
111411111 fie 011,11111111
war Amtwet

RIGHT
7JUARD

.••••••

•0100"'-

•• •

••••••••••••••
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CUM

JUICE
ORANGES

pertness melseina Nem
stabled
see MOWN 1e Ike east el creme eisnanslese
iebPook Is appladis Imes. UM en. Expires Jam. MO.

n

11(001er

I REDEEM BOTH COUPONS WITH ONE$10PURCHASEI

SAVE

FRIED

5as, 89cLwtli

E Sap 1111
wak
=se=sseTie'11:411•• le tes cast it mem
"
stersamdise
I appikabis taxes LIM see mesa. Expires Jae.
Mk

wIta Oda esec: ON '10.18

CUT YOUR FOOD COSTS!

SAVE
Kroger Lowfat Chocolate or
24*
-‘tv HOMOGENIZED

70c

KROGER FROZEN

is
so
111

Freak NAM

MILK
2 Lb. Pkg.$
1Se k

GL40 LARGE MOWN

RUHR PLEIZER

694
2 zs t.694
44
3_ . it04

Trash Bags
IAN SIZE

Dial Soap
MGM

Apple Juice

KROGER

Ice Milk Bars

15SOX
CT.

"
all
a
i

994

LAY S
2402. 094
nil r

Cottage Cheese

"iPIG 69
794

•

Potato Chips

MUNI NATEIRAL FLAVOR
MGM

WI Cream

3 ;el"
3 'Zs °P

"4.$1
" OM World Yogurt .

RIMITAW

Ice Cream

"IF

69

Onion
KAPatch Dips

NUM

isca a54

Of..Cookies

SAVE-

24c

1602
PIG

Cheese Bits

MG

I .0
q

SAVE

isse

Kr,,,

4
17

•,•;•ALL VEGETABLE
:

BUTTERMILK
BISCUITS

'AmkSINORTENING
1.

6

/WW1YP

36.1129

100 et. pkg.

39

BAKERY

69
38

FROZEN

3

Sandwich Bread

$1 00
'oz.
PIG.

Pound Cake.
39
29
09
59

19

ASSORTED VARIETIES

e Cl.
PIG.

Eggo Waffles

Oven Cleaner
MICND WATER
Woolite liquid

S259

01.

CAN

WAS
97'

$ 1 39

N975
4

Soft 11 Pretty

Fn. 99'

GRIN GINIT

1102.
• 371

Niblets Corn
ASSORTED

Planters Snacks

79'

GALA

Family Napkins .1.117: 65'

Pyrex Bleach

ON. 094
. SOX 77

SOW WW1 is Weil
32.1

;
149
4

s299 $289
MIME (LIT

GREEN
BEANS
.0,

$135

ILATII*000 Min
4 ROU

WAS

ALL'AUK NY

Starkist Tuna . "
7 . s 113
rum Awn*,'INEZ TRAPPE/I

Blackeye Peas !
1 1`&11; 39'

noi CNOCOLITI

Carnation Cocoa 12Fig:

75' Mese FIORolaCi
894 Kroger Biscuits
59' IsaiVraesse
97' Tm Milk
594 ET/1111°0k

89'
3.$1
69'
63'

KROGER (REAM OE
MUSHROOM OR OLD FASHION

VEGETABLE

SOUP

4 $1

Assam() V AltfTlfS RAGS

Spaghetti Sauce's`'el. 776
VAN CAMPS

Chili Wein.'
VAN CAMPS

Beane. Weenee

6

401.
CANS

r rig

INIRRO SILVERSTONE

MINI
sz:$1 09 GRIDDLE
" ts"
ttx

79
;i ft 79'

MARSEL
WALL ALBUM

ASSORTED COLORS

WHITE CLOUD

WILMS

Grape Jam

/- 0
(ANS

re M.
MR

91'

VAC PA(

'. 12"
Kroger Coffee ...IAN
ANDREW TIMM

Heinz Gravy

WAS

1201. c34
JAI J

MINE MISTY

Gaines Dogfood $401. 1)"
COME ciriSp

Cereal

110!. PDX

954

Presenes
NNE

4 M. JAI

2"

PLY

Trash Bags

IfiCT. 1129
IlL

NIAvY NT!MIX

Detergent

1470!. $'25
▪ 6.0

ET CLINGS

95' Glad Wrap
mama v AMITIES
$1109 Soup Starter

EN FE.

4201

8900
89
$239

"N'R
SPOTL
H
IGHT

COFFEE

$347

99'
I ROLL
PK G

NOW

SANDWICH
COOKIES

$477
Larsen's Veg-All'c.% 39' 199(
Kosher Icicles 741 99'
79'
Pork 8. Beans
35' 324
Juice
69' 594
Kroger Coffee

III,1C37
CAN
...4

41110 INGETAIRES

KROGER FRISA PAR

VAN CAWS

WAS

19

$2.49

1401
. CAN

KROGH/

46 02
CAN

Tomato
VAC PA(

Kroger Coffee
WAS

SEOUL,

99'

850
93c

WAS

71C

81G VALUE

WAS

99'

NOW

WAS

NOW

VAC PAC

NOW

50c
945
93c
$269
$2'9

95'

37c

Ok
'UV 44'
\It
44. 2794
.!T. 9!

TISSUE
WAS

NOW

2 701
P

'Kars
GrapeJelly

MASS,STRA Will*!

WAS

•

You'll find the cost-cutter symbols on
eds of your favorite items throughout our stoore. Plus each week
you'll find cost-cutter weekly ad speciols for extra savings on grocery items, dairy, frozen foods health 8
beauty aids, meats and produce

WAS

Pluggies Diapers .1.2.gi

30'

13 OI.

Rom

EASY Off

MINGO Cal MONO

150!.

Totino's Pizza

WAS
I I. E
ROY

"TA 99
' MR. COFFEE
FE 79c FILTERS
'

COST UTTERS!

SALTINE
CRACKERS

734

12 01
CAN

MixerVegetables

Da:$1°'
2 was1'

Vegetable Spread
WUPPO

1501.
pee

11060

•

GENUINE

120!.
KG. 694

Mexican Dinners
ikssOeTID sourexi
Soup Mixtures
Orange Juice

00

Country Style Rolls
awry OVEN
Cinnamon Rolls
y01/in
Cake Donuts

HOME & FAMILY

ASSORTED PATIO

Atimort MAHE Rom

3 v.sis:$1°9

Brown 'N Serve Rolls

'it

1
•

DAIRY

24-0Z.
SOME 95

PIANO, AMERKAN INATULLS a
14140!.

55'

vs, ANywitatt

Wet Ones

Ea
. PRO.

1 19

GLAD

Trash Begs

Ell a.
SOX

WitioOtts Mawr

Applesauce..... !ft& 41'

$71 5

GOLDEN
CORN

WIELOI'S

Spaghetti

CAN

STOKELY WHOLE KERNEL OR
CREAM STYLE

Whole Tomatoes"NA 51
'
Grape Juice

1 Li. $805

N

WAS
314

3
\ '6 0/
ANS
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Coping With Your income Tax

30,000 Unpaid Volunteers To
Help Explain Income Tax
EDITOR'S NOTE - Follow is the third in a series of
live articles entitled "Coping
With Your Income Tax." They
were written to help taxpayers
prepare their 1978 tax returns.
By R. GREGO./ NOKES
Associated Press Writer
, WASHINGTON 1. AP)- Thousands of volunteers will help retired and low-income people
with their tax returns this year,
while the Internal Revenue
Service will give advice to millions of other taxpayers.
The IRS has trained 30,000
persons to staff booths and libraries, schools, fire stations
and other public buildings to
help out people with special
needs.
These unpaid volunteers will
also go to nursing homes, hos-

pitals and retirement communities from January through
April They will concentrate on
helping with problems that
frequently arise for elderly and
low-income taxpayers.
For example, many low-income persons are unaware they
may be eligible for the earned
income credit, a cash payment
of up to 1400 for poor working
families. It may be available to
families earning less than $6,000 a year even if they had no
taxes withheld
A special problem for the elderly is confusion over the variety of regulations concerning
income from pensions, life insurance payments and other
annuities. The formula for computing a retirement tax credit
for some people can be difficult
to comphrehend.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Moccasin

-2 Mature
3 Force

1 Small piece
- 8 Obscures
:12 Past

• 13 Greek letter
14 Dolphinlike
cetacean

'''f5 Distant
*.:•17- dance
19 Chinese
-: measure
20 Apple
21 Edible seed
:• 22 Ancient

23 Foot part
25 Number
•: 26 Conjunction
27 Be ill

28 Noise
;• 29 Later

32-thaldean
▪ City
•' 33 Join

4 Quote
5 Garden tool
6 Pronoun
7 Plate
8 Onion
9 Preposition
10 Factory
11 Declared
16 Lubricate
18 Lava
21 Flag
22 Worthless
leaving
23 Drag
24 Erin
25 Metal
26 Frequent:
Poet '
28 Put on
29 Perform
30 God of love
31 Evaluate

33 Terttporary'''

Answer to T uesrl

Puale

DOC CIOCIL/13 EcrA
la1213 0101011113 CIEVI
tiLit21213
COM MCI
00111MICIO morn
UL 01301210 12110E13
UMW 19131:1
DUO
MOO 0C11100 rn
auuuc OCEIC11311111
IMO 011EICI
33013E1138 1711113120
3C101313 IMO
31111710111 non
34 Sea eagle
37 Chart
39 Warbler

46 Shore bird
48 Possessive
pronoun .
49 Prohibit

41 Joint
42 Hair piece
43 Melody
44 Unlock )
45-arttete

50 Deposit
51 Before
53 Paid notice
55 Latin con•
vjormItOrt

bed

36 Citrus fruit

38 Skill
• 39 Drunkard
• 40 Near

•
•
.

:

41 Girl's name
42 Sagacious
43 Cover
45 Pismire
46 Transgress
47 Above
48 Writing fluid
49 Bungle
52 Tidy
54 Shakespearian king
56 Lug

57 Goals
: 56 Sicilian volcano

):69 Grain
,,DOWN
". I Equality

Although the tax booklets
that are sent with the tax
forms include instructions on
treatment of such things as
pension income and the earned
income credit, the IRS knows
that many people want help
with their computations or have
questions that are not clearly
answered in the written instructions.
The IRS last year answered
more than 17 million phone inquiries, 38,000 letters and
helped more than 6 million
people who sought help in IRS
offices.
Toll-free numbers for the IRS
are included in the tax instructions mailed out to taxpayers.
Most taxpayers should have received their tax forms in the
mail by the end of the year.

. NOTICE

Phone Numbers
For The
ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

The IRS is providing special
information for people whose

primary language is not foolish. It publishes instruction
booklets in Spanish, although it
has no plans to publish the
forms in Spanish.
Information is also available
from professional tax preparers
- at a fee, of course They
processed returns for about 42
percent of taxpayers last year.
But the IRS is trying Co make
its forms simple enough that
most taxpayers can figure it out
for themselves.
The wording of the instructions and tax forms this year

vertising 753-1919.
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
bir
reached on 7531916 ond 753-1917.

has been simplified so they are
understandable to someone
with an eighth grade education.
The IRS reported that there
were fewer errors last year because more people were able to
use the 1040A short form.
The short form can be used if

the taxpayer had only wages,
salaries, ups ancLother employ-'
ee compensation and not more
-thew 8400-in interest or MD in
• dividends.
Total income for the short
-form must be $20,000 or less, or
640,000 or less if the taxpayer is
married and filing jointly.
The long form is required if
the taxpayer itemizes deductions. Taxpayers who claim the
new credits for insulation and
other energy-saving measures
must use the long form.
The government estimates
that about 96 percent of taxpayers can compute their taxes
But tax forms and instructions
from the tax tables that accomare also available at most
pany the forms.
banks and post offices.

OH,OH--- AUNT
FRITZ' BAKED

A PIE --- SHE
MAKES AWFUL
CRUST

NANCY---TRY MY
CHOCOLATE PIE

V

_...,

ER---I'M
NOT
VERY
HUNGRY

ADVERTISING
, DEADLINES
display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the
day
before
publication.

AS SIN..i P.1/.I I Wit I

Hum.
759-4141
Humane Soc
Learn To Read .. .753-2288
...753-NEED
Need
753-1792
Parents' Anon.
753-7588
Poison Control
753-1621
Police
753-6952
Rescue Squad
753-0929
Senior Citizens
753-3151
Sheriff
State Poi. . .1-800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
the list and keep in handy
ear the telephone.

n

WHAT WE do best is care.
Needline, 753-6333,
FREE STORE 759-46(50

2.
U BAILEY

Check
Your
Ad .e

snug, Sem:Moms

ONE BOOM
MAKES UP FOR
1-lECKLJV4 LOT OF

gAl A
TAT TA T,
RATA

Rift

Wrapping
13A Specialty .41
I

Starts Nardware

120& Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING!

particle beard MAO
401 plywood • $7 I up
64 Lb. nails - 416 a
box
Snag your truck: no
layaways

DISCOUNT
BUILDING
MATERIALS

1612.
4. HELP WANTED
AVAILABLE NOW, position

in the business office of a
large medical practice.
Et usIneSS - office experience-mandatory, some medical
experience helpful but not
Send
ap
mandatory.
plications to Box 943.

Useased Read Woe
salesperseas wee we interested la week*
ths
Morey area. Coronet Woes
Mee,753-3243.

person,
Calloway
Manufacturing
Company,
111 Poplar St., Murray.

DEL?
WARTED
Employment for local
electrical
supply
store. Prefer someone
with knowledge of
electrical supply. Permanent position, good
salary, and fringe
benefits for the right
person. Send resume
to Box No. 32Z.
SERVICE VETERANS, E-41
and above, immediate
openings for honorable
discharge vets out less than
48 months. Steady pay,
advanced technical training,
security, outstanding

LAIRD
NICK CO.
MOM& MOMS

•60

TAT -mg-

c

•,-3-02At/
.

4...Pe
..0*#

Adv•rilsirs

ore

requested to check the
first insertion of ads for
This
corr•ctions

BOSS, I DON'T
L.J<E OoDU CALJ-ING
WORK STUPID

will
be
n•wspoper
responsible for only one
incorrect insertion ANY

ERROR SHOULD OE
REPORTED IMMEDIATEL-

"."
XS'S

Y

SO.

PLEASE CHECK

YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROMPTLY IN CASE OF AN
ERROR
AIX
.r.
r.1
• :II

•
CARTER

Has opening for responsible
help Day time shift. Apply in
person at office between I
a.m. and 4 p.m, No phone

•
WILL DO babysitting in my
home. Panorama and
Lakeway Shores area. 4362504.
WAITRESS WANTED apply
in person Syke's Cafe, S 2nd
Street.
11. WANT TO BUY

TIMES CHANGE,4t022. /100ERN
CITY WOMEN SO RD HORPrrALS.
ITh SAFER.
SAFER?
WHAT CAN
SHE FEAR 7
A GREAT CAT!
A PYTHON?
AN
*POMMY ?

ONE NEED HAVE NO
FEAR,0 iN-406T WHO
WAL K6. THE BANPAR
WILL 6UARC7 HER
AGA1145T ALL
PANGEIR!

THAT6 NOT
WHAT I MEAN
GURAN.

14

STUDIO

*Weddings
*Portraits
7534298

Noe

FOR SA LE:---Gone- with the
wind, red satin glass lamp,
Irish design, electrified and
around 80 years old. 753-5960
LIVING ROOM suite, dinette
set with hutch, bookcase,
stereo, rocking chair, guitar.
Call 7517567.
MATCHING COUCH and
chair, green velvet, in ex

cellent condition, $175 7533803.
PORTABLE CLOTHES
dryer, good condition, $75.
753-2906 or 753-6474 or 7594601. s,
SEARS PORTABLE washer,
2 years old, $75. GE
refrigerator, 13 years old,
$50. Call 4.36-2283.
TWO PIECE Colonial clen
set, maple dinette table and
benches. 753-9887 from 9 to 5,
471-2327 after 5.
17, VACUUM CLEANERS
ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah call 1
443-6469. In Murray call Tony

Montgomery 753-6760.
21. SPORTS EQUIP.
-.FDA - -SA L
Br OWIld112
Explorer I compound bow, 3
old,
perfect
tonmonths
dition, original cost $160,
selling price $120 or best
offer. 474-2226 or 767 4164

FM SAW ksed high
back piano. Approx.60
years old, in good condition, needs tuning,
$150. Call 753-5322 after 4:00 p.m.
23. EXTERMINATING

Volkswagen bus, MS all windows, runs good $150.011. 25+
miles per gaol. Will trade for
good pick-up truck, step van,
or will maiddm a cub offer
750-1721.
100 ACRE ROW crop farm,
level, fertile, desire owner
terms, no realtors. 753 5610.
DROP IN kitchen electric
range Call 753 4586.
TWIN
DS, prefer maple.
Call 753T393.
Want To
chest
Call

Rey Wei

of
after

drawers.
5

p.m.

436-2742.

36. RENT OR LEASE

Mini
Morehouse
Storer). Specs
For Rent

753-4758

Gravel truck, tandem, for
rant, lease, sale! 40' lowboy,

e axle imbeds deck, $1250.
For Sale floor jack,
chain hoist, come-a-long mod
blaster. 70-1710.

M. PETS-SUPPLIES.
GERMAN SHEPHERD, AKC registered, 9 weeks old,$25
for female, $50 for male. Call
753.0315.
TWO AMERICAN Huskiepuppies, 1 male and 1 female,
good pets for children. Call
753 8719 weekdays, and 7534390 after 5 pm.
43. REAL ESTATE

HOUSE AND shop building
on approximately five and
one half acres only 500'from
Kentucky in Cypress Creek
area. Property is desirable
for development for cottages
or
trailers.
John
C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 1111
Sycamore St. 753-0101.

Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

4 lots (100' x 375' ea.)
on 641 South. Only
short distance from
city limits. Maybe purchased as one tract or
Coni-mercial or building
sites, would be ideal
for trailer court. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N.12th St.
IFJUST LISTED, 3 bay body
shop with 1800 sq. ft. of
working space on 3 acres of
prime development property
in rapidly growing community. Call 753-1492 or 437.1446 for details..., offered by
Loretta Jobs Realtors.

•

001
^ M UR DER

'St
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Stuttrol
21, MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE: Hydroponic
greenhouse, used one year.
Call 7518254.
26. TV-RADIO
ROBYN CB base radio, T.123
B, turner plus 3 mike.
Starduster antenna. Kris
Boomer Linear Call after 3
pm,753-4542.
TAKE UP payment on 25
inch color t.v. under
warranty. 753,7575.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
1974 HALMARK 12' X 50', 2
bedrooms, partially furnished, underpinned. Riveria
Trailer Courts. 753-8706.
1972, TWO BEDROOM, gas,
furnished, very nice. 753-4074
or 753- 1877.
TWO,8' X35' TRAILERS for
sale.$500 and MO.436-2306
THREE BEDROOM, all
electric, unfurnished, extra
nice, available now, $5500.

Call 753-9773 after 5 pm.

Waldrop Realty
In Business
Since 795f,

753-5646
STARTER OR retirement
home on quiet street near

hospital. This two bedroom,

living room (newly paneled)
and combinatin dining.
kitchen can be yours for
under $20,000
John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 1111
Sycamore St., 753 0101 or call ,'
Bill Wilson at 759-4985

M. MOB. NOME RENTS

TWO BEDROOM trailer for
rent. Shady Oaks Trailer
Court. 489-2533
30. BUS. RENTALS
FOR RENT: 900 square feet
office space, located at 703 5
Street next to Black's
Decorating Center
See
Carlos Black. Jr., or call 7530839 Of 753 5287.

I

FORMS!
on
space
southside of court-square
Formerly Children's Corner
Space now available For
details contact, Don Overby,
Money.7.12-1232

Commercial

RENT
Warehouse
space, 2100 square feet with
office, 10' X 12' with air
conditioner. Good, safe
location at 4th and Sycamore
Street. Very reasonable rent.
Phone 522-8469.
SHOPPING CENTER next

-PO%

PNOTOGRAPNIC

4011.411,

16. HOME FURNISHINGS
EARLY AMERICAN living
room suite, 5 piece, excellent
condition. 435-4323.
FOR SALE: Twin size
mattress, excellent con,
ditiatt Call 753-2911.
FOR SALE: four piece
livingroom furniture set,
excellent condition. Call 753
0367

DEALER FOR national
building store to be used as
residential and commercial
building. Call (812) 275-6510,
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators. Apply in

5d.

TAT TAT
RAT
A

Fel SALE
aM. portable dishwasher made by flew
is good solidifies,
$161. SA1153-6322 atter 4.1111 p.m.

WILSON

retirement benefits, tax free
housing allowance, low cost
insurance benefits, steady
advancement,
, lob
Cali
satisfaction, travel
Navy (502)753-6439.

RAT-A-TAT- TATS

is. ARTICLES FOR SALE

Wait SEW shirk. Ilayl
center. Almost all
breeds in 6, 8, 12 ft
some 15 ft.-83.58 sq.

S. LOST & FOUND
LOST. LARGE female dog,
tan with brown, mixed with
German Shepherd. Call 759-

to the governor's
Gov. Julian Carroll was ex- press secretary, Gary Auxier.
Lt. Gov. Thelma 'Stovall
rill for
pected_to an end
the special legislative session called the-Special session last
today to include at least two November in the governor's
new items, according to an absence to consider tax relief
legislation, and Carroll
administration source.
Details are sketchy, but the amended it later, adding
governor is expected to in- several items.
WATK INS Products,
dude the state's capital -Auxier said The govtrnorl"---FORcontact Holman Jones, 217 S.
authority
to
amend
the
call
construction fund and some
13th., phone 753 3128
items relating to county while the Legislature is in
session was not challenged
government.
IF YOU
Carroll met with several during the 1976 special
NEED THEM
session.
Tuesday
judges
county
489-2414
Airport
Carroll indicated last week
morning who reportedly
753-9332
Ambulance.
expressed concern about that he might amend the Call
753-6622
Comp. Care
to
add
the
capital construction
legislation enacted by the 1978
753-1441
Fire (City)
fund, after several members
General Assembly.
753-6952
Fire(County)
of
the
Senate
expressed
in. One of their concerns
Foster Parents ... 753-5362
volved the county budget concern at the way the fund
753-5131
Hospital
preparation process, ac- has been administered.
Rts. Corn. _753-0849

THAT CHOCOLATE
FILLING WAS
DELICIOUS

Fre

alma.

FRANKFORT,'Ky.(API - cording

WELL ,
JUST
EAT PART
OF IT

Fact

% 1111. math
Naval, Ky, es
ilh”.1141 - epee 114, S days

Carroll Reportedly May
AmendSession Call Again

I'M GLAD 5NE LEFT..I•
FEEL LIKEN COVEREP
WITH APHORi5M5...

'
It s A

News, Society and
Sports
753-1918.
Retail Display ad-

PLANTS

IT 15 AN HONOR TO
"TO PLAN EVIL 15 AS '
WRONG AS DON& IT" RECEIVE A FRANK REPLY...
OPEN REBUKE 15 BETTER
THAN HIDDEN LOVE"

2. NOTICE
"GOD IS LOVE " There is no
power on earth greater than
love. Let us snow you how
you WO may hay! this love.
Our phone is answered 24
hours a day by servants of
God; Not A Tape. Call 759,
4600, Bible Facts. Hear our
broadcast over WCBL FM
102.3, Saturdays 12 to 1 and
WSJP.AM,Sundays at 12.30.

to Murray State University

campus has building for rent
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753 3018
after 5 pm.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
RENT: 1 bedroom
apartment, carpet, central
heat and air. water fur-

FOR

nished. 1414 Vine.
ONE SMALL apartment on
Bloodriver lake,3 miles from
New Concord, for rent. 650
per winter months. 436 2427
TWO BEDROOM apartment,
carport, 1101 Circarama
Adults, no pets. 753 0791

KOPPERUD
Silty
753-1222

EXPECT TO BE IMPRESSED - If unique
is what you seek, we
have it. This 3-story, 5
bedroom home has all
the extras - marble
fireplace, built-in appliances, spiral stairways, central vacuum
and intercom, custom
made
drapes
throughout. This is
that "dream home"
you have been waiting
for.
Price
just
reduced. Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY,
753-1222 for courteous
and competent real
be service.

FIRST TIME on market,
you're missing something. .
if you don't inquire about this
brick

home.

near

In the 530's. Better call soon
'or this deal will be gone .
.753-1492 or 753 2249 offered
by Loretta Jobs Reattors.

(
WANT TO BUY good used
moblor*ernes. Cats 403.523- '

Swimming
Pools
maws Ky. Nola

WANT TO buy, International
tractor,Pre 656 to 1156. 1-376-

442-9747

5SC
WANTED TO buy, ski boat,

Pailleesh, Ey.

1362.

1975
newer, ap
or
Proximately 16', IB or OR
Phone 433 4467

Our

Service

Department is open

for

your

eowniniencs..Repair on most all stereos and
TVs.(Car add Horne)

• World of Sound
222 So. 12th St.

the

university... 3 spacious
bedrooms, bright sunny
kitchen., large lot priced

753-5865

LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

43 REAL ESTATE

43 REAL ESTATE

BOY MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
153-110110
1
Protsaaausial Serv was
With The 'niftily rouge"

40 WOODED ACRES
OF
COMPLETE
PRIVACY. . . Large
Private Lake, stocked
w/fish. This property
is not far from Hwy.
V94 W. but totally
secluded.
Beautiful
building site, house
recently
burned.
ONLY $25,000. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
106 N.12th St.
*Utley Auction I
'
4 Realty Sales
ca.teem AtNiff
Auctioneer Realtor-

A LITTLE pianning will put
you first in line to see this
light your
first showing
tire! In this home with the
wood burning fireplace, 3
bedrooms arranged so that
yOu can have your privacy,
galley kitchen, balcony
overlooking spacious living
room
all this plus garage
located ori wooded lot. Cali
753 1492 Of 753 1499 ofterea
by Loretta Jobs Realtors.

46. HOMES FOR SALE

N. OHIO TRUCKS

$3. SERVICES OFFER ED

1 BEDROOM BRICK, in
Hazel, kitchen with built In
utility room, large living
room, large game room.
Located on large lot with
several fruit trees. Call 4e2.
859$ after 4 pm.
FOUR
brick
BEDROOM
house in Browns Grove with
well and out buildings, up to 4
acres 435-4489

$3. SERVICES OFFERED
NEED SOMEONE to clean
house? Call 753 3502
WILL DO plumbing, heating,
carpentry repairs Cell 753221i, if no answer call 7591531.
WET
BASEMENT? We
make wit basements ctrv,
work completely guaran
teed Call or write Molten
Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A, Paducah, KY
47001, or call day or night 1
442 7026

19711 34. TON CHEVROLET, PIANO TUNING
aryl repair
4-Wheel drive, lots of extras 6
Call
n 6
Jackson 7S3 7149
Callen 11374.
pm.
1973 4 WHEEL DRIVE for ROOFING,
FLAT
sale. No power steering or shingles, water proofing or
and
Power brakes, 360 4 speed
mobile homes. 15 years
Call 489 2203 after 5pm.
experience. Call 43.5-4173.
1978 4 X 4 GMC JIMMY,9,900 ROOFING,
excellent
miles, loaded with all extras, references.
Call
Still under warranty Call between 7 am and 3753-1486
- 30 pm,
FOUR ROOM house with 2 753-6275 after 6 pm.
ask for Shelley.
acres of land on 732 436 2166 51. CAMPERS
The Nelson Shoat Co.,
call anytime.
STARCRAFT,
MID
REALTORS
FOR RENT: 4 room house, WINTER white sale. Prices
bath, deposit. 492 8360.
759-1716
reduced on all travel trailers
and
pop
through
ups
47. MOTORCYCLES
February
15. This means
1973 HONDA CR-125, ex
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
FOUR UNIT brick apartcellent condition, has been prices you won't believe I
Sales,
ment building in
bored, 3 over size, ported and White's 1L.Camper
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
McKenzie,
located on Highway 94 East,
polished, included neR rear
Tennessee, S11500. Call Paris
753-0605.
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
(901) 642-0633.
Knobby.$300. 492-8586.
Ism uroao reatve Sroo. •',
1978 YAMAHA 650 special, 53. SERVICES OFFERED
•HOWSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
11,
Topldkr
perfect condition. Call 753- BYARS BROTHERS S. Son Fres Defilvery Ow Preseriptieee lis Oly Links
General home remodeling,
7108
framing, aluminum siding,
49. USED CARS
gutters, and roofing. Call 1395-4967 or 1 362-4895.
BUILDING REMODLEING,
REALTY
1975 CHEVY NOVA,4-door,6 block laying. 20 year ex,
cylinder, power and air, 753- per ience. Duncan Con43. REAL ESTATE
ESTATE
43. REAL.
5267 before 5, 753-8721 after 5. struction C0.474 2318
APARTMENT HOUSE with
MOtiFS
CASROtL
7 apartments, located on S
GRAN PRIX,
-air, CONCRETE
BLOCK
8.
factory 8 track tape, power WORK. Block garages,
16th next to-college, for sale.
windows,
tilt
-30Si5 Tor sale,
wheel,
38,000
basements,
driveways,
bedroom
origirrinTW. Good-dean trailer on lake front lot in
patios, Steps, freer
car. 44e-2613.
Panorama Shores . Call 436estimates. 753-5476.
2341 anytime, or 436-2122
1973 MONTE CARLO. AM- CARPET CLEANING, at
FM stereo, power windows, reasonable_rates. Prompt
. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of5pm.
lots of extras, must sell, and efficient service. Custom
, cottages, mobil* home od-ons, and patios, or U-.
$2,000. Call 753-7203 after 5 Carpet Care. 489-2774.
BUILD, pre-cut consplately reedy to assemble up to 24
"FAMILY AFFAIR"-. Pm.
CARPET CLEANING, free
s60.
Buy the best for less.
estimates,
satisfied
"Quality Plus" best
references. V ibra- Vac steam
BARGAIN
3
new
HUNthis
describes
Southslcle Court Square
or dry cleaning. Free scotch
TER'S
DELIGHT.
bedroom, 2 bath home
gaurd. Call Lee's Carpet
Murruy, Kentucky
Cleaning.
753.5827.
Would you like to live
located in Hazel.
CAN'T GET those small jobs
near the lake or have a
with
Fireplace
around the house or mobile
nice house just to get
heatalator, built-in aphome done? Carpentry,
away from it all? Take
painting,
pliances, custom built
plumbing,
aluminum siding, patios,
a look at this praccabinets, heat pump,
small concrete jobs. Call 4366 room residence located at 205 No. 6th St. in downtically
thermopane windows
new
two
2562 after 5 pm.
town Murray, Ky. 8 room - gas floor furnace - imbedroom home in
are only a few of the
FENCE SALES at Sears
mediate possession - Price reduced to $19,000.00.
now. Call Sears 753.2310 tor Baywood Vista. It has
quality features of this
free estimates for your
Well located for residence or is zoned for central
a nice kitchen, living
price
is
The
home.
needs
YD-MAl
business B-3. Priced well below replacement cost.
1972 PLYMOUTH CRICKET,
room, one bath and a
right! 30's. Phone
REAL ESTATE
cylinder, automatic, ex. GUTTERING BY SEARS,
full walkout basement
KOPPERUD REALT- 4cellent
gas mileage. $500. Sears continuous flutters
753-8080
per
with central heat and
your_
Y.753-1222. 1968
Plymouth
station installed
Call Sears
wagon, $150. Phone 1-354- specif icatlons
air. Priced to sell fast
Professional Services
753-2310 for free estimates.
6217
44. LOTS FOR SALE
With The Friendly Touch"
at only 821,500. Don't
1978 T-BIRD, 5800 miles, T. INSULATE AGAINST the
143
ACRES,
APdelay - phone us today.
72 roof, loaded, excellent high cost of fuel bills! Blown
PROXIMATELY
%ANI-- INC.OME
attic insulation and foam-inarftworr-pevect roedrgood........ConditicuLtar-We
ROPPERUD'REALTOr 15e up _ place - -ucoa---tr.osnaiettuae-..
PROPERTY - Close to
water, Nevi Providence. A. payments. 753-6345.
Y,753-1222.
Free
estimates,
no
Williams, Rt. 8, Box 517, 1974 T BIRD. All power, obligation.
downtown. td floor Kentucky Mobile, AL,(205)649-4417.
loaded, new radial tires, low Tennessee Insulation, Rt. 7
living rm., kitchenmileage, excellent condition, Box 258, Murray, KY 42071.
45, FARMS FOR SALE
dining, 2 bedroom 8g
1502)435-4527.
30 ACRES PRODUCTIVE 753-7745.
bath,
1st
farm land. Ibng.. highway 50. USED TRUCKS
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
frontage. 8 fcli11s. southwest 1974
floor not completed
CHEVROLET Sears, save on these high
of Murray. Call 492-8502 after CHEYENNE Super, 2 wheel heating 'and cooling bills.
could make apartment
6 pm.
drive, 52300. 1975 Chevrolet Call Sears 753-2310 for free
of sleeping rooms custom deluxe A-wheel drive, estimates.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
S4000. 753-4112 ask for LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
ONLY $23,000. Boyd
ASSUME VA loan, 9/
1
2 per Robert.
prompt, efficient service,
cent, Lakeway Shores, 2
Majors Real Estate,
bedroom frame, 900 square 1974 FORD PICKUP F250, call Ernest White, 753-0605.
105 N. 12thtSt.
feet, on lot and 2. $3500 power steering, brakes, and
NEED TREES
Landolt
air, 4 speed V8 motor, eig Tree Service. cut?
equity, 436 2283 No reaitors
Call George
mirrors,$2500. Call 753-85130,_ Landolt, 753-8170.

WALLIS DRUG

South 12th at Sy camor•
TELEPHONE 7511051

Spring is just around
the
corner
and
wouldn't it be nice to
welcome it with four
saes al land and a
seven room older
home' We have it in
the Lynn Grove area.
..Carpet, fireplace,
some drapes, and two
out-buildings. All of
this is only MOWS.

QUALITY

`10 U WERE HEARD "TO SA'THE
CONSUMER )5 ALWAYS RIGK17,
SINCE WHEN) GOMER ?1,

527.1468cop.,- 1533625

FREE
20 NILE
DELIVERY
753-0984

KOPPERII0
Tss-riss

PHILLIP B. KLAPPER, my
is rery pleased to announce
his new location at

300 S. 8th St.,
Suite 304

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

753-445

For Sale BesIdeece
Zoned Central Business

Claude L. Miller

753-3059 hoses 753-5064

carpeted,

of

Saturday, January 27, 1979
10 A.M.

of
rty
om437• by

RH.(Red) Armstrong, Owner)
Union City, Tennessee

From Highway 22 (Union City-Martin Highway or Reelfoot
Avenue next to Gibson's
and Kentucky Fried Chicken) take Pleasant Valley Road, 8/10
of a mile to Red Armstrong's Farm Headquarters.

Corner 5% A Pine, $26,500

Immediate Possession
Aluminum sided and well insulated. The one BR
& two BR first floor apts, have been renovated,
carpeted, painted and the two BR has a new
stove & refrigerator. Both have gas floor furnaces and all separate meters. There are two additional Bits upstairs. Good living and/or rental:
property: ALSO two other houses at $21,500 &
$7,95°'
C.0. Bondurant Realty
Call

Start The New Year
Off Right
In Your New Mobile Home
From

753-9954 or 753-3460

ent
near
oom,
led)
mgfor

C.. 1111
call

Mue
we
'5
all
ble
apir-

om
es
is
ust
P-

arket...
thing...
t this
r
the
acious
sunny
priced
all soon
gone
offered
on

"

TRACTORS
1970 John Deere 4520 Diesel Tractor (weights)(dual outlets)(quick coupler)(2200
hrs.)(20.8-38 regular tires)(extra sharp);
1968 John Deere 4020 Diesel Tractor (wide front)(weights)(dual outlets)(18 4-34
R&C tires)(clean);
COMBINES
630 Ford Combine (cab & air) (pickup reel) (header control) (hydraulic reel lift)
(chopper)(23.1.26 R&C tires);
640 Ford Combine (pick up reef)(hydraulic reel lift) (floating cutter bar)(chopper)
(new 23.1-26 R&C tires);
Ford 4 Row Wide Corn Header.
FIELD EQUIPMENT
John Deere Chisel Plow (3 pt.)( 12 tine 3 bar); John Deere F-125 Plow (5-16" bottoms)(spring trip)(sealed brg. coulters); John Deere Rotary Hoe (4 row 3 pt.); John
Deere P.M. 4 Row Rolling Cultivator, Glenco 15 ft. 3 pt. Field Cultnator, John Deere
RG 4 spring Shank Cultivator, Woods 213 Rotary Cutter; Brillion 4 Row Cultivator
(with rolling fenders); Amco Fr. Mt. Blade; John Deere TWA Disc; 2 John Deere A-W
Wheel Disc (13 ft.); John Deere 4 Row Planter (fertilizer attachments); John Deere
Grain Drill (16 hole); John Deere Cuttimukher(15 ft.)(wheels on inside); John Deere
3 pt Blade (7 ft.); John Deere 3 Pt. Boom Sprayer; 4 Wheel Grain Wagon; 1000 Gal.
M&W Water Tank and Pump; 2 Wheel Flat Tilt Trailer; 4 Wheel Wagon Running Gear;
44 Yd. Dirt Pan;
TRUCKS
1959 Ford F-600(Parkhurst Grain Bed and Hoist -1949 Ford 2 Ton Truck with Bed
MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT
4 John Deere Hydraulic Cylinders, Portable Fuel Tank and Pump; Portable Air Compressor, Hand Tools, Wrenches and S . Equipment Heavy 3 pt. Lift Pole.
edded
equipment s
in the
art
is maintained if you eciuto ment,
and well
good, CRP
SEE '101)
market 1or
MIS SM.E.
MISS
DOTI
REGARDLE.SS
I1lERU.
COME

Til
OF
TERMS:Strictly Cash, Settlement Made Day of Sale

Unknown buyers must hove cash, cashiers check or letter of credit from
their bank. NOEXCEPTIONS!
Concessions catered by Country Kitchens

WE WELCOME YOU AS A BUYER-OR VISITOR
jalrieS R. Cash The Auctioneer
Phone 502-623-8466 or 502-623-6939
41
Fancy Farm. KY.
Tennessee License No. 930
Licensed, Bonded, insured
YealfLike Dein Bahian WIS Om Of The
Rations Loading Farm Itsehisiary Ilactioswers
Al Real Estate Auction Mid Mindy In 111441alsts Roll Estate

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
209 Walnut Street

NEW OFFICE HOURS
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Pela NAIR CUT 51.50

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PIKE WAVE 51.25

For hospital I house calls please call 753-3685 one
day in advance.

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
A manufacturing plant located in NW Tennessee is seeking qualified candidates to fill the
position of personnel supervisor. This position has
responsibilities for a broad range of personnel activities including: employment, union relations,
employee relation programs, administration of personnel records and the administration of lay off,
recall & )ob bidding procedgres:
No prior experience is necessary. A degree in
business or industrial relations is required. Applicant must have career aspirations in the field of
industrial relations.
Send resume in confidence to:
Murray Lodger I Tinos
P.O. Box 321
Barra?, Ky. 42171
An Equal EmployntwitOpportuoitY Employer

Save Hundreds of dollars during the
1st of the year clearance sale
Over 100 Homes in Stock
To Choose From In
12& 14 wide and double wides

Do You Have Manual
Dexterity?

There is no tight money at Morris. We have
local bank financing available.

-Do You Like To Work
with Your Hands?
-Would You Like To Be In
the Health Field?
-Would You Like To Learn
Specialized Skills?

Now is the time to buy, Morris is the place, the
mono/ is available, the price the lowest ever
and the selection better than ever.

If so, there is an opportunity
available as an Orthodontic
Laboratory Technician
(must be 21 or over, high school education)

Send Resume To Box 32.
Murray, Ky. 42071
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FREE DELIVERY

ANNUAL
FEBRUARY SALE

rtiramrut

fl
IE
__Ft IV II -17_11..)
Murray, Kentucky

All Items
S
piter
Sale

Sale Starts January 25th

OPEN THURS. & FRI. NIGHTS TIL 9:00

Below is just a partial list of the many outstanding buys you'll find, discontinued,
mismatched and floor samples
Sofas REG. SALE
Sofa Sleepers
MISC.
Bedroom
REG.
1 - 10 Gun Cabinet, antique
Maple with Locks
1 - Thomasville Small China,
tatwar Ilambas,agape White

1 - Kroehler Early American,
Gold Nylon Printed Velvet,
Maple Wood Trim

SALE

34r

1/
/2

599"

/
a

1 - Heckman, English Design,
Solid Oak Round Cocktail Table
With Amber Glass Top
1 • Queen Ann Sold Mahogany
Lowboy
1 • Thomasville Credenza,
Panel Doors, Pecan Wood whit
Burl
1 • Thomasville 3 Pc. Table
Group, Bamboo carved, Cane
Trim
1-Curio Cabinet, Chinese Red,
11t°1 Design, Daille136
.
Doors, Lighted
1 - Credenza, Fruitwood, Gold
Striped Panel Doors
1 - Jasper Red Lacquered
Secretary Desk, Gold Stripes
end Glass Doors
- 3 Pc. Group Tables in Antique Pine (2 Commodes 1
Cocktail)
2 • Wicker Chaise Lounge, unfinished
1 • Cocktail Table, Pecan
Wood, Oval Glass Top
1 - Wrought Iron Gold Leafed
Sofa Table Glass Shelves
1 • Hope Chest, Raspberry
Decorated with tray
1 - Henredon 3 Drawer End
Table Chest Distress Pecan

699"

899"

44r

399"
699"

499"

680"

1 - Kroehler, Scotchguarded
Floral Print, Blue and Copper
with Arm Pillows

1/
/2

1 - Marimont, Tuxedo Style,
Turquoise Blue Velvet, Lose
Pillow Bock

1/
/2
/
1
2

1 Early American Nylon Flora,
Trim, Pleated Skirt,
Queen Size

/-

699"

/2
1/

549"

/2

1/
/2

699's

1 - Multi Pillow, Blue, Copper,
and Beige Stripe

699"

1 • Matching —1Aveseatt.
-

499"

1 • Marimont, Beige, White,
and Earth Tones. Cotton Print

599"

1111101re listing
:

/
/2

499"

1/
/2

1 - Marimont, Textured
Weave, Blue, Grey and Beige
Multi Cushion

499"

1/
/2

1 - Abstract Print, Blue, Copper and Brown. Arm Pillows
and One Seat Cushion

1/
/2

1 - Kroehler, Nylon Textured
Floral in Rust and Blue with
Arm Pillows

699's

1

1 - Kroehler, Round Arm Sofa,
Blue and Brown Nylon Floral

699"

1/
/1

215"
400"
525"

1/
/2

1 - Marimont, Loose Pillow
Back, Herculon, Brown, Beige
and Blue

1/
/2

1 - Contemporary, Beige, Grey
and Blue Modern Cotton Print

1/
/1

349's

1 - Marimont Straight Arm,
with Arm Pillows Brown,
Beige, Copper and Gold stripe

1/
/1

38000

499"

699's

599"

1/

/2

1/
/2
/

/2
/1

1 - Kroehler, Orange Tweed,
Wing Back, Wood Trim, Queen
Size
1 Jamison High Back Plaid,
Gold, Brown and Orange.
Queen Size

299"

499"299

1 - Attached Back Cotton
Print, Brown, Blue and Beige,
Queen Size

95
54945 399
1049"

14995
1/
/2

699"

699"
549"

39995
299"

Large Selection Of

Pictures
Lamps
Accessories

699"

/2

699"

/2

699"

Pecan with Figured Tops and Banding
1 Parquet Top Cocktail
1 Commode
2-1Drawer Lamp Tables

Chairs
2 - Tuxedo Style Loose Pillow
Back Lounge, Slate Velvet

1-Marimont Queen Ann Wing,
Solid Gold Velvet

Save $100.00 on Jamison

REG.

SALE

299" tea

/2

249
"

/2

/2

/

1 - 4 pc. Dixie Oak, Nostalgic
Design, Regular or Queen
Headboard, Chest, Dresser
with swivel Mirror, carved
wood pulls
1 - 3 pc. Victort:::41,
,
,
,_
Regular or *peen
with boxes, Door Chest,
Dresser with Twin Oval
Mirrors
1499"

I/

/2

- 4 ise.
Front ilth Century Chairbocit
Headboard, 7 Drawer Chest on
Chest, Dresser and Mirror

1945"

1 I0095
77

1 - 3 pc. Dixie Oak, Headboard
with Post, Dresser with Twin
Mirrors and prower Chest

1099"

699"

1

99995

219"

1 • Kroehler Copper Crushed
Nylon Velvet Swivel Recker

249"

1 - Fairfield Tufted Back Wing,
Mauve Velvet

259"

1/
/2
1/

/2

1/
/2

1 - Marimont Lounge, Loose
Pillow Back, Beige Tone Stripe

199"

1/
/2

,

1 - Marimont Low Back, Loose
Cushion, Orange Corduroy

299"

1/
/2

•--401

2 - Marimont Queen Ann Wing,
Solid Turquoise Velvet

299" fich

1/
/2

1 Toll Beck, Wrap Arm, Lounge
in Seafoam Antique Velvet

249's

1/
/2

- Fairfield Swivel Rocker,
Medium Blue Velvet

229"

1/
/1

.
...

•

NM,Queen and King
Size at Similar Savings

1 Fairfield Tall Back Lounge,
Gold Crushed Velvet

Rog.$745.00
-J.

189ts

/
1
2°FF

/2

1/
/2

•

Distressed Pecan Wood
2-1 Drawer End Tables
with Shelf
Matching Cocktail Table

1/

259"

.•

..........

1 - 4 pc. Contemporary Oak,
King Size Headboard, Door
Chest, Triple Dresser with
Twin Mirrors and Night Stand 1449"

249"-red---4

1 - Fairfield Wing, Tufted Back
and Seat Burgundy Velvet

$19995

..........

1/

I

1/
/2

.....
4

1169's

/

4%.

•

/2

Table Group

lar

Reg.$299.95

Now

•••••

1 - 4 pc'. Dixie Oak, English
Design, Triple Dresser and
Mirror, Headboard, Chest and
Night Stand

1 - 3 pc. Antique Maple, Poster
Bed, Regular or Queen Size,
Dresser with Hutch Mirror,
Door Chest on Chest
1399"

1 - Kroehler Olive Green
Crushed Nylon velvet Swivel
Rocker

•

SALE

1 - 4 pc. Dixie Pecan, Door
Chest, Triple Dresser with
Mirror, Headboard and !eget
Stand

1
/
2 PRICE

- Fairfield Tufted Back
Lounge, Limetone Green
Velvet

EXTRA FIRM MATTRESS
AND BOX SPRINGS

REG.
1 - 4 pc. Stanley French Provincial Poster Bed, Dresser and
Mirror, Chest and Chevel
Mirror, yellow with white trim 1119"

1 - 3 Pc. Ilenredon

2 • Morimont Swivel Rockers,
Tufted Back, Canary Yellow
Velvet

Regular Size(while they last)

499"

1 - forty American Wing Back,
Green, Brown and Earth Tones,
Queen Size Plaid Herculon

1.__.t....111aad Rail, Wing lack,
Nylons Printed Velvet, Queen
Size

499"

1/
/2

299"

or

1 - Jamison, Copper and Brown
Stripe Herculon, Queen Size

1 - Jamison Sorties.' Sleeper
Sofa, 4 Cushion,fina Pillows,
urn, kip and landi Aararks

1 • Loveseat, Quilted Cotton in
Brown, Green and Russet
Shades

44915

499"

/2

Wood

1 - Fairfield, one piece cushion,
Stripe Herculon, Beige, Gold
and Green

1/
/2

SALE
/

699"

1 - Jamison Brown and Beige
Herculon, Attached Back,
Queen Size

1-Kroehler Sofa and Matching
Chair, Heavy Wood Trim,
Orange, Green and Brown Her-

1 - National 4 Drawer Oak
Chest with Marble Top
1 - Jasper Lighted Curio
Cabinet, Antique yellow, with
White Stripes

1/
/2

REG.

• Jamison, Printed Floral
Velvet, Wood Trim, Queen Size

1/
/1

Dining Room
REG.

SALE

1 • 8 pc. Bernhardt, Modern,
Lighted China with Cane
Panels,6 cone Back Chairs

1499"

/1

1 - 8 pc. Stanley Antique White
with Green and Gold Stripes,
Pecan Top Table, Olive Green
Upholstered Chairs

2195"

1/2
/

1 - 8 pc. Italian, Lighted
Display China, Oval Table,
Cone and Upholstered Chairs

1695'

1 - 8 pc. Stanley Shaker
Design, Ash Wood, Lighted
Crown Glass China, Rectangular Table, Arrowback
chairs
2019"
1 - 8 pc. French Provincial,
Fruitwood
with
Gold
decorating, Oval Table, 2
Upholstered Back Arm Chairs,
4 Cane Back Side Chairs
1 8 pc. Stanley Bamboo CarOval Tgble Bamboo
decorated Panel Doors on
Lighted China, 1 Arm Chair and
S Side Chairs

1199
9995

19999, 1499

ved,

109995

